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Introduction

Abstract

In this paper, the Berkman Center's Digital Media Project has conducted an exploratory case study of Apple's iTunes Online Music Store (iTMS) from a legal and business perspective. The objective of this analysis is twofold: First, it seeks to gain advanced knowledge of the relationships among copyright law, contract law, digital rights management schemes, and business modeling processes in the Post-Napster world. Understanding such interactions is crucial when attempting to balance the divergent interests of consumers, artists, the entertainment industry, and technology manufacturers through regulatory mechanisms such as law, code, market mechanisms, and adjustment of social norms. Second, the paper is intended as a further step toward expanding the knowledge base of the Digital Media Project beyond U.S. law to include a more detailed coverage of the legal and regulatory frameworks of other countries. The focus of the comparative law analysis conducted in this initial study is on European jurisdictions and selected nations in the Asia-Pacific.

A. Background

The Berkman Center for Internet & Society and GartnerG2 White Paper, “Copyright and Digital Media in a Post-Napster World,” analyzed the shift from analog and physical media to digital and online media and examined how the shift is altering the media industry and changing the way people use and enjoy consumer electronic products, media, and entertainment. More specifically, the foundation paper identified today’s critical technological issues in the digital media debate, explored key legal and regulatory developments regarding copyright and related intellectual property issues, and discussed business models upset by digital media distribution and new models made possible.

The second paper by the Digital Media Project at the Berkman Center set forth five scenarios for digital media in a Post-Napster world that could emerge over the next few years. This second study also included an initial analysis of the legal, business and economic impacts of these five scenarios. Since the release of the second paper, these scenarios have been extensively discussed, reviewed, and further developed. Today, the five scenarios include:

- The No-Change Scenario assumes that confusion remains about doctrines like "fair use" and "first sale" as the DMCA and copyright law continue to guide digital media distribution.

1 See http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/home/2003-05.
3 See http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/media/scenarios.
• The Speedbumps Scenario for Digital Media forecasts that technological restrictions like encryption will create small barriers to users' access and control of digital content.

• The Technology Lockdown Scenario projects that restrictive digital rights management (DRM) schemes will unilaterally determine users' experience of the content they purchase.

• The Alternative Compensation System Scenario imagines that users access digital content through a state-run system that would tax consumers according to use and reward creators according to the popularity of their work.

• The Entertainment Co-op Scenario envisions that voluntary associations emerge within the existing copyright structure to allow distribution of digital content between subscribers and creators.

B. Objectives and Scope

The present case study of Apple’s iTunes\(^4\) has been conducted against the backdrop of these prior reports by the Digital Media Project at the Berkman Center. These reports have made clear that any potential solution to the current media crisis must balance the potentially divergent interests of consumers, artists, the entertainment industry, and technology manufacturers in order to create a viable foundation for future growth. Regardless of which solution is envisioned, balancing of these interests through the law, technology, market mechanisms, and adjustments of social norms requires an understanding of the complex interplay between these basic regulatory modalities and their effects on business models, industry structure, technology, and the normative and social environments.

This paper, by analyzing iTunes, focuses on one particular aspect within this complex network of interrelations and interdependencies—the interaction between doctrines of copyright and contract law, digital rights management regimes, and business modeling processes. Such interactions and interrelationships are assumed under all five scenarios, but have not yet been explored in detail. Moreover, the research paper aims to expand the knowledge base of the Digital Media Project beyond the U.S. law by including an analysis of the critical legal issues in the digital media debate in Europe, Japan, and China.

The following key legal issues and their interactions with the business model are discussed from both a U.S. and international perspective:

• Copyright and Contract Law Interplay: Online media services such as Apple’s iTMS regularly use two legal strategies to govern consumer’s actions with respect to purchased e-content such as songs, movies or e-books: agreements through contracts and limitations through copyright

\(^4\) We examine Apple’s iTunes Online Music Store because it is the pacesetter in the digital media marketplace. However, it is important to note that iTunes provides only one example of an online media distribution system. Please note that when the term “iTunes” appears in this case study, it is used as a generic term encompassing the entire business model and its software. When specifically referring to the software, iTunes version 4.6 will be used. Otherwise the abbreviation iTMS, meaning the iTunes Online Music Store, will be used.
protections. Part I explores the interaction between these two doctrines and illustrates how Apple’s ability to control the iTMS depends on this interplay.

- **Digital Rights Management (DRM):** One key element of the iTMS (and digital media services in general) is the DRM system, which constrains by technological means (“Code”) what users are able and allowed to do with digital content. Part II describes Apple’s DRM system (called FairPlay) and discusses how the business model may depend on the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) and its counterparts in other jurisdictions to provide a cause of action against users who bypass these restrictions.

- **Digital First Sale Doctrine:** Copyright law provides a set of exclusive control rights such as the right of reproduction and the right of distribution. However, such exclusive rights are only granted within certain limits. Part III discusses the limitation on the right of distribution through the first sale doctrine (the principle of exhaustion), explores whether the doctrine—originally created for tangible goods—applies to digital content distributed over the Internet, and illustrates why these questions matter from the business perspective of digital media service providers such as the iTMS.

- **Fair Use Doctrine:** Part IV discusses another set of limitations on copyright law—the privilege of users to use copyrighted materials such as songs downloaded from the iTMS in a reasonable manner without the permission of the copyright owner. It analyzes the potential effects of this doctrine on the business models of digital media services like the iTMS.

**C. Overview of the iTunes Music Store**

Apple’s iTunes Music Store lets customers search a catalog of over 700,000 tracks, including music from all five major labels.\(^5\) With one click, users can purchase the songs and download them into their iTunes music library for $0.99 cents per song and $9.99 per album, without any subscription fees. Songs are downloaded in digital quality and can be burned onto CDs for personal use, played on up to three computers, and listened to on an unlimited number of portable players such as Apple’s iPod. Access to the iTunes Music Store and its song catalog is embedded in Apple’s iTunes software,\(^6\) which includes a music player, CD ripping and burning tools, an interface to the iPod, free Internet radio stations, and a limited streaming audio feature called Rendezvous. In October 2003, Apple released similar software for Windows, and announced product tie-ins with America Online and Pepsi Cola.\(^7\) The service is currently only available in the United States. However, Apple is scheduled to launch iTunes in Europe on June 15, 2004.\(^8\) Recently, a deal to distribute iTunes version

---

\(^5\) See [http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2004/may/05itunes.html](http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2004/may/05itunes.html); the major labels are AOL/Time-Warner, EMI, Sony, Vivendi-Universal, and BMG.


Sixteen days and two million downloads after opening, Apple’s iTMS had become the pacesetter in the digital music marketplace. Finally, there was a simple, inexpensive music service that could satisfy consumers. With over 70 million downloads since its launch, the Store has elicited renewed interest in the online music market. What makes the iTunes Music Store special? The following paragraphs sketch the Store’s main characteristics and explain how it differs from previous services.

1. Pricing
Apple’s iTMS was the first service with content from all five major labels to sell songs à la carte with no subscription fees. The Store’s pricing seems both revolutionary and obvious—the former because the prices are significantly lower than previous services’ (including brick-and-mortar CD stores), and the latter because they come closer to projected price points. Market research firm Jupiter Research projected last year that $0.99 per song would attract a significant number of consumers. In May 2004, rumors abounded that the five major record labels were forcing Apple to raise prices to as much as $1.25 for more popular singles. Such price discrimination has long been a common practice in the offline world, where it allows the labels to make more money on newer songs while increasing demand for older tunes through lower prices. Apple denied any price increase for singles, asserting that it had multiyear agreements with the labels. Nevertheless, online prices for albums did not hold steady at the $9.99 that was advertised during the iTMS launch, as some iTunes album prices even exceeded those of their on-the-shelf counterparts.

The flexibility and convenience offered by the iTMS’s à la carte pricing make the music store feel like P2P in certain ways. In a P2P service, downloaders get what they want on a whim. Apple’s combination of à la carte purchases with fast searching, one-click purchasing, and integrated software tools keep the consumer’s focus on short-term costs and his or her immediate desire for a song. Thus, the low up-front price can lead to “impulse buys.” However, one arguable vulnerability of the iTMS model is the tremendous expense of amassing a large collection. At $0.99 per song, it would cost $5,000 to fill Apple’s medium capacity iPod and $10,000 to fill a large capacity iPod. Microsoft has yet to launch its own online music service. But with the

---

16 Although no formal study has cataloged the source of content people save on their iPods, previous CD purchases can be “ripped” using iTunes version 4.6 software and transferred to iPods. Additionally, even pirated mp3s can be transferred to an iPod.
release of Windows Media Player 10, it is poised to break Apple’s monopoly on the hardware aspect of digital music delivery. A new DRM scheme embedded in Media Player 10 utilizes synchronization between portable devices and a home computer. This new technology will increase portability of music in subscription services. With a subscription service that supports portable devices, consumers will be able to fill their devices by paying a monthly fee that is much more affordable than a comparable pay-per-download model. Though subscription services might often be cheaper for high-volume downloaders, the initial fees they charge may lead consumers to focus on high up-front costs. Even forcing consumers to buy “packs” of downloads rather than individual songs, as former music service Pressplay did, may seem too costly to many consumers. In the meantime, some services are trying to cash in on both markets; Roxio’s Napster 2.0 music service, developed from its purchase of Pressplay, includes both subscription and à la carte options, while RealNetworks operates its à la carte Music Store separately from its subscription service, Rhapsody.

Apple’s iTMS uses the same price for singles across the board. In contrast, rival à la carte service BuyMusic.com has adopted a strategy which includes varying prices for downloads depending on the perceived consumer willingness to pay. Napster 2.0 offers its users unlimited full listening rights of its entire library for a $10.00 monthly fee; users of the subscription service then pay a discounted rate of as little as ($0.80) for the rights to burn, download, and use on portable devices.

2. Song Catalog
Apple’s iTMS originally featured a 200,000 song catalog that did not represent a wide variety of labels, particularly independent labels. With its expansion to Windows, followed by its one year anniversary on April 28, 2004, Apple announced that it had a 700,000 song catalog including offerings from 450 independent music labels. Apple is expected to continue expanding its catalog to keep up with newer offerings; BuyMusic.com offers 400,000 songs, and Napster 2.0 offers more than 500,000 songs including many independent labels.

3. Ease of Use
The Store has become well-known for its ease of use: After browsing the catalog for free, purchases can be made immediately with “one-click technology” or can be progressively added to a shopping cart for later purchase. Parents can also create special accounts for their children with individual spending limits.

---

18 Napster light offers a 99 cents per download option with no subscription fee, users lose full listening rights. For a full comparison see http://www.napster.com/what_is_napster.html. Napster UK offers downloads for £1.09 (converts to $1.98) a track using Napster UK light and £0.88 per track using the full subscription service which costs £9.95 a month (given current exchange rates this works out to be $18.04/month). Currency conversions according to exchange rate on June 14, 2004.
4. Digital Rights Management System

All tracks are encoded using the open standard, Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) at 128 kbps rather than the ubiquitous, though marginally lower quality, standard, MP3 (MPEG Audio Layer-3). In addition, Apple employs its own proprietary Digital Rights Management (DRM) system called FairPlay. This DRM system restrains usage in two ways:

- First, users can only download a purchased song once and can use the song on five computers. However, they can move songs to a portable iPod an unlimited number of times. Users also can make unlimited CD burns of any given song, but can only burn the same exact playlist seven times in order to help prevent mass-production of copies for illicit sale. Unlike Napster 2.0’s subscription model, Rhapsody, and Pressplay, Apple’s purchases are treated like sales, not rentals. As a consequence, and in contrast to subscription models, playing a song is not contingent on remaining a customer of the Store. Perhaps because of Apple’s success, the newer à la carte services have negotiated similar usage restrictions.

- Apple’s DRM, as mentioned, is proprietary in nature. No portable player aside from the iPod supports FairPlay, and the iPod only supports the AAC and MP3 standard rather than the dominant standard used by the other digital music services, Microsoft’s Windows Media DRM for Windows Media Audio (WMA). This lack of interoperability, however, might be a key part of Apple’s business model. After the iTMS became available on Windows, Apple Senior Vice President Phil Schiller stated in an interview: “The iPod makes money. The iTunes Music Store doesn’t.” Using software to drive hardware sales is a typical strategy for Apple, so it might accept moderate losses from the Store to recover a net profit with device sales. Apple has continued to strengthen its hold on the digital music market. On June 7, 2004, it released the AirPort Express, a tiny (6.7 ounce) mobile wireless networking base station. When linked with a user’s home stereo, the device can function as a remote speaker system.

---


25 By way of contrast, Napster allows users to burn the same playlist only five times, and Sony’s Connect tosses out the whole notion of playlists and allows burns on a per track basis, allowing five burns to ATRAC CD’s and five burns to Redbook CDs. See [http://www.napster.com/terms.html](http://www.napster.com/terms.html) and [http://www.connect.com/tos.html](http://www.connect.com/tos.html) for more information.


27 See Part II on Copyright and Contract Law and Part III on Digital First Sale Doctrine. Apple has at least been open to the possibility that songs are owned inasmuch as they could be legally resold, although that would be technically difficult. [http://news.com.com/2100-1027_3-5072642.html](http://news.com.com/2100-1027_3-5072642.html). Though Apple reserves the right to modify the usage restrictions at any time, even if doing so means “you may no longer be able to use Products to the same extent as prior to such change or discontinuation,” it is highly unlikely that such changes will affect songs. However, one customer has reported that, when re-initializing his domestically purchased songs outside of the country, the songs became inoperable, see [http://www.interesting-people.org/archives/interesting-people/200307/msg00150.html](http://www.interesting-people.org/archives/interesting-people/200307/msg00150.html).


released on June 9, 2004, introduced a new technology called AirTunes to support the Airport Express.31 In addition, inasmuch as Apple can require use of the iTMS and Apple’s Quicktime to play FairPlay files, Apple can increase the value of its brand by associating Apple with all uses of digital music.32

5. Extra Features
Forrester Research suggests that, even if other programs could easily operate FairPlay files, iTunes’ integrated tools would still be valuable because they increase ease of use and consumers’ willingness to treat the iTMS as the home for all music listening and buying.33 In contrast, Buymusic.com and Wal-Mart have chosen to offer standalone, Web-based music stores.

The Store also offers free music videos, album art, thirty-second song previews, and CD descriptions. Exclusive special features include playlists created by celebrities, exclusive tracks, and audiobooks. These features are just the tip of the iceberg of potential features iTunes could provide. For instance, it could provide tour information, including ways to purchase tickets, community building tools similar to Amazon’s “so you’d like to…” and “listmania” features, and music magazines like Napster 2.0’s “Fuzz.”

32 RealNetworks’ RealPlayer can play iTunes’ songs, but the user must also have iTunes software installed. See http://news.com.com/2100-1027-5136275.html.
Part I: Contract-Copyright Interplay

A. Summary: Where Copyright Permits, Contracts May Prohibit

Apple uses two legal strategies to govern what actions consumers may take with songs purchased from the iTunes Music Store: agreements through contract and limitations from copyright protections. The extent of Apple’s ability to control the iTMS depends on how contract and copyright doctrine interact. Copyright law typically provides exceptions to its protections that effectively create greater freedom of action for consumers who purchase copies of protected works such as songs. However, if contracts can re-allocate copyright’s entitlements, Apple can use license agreements with iTMS users to support its business model by limiting what the users can do with their songs—even overriding rights consumers would otherwise enjoy under copyright. Hence, where contract law can override copyright, and governments do not impose mandatory contract terms, Apple’s license agreements can plug holes copyright creates. If copyright overrides contract law, Apple loses some control over iTMS songs once users download them, but users enjoy greater freedom of action. This might weaken the iTMS business model, especially if greater user freedom creates a secondary market in downloaded songs, permits users to reverse-engineer Apple’s FairPlay digital rights management technology, or decreases artist and licensor willingness to provide music. To understand the interaction of contract and copyright, we must explore briefly the two doctrines, understand their interplay, and look to their effects on the iTMS service.

1. Copyright

Copyright law protects certain works and rewards their creators by providing exclusive control over specific uses of the work through a government-granted monopoly for a limited time period. In theory, copyright’s protections and proscriptions operate universally; everyone but the copyright holder must obtain permission to perform lawfully a protected action. Copyright statutes determine the works that qualify for protection, the uses that are exclusive to the copyright holder, the duration of the protections, and the penalties for violating these rights. Once a copyright expires, the protected work enters the public domain—anyone may use it.

However, copyright law creates exceptions to and limitations upon its exclusive rights in order to safeguard socially desirable uses of protected works. These exceptions often include the “first sale” doctrine, the “idea/expression” distinction, and “fair use.” These exceptions may operate as defenses, preventing

34 See Part II on Digital First Sale Doctrine.
35 This concept forbids protection to the central idea or theme of a work while guarding its particular expression. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (United States); see also Baker v. Selden, 101 U.S. 99 (1879) for the classic statement of U.S. doctrine on the idea versus expression dichotomy.
copyright holders from successfully suing users who perform actions within these categories, or as affirmative grants of a right to users or consumers generally.

2. Contract

By contrast, contract law enforces private agreements between parties who agree to perform or forgo certain actions.\(^{37}\) The conceptual model is a mutually beneficial exchange whose terms are negotiated by the parties (subject to governmental restrictions based on public policy or normative concerns such as starkly unequal bargaining power).\(^{38}\) The duration of a contract depends on its terms but is theoretically unlimited.

Computer software and Internet-based commerce introduced a new form of contract known as “clickwrap.”\(^{39}\) In a clickwrap contract, the software or Internet site presents the user or potential purchaser with contractual terms governing the use of the software or site. The user must agree to those terms and click a button or link demonstrating her assent to use the software or site.\(^{40}\) Apple uses clickwrap contracts with iTunes version 4.6 and the iTMS.\(^{41}\)

The key question for the iTMS and similar services is whether contracts can alter the allocation of rights and exceptions under copyright law. Contract clearly can change the distribution of rights in some circumstances. For example, the iTMS permits users to copy a downloaded song file to five computers.\(^{42}\) The contract

\(^{36}\) See Part IV on Fair Use.

\(^{37}\) Contract law varies by jurisdiction—rules differ between countries (such as between Japan and China) and even within countries (such as between California and New York in the United States). International efforts have sought to harmonize these rules, particularly in the scope of online commerce, but have enjoyed mixed success at best. See, e.g., United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law on Electronic Commerce, available at http://www.uncitral.org/english/texts/elec/com/ml-eccc.htm; see also UNCITRAL Status of Conventions and Model Laws, available at http://www.uncitral.org/english/status/status-e.htm (listing 19 countries adopting the Model Law on Electronic Commerce).

\(^{38}\) See, e.g., Consumer Contract Act of May 12, 2000 (Japan) (expressly forbidding contract terms seen as unfair to consumers, such as liquidated damages and complete damage waivers by businesses, in some circumstances); Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 350 F.2d 445 (D.C. Cir. 1965) (United States) (finding that a court could refuse to enforce a “boilerplate” provision in a furniture rental agreement that repossed all rented furniture if the renter missed a payment on any of it); Brower v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 676 N.Y.S.2d 569, 574-76 (N.Y. App. Div. 1998) (United States) (finding an arbitration clause in an agreement for purchase of a personal computer invalid because the prohibitive cost of the arbitration process made the term substantively unconscionable).

\(^{39}\) Clickwrap contracts are a technical extension of the idea of shrinkwrap contracts in which a person is said to consent to a terms of a product by opening the shrinkwrap – In clickwrap contracts clicking “I agree” means that the user consents to the terms of use. See, e.g., i.Lan Sys. V. NetScout Serv. Level Corp., 183 F. Supp. 2d 328, 329 (D. Mass. 2002) (United States) (defining a “clickwrap license” and finding it enforceable).

\(^{40}\) See, e.g., Specht v. Netscape Communications Corp., 306 F.3d 17, 20 (2d Cir. 2002) (United States) (affirming that Netscape could not enforce an arbitration provision in a software license agreement since users did not have to click to agree to terms in the agreement before using the downloaded software).

\(^{41}\) Installing iTunes version 4.6 requires that the user agrees to all of the terms in the license. It contains the statement “If you do not agree to the terms of this license, do not use this software.” In addition to the usual statements limiting its liability and limiting its warranty, the license does have a specific clause related to iTMS file which reads as follows: “This software may be used to reproduce materials. It is licensed to you only for reproduction of non-copyrighted materials, materials in which you own the copyright, or materials you are authorized or legally permitted to reproduce. This software may also be used for remote access to music files for listening between computers.” An unofficial copy of the full license agreement can be found posted at http://blogs.23.ru/contracts/stories/3219/.

Additionally before using the iTMS a user must consent to another clickwrap agreement. The agreement requires that the user, who must be at least 13 years of age, agree that all iTunes content (including iTMS songs) is proprietary content and can only be used according to the terms of the agreement. These terms allow for personal use only, and include all of the usage restrictions protected by Apple’s FairPlay DRM (see section 4 on DRM of the Introduction). The agreement is available on the web at http://www.apple.com/support/itunes/legal/terms.html.

between Apple and the consumer (the iTunes Music Store Terms of Service) waives Apple’s (and the copyright holder’s) right to sue based on this copying—copying that technically violates the exclusive right to reproduce the protected song under copyright law. Apple, like any other copyright holder, can grant exclusive or non-exclusive rights to its copyright entitlements through contract.\footnote{Apple enters into a licensing contract with the copyright owners of its music (generally, major record labels such as Sony) permitting the company to distribute copies of the songs in exchange for fees. See, e.g., Jeff Leeds, Sour Apples Between Beatles, iTunes; Computer maker’s online music store triggers lawsuit by the band’s licensing firm, Los Angeles Times, Sept. 13, 2003, at 1 (describing a licensing disagreement over music by the Beatles).}

In other circumstances, however, the relationship between contract and copyright is less certain. A crucial issue is whether Apple can require consumers to forgo certain rights and defenses under copyright law in exchange for access to its protected works (the iTMS music). For example, could Apple require consumers to give up their ability to make “fair use”\footnote{See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. § 107 (United States).} or private copies\footnote{See, e.g., art. 30, Copyright Law of Japan (see supra note 128).} of the songs in exchange for the right to download and use an iTMS file? Apple can generally expect to enforce such agreements with users, but this answer varies with the copyright and contract law in effect where Apple deploys the iTMS.

\section*{B. Effects of Contract versus Copyright Tension on iTunes}

Apple can use agreements with consumers to reinforce its business model where contract law most freely permits re-allocating copyright entitlements and where it most fully allows private parties to define terms. If contract law can effectively override copyright, and as far as enforcement of contractual provisions is practicable, Apple can “lock down” its song files by specifying precisely what uses of and actions with those files are permitted and prohibited.\footnote{Apple’s Digital Rights Management system and usage agreements are mutually reinforcing—DRM prevents users from performing actions that the contract with Apple forbids. See Part II on Digital Rights Management.}

The iTMS business model relies in part upon the contract between Apple and the consumer effectively re-allocating copyright entitlements. For example, § 8(b) of the iTMS Terms of Service states that the user agrees “not to attempt to, or to assist another person to, circumvent, reverse-engineer, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise tamper with any of the security components [in Apple’s DRM]... for any reason whatsoever.”\footnote{§ 8(b), iTunes Terms of Service; see also § 9(b) (defining usage rules).} This provision waives any right to reverse-engineer the software consumers might have under copyright\footnote{See Sega Enterprises, 977 F.2d at 1527-28.} or other applicable law\footnote{See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. § 1201(f) (United States).}. Apple also requires iTMS users to “agree not to modify, rent, lease, loan, sell, distribute, or create derivative works” from downloaded songs—a condition that could waive resale rights under a “digital first sale” doctrine.\footnote{§ 13(b), iTunes Terms of Service. This provision makes the transfer of iTunes songs to a consumer appear more like a license (such as with a copy of a software program) than the transfer of title to the embodiment of a copyrighted work (such as with a copy of a book). Clearly, whether a “first sale” doctrine applies to iTunes songs would affect this distinction. . . . See Part III on Digital First Sale Doctrine.} Apple further retains the “right to change, suspend, remove, or disable access... at any time without notice.” Finally, iTunes’ Terms of Service include language in § 13(a) that might preclude...
fair use of downloaded songs: “You agree that the Service [the iTunes Music Store], including but not limited
to graphics, audio clips, and editorial content, contains proprietary information and material that is owned by
Apple and/or its licensors... and that you will not use such proprietary information or materials in any way
whatsoever except for use of the Service in compliance with the terms of this Agreement [the Terms of
Service].”51 If copyright law overrides these terms, consumers could sell access to their songs, reverse-
engineer FairPlay (though the DMCA would still apply), or use songs for fair use purposes (assuming that the
FairPlay DRM doesn’t prevent them from so doing). These actions might weaken the iTMS business model.

If Apple can effectively limit and predict what consumers can do with the songs they purchase from the
iTMS, the company can maximize revenue from sales.52 Geographic restrictions in Apple’s agreements let the
company fine-tune pricing to demand in each national market.53 Price discrimination based on consumer
location depends both on technological measures to detect location and enforce nation-specific access and on
legal measures to prohibit circumventing the technology and validate market differentiation.54 In contrast, if
copyright exceptions limit Apple’s contractual control over iTMS music, users may have greater freedom of
action but fewer songs to choose from—copyright owners may be less confident in entrusting songs to
Apple’s store. For example, if a digital “first sale” doctrine exists, and Apple cannot preclude re-sale via
contract, copyright owners may seek alternative distribution methods rather than lose sales to a secondary
market in “used” iTMS songs.55 In the following sections, the interplay between copyright and contract law
will be discussed in greater detail.

C. Copyright versus Contract in the United States

Copyright and contract are in tension in the United States.56 We examine two key issues: whether federal
copyright law prevents contracts from altering its entitlements, and how different remedies for contract and
copyright affect digital media business models.

Determining whether contract can alter copyright entitlements is complicated by the duality of legal authority
in the U.S. federal legal system. The U.S. Constitution gives the Congress power to reward authors with
exclusive rights over their creations.57 The Constitution’s Supremacy clause allows Congress to displace or

51 § 13(a), iTunes Terms of Service (emphasis added).
52 See ProCD, 86 F.3d at 1449-50 (explaining price discrimination in sales of a telephone listing database on CD-ROM).
53 See § 10, iTunes Terms of Service. [Details] See generally William W. Fisher III, Property and Contract on the Internet, 73 Chi.-Kent. L.
Rev. 1203, 1234-40 (1998) (arguing that technology and contract enhance the ability to engage in price discrimination, charge customers
based on more individualized demand, and maximize revenue).
54 Legal measures prohibiting resale, and technical measures enforcing this restriction, would allow Apple to prevent consumers from
engaging in arbitrage that undercuts price discrimination and national restrictions through a secondary market in downloaded songs.
55 Japanese courts have considered this issue regarding importation of movie videocassettes from the United States. See Darren E. Donnelly,
Parallel Trade and International Harmonization of the Exhaustion of Rights Doctrine, 13 Santa Clara Computer & High Tech. L.J. 445, 485
(1997).
56 See Jacques de Werra, Moving Beyond the Conflict Between Freedom of Contract and Copyright Policies: In Search of a New Global
239, 268 (2003).
supersede state laws that conflict with its legislation.\(^{58}\) Congress created copyright legislation to protect certain works\(^{59}\) and, in its 1976 revisions to the Copyright Act, pre-empted state laws covering works eligible for copyright protection and providing rights equivalent to those in the federal copyright statutes.\(^{60}\)

Contracts are governed by the laws of individual American states.\(^{61}\) As such, a contract allocating or altering entitlements to a work may be pre-empted by federal copyright law.\(^{62}\) The issue of pre-emption arises when there may be a conflict between contract rights and copyright—for example, it would apply if a state were to forbid copying a protected work\(^{63}\) or to outlaw all fair use of copyrighted works.\(^{64}\) To determine whether copyright pre-empts state law, courts ask two questions. First, is the work at issue eligible for copyright protection based on its subject matter?\(^{65}\) Second, is the protection that state law creates equivalent to the rights offered by copyright?\(^{66}\) If the answer to both questions is “yes,” copyright overrides the state law.\(^{67}\) This analysis is complicated—the court must consider which state’s law applies, what that state law constitutes, and how to apply federal copyright pre-emption doctrine. As such, pre-emption varies by interpreting court.\(^{68}\) This diversity of decisions reduces certainty about what law will apply to a contract, though parties can increase certainty by specifying which state’s laws should apply and where disputes should be resolved.\(^{69}\)

Despite this conceptual uncertainty, US courts increasingly agree that copyright law does not override contract law, and permit contracts to assign or waive copyright protections and defenses. For example, two influential

---

\(^{58}\) See Art. VI, § 2, U.S. Constitution.


\(^{60}\) See 17 U.S.C. § 301.

\(^{61}\) See Sun Microsystems, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 188 F.3d 1115, 1122 (9th Cir. 1999) (stating that courts “rely on state law to provide the canons of contractual construction provided that such rules do not interfere with federal copyright law or policy” (internal quotation marks and citation omitted)).

\(^{62}\) 17 U.S.C. § 301; see Lipscher v. LRP Publ’ns, 266 F.3d 1305, 1311 (11th Cir. 2001) (explaining the general two-part test for pre-emption). Note that the Lipscher court held that a tort claim (“acquisition misconduct”) was pre-empted, but found that a contract claim was not. 266 F.3d at 1312, 1318.

\(^{63}\) Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software, 847 F.2d 255 (5th Cir. 1988).

\(^{64}\) A law forbidding all fair use would override 17 U.S.C. § 107 and therefore be pre-empted. The Supreme Court views fair use as constitutionally required. Eldred, 537 U.S. at 221.

\(^{65}\) Lipscher, 266 F.3d at 1311.

\(^{66}\) Lipscher, 266 F.3d at 1311-12. Courts often express this as the “extra element” test—whether the state law claim (such as breach of contract) requires proof of a different or additional element compared to the elements of a copyright infringement claim.

\(^{67}\) Lipscher, 266 F.3d at 1311.

\(^{68}\) Different federal Circuit Courts of Appeals view these issues differently. The Seventh Circuit views pre-emption relatively narrowly relative to contracts (see ProCD, 86 F.3d 1447 (relying primarily on statutory pre-emption). The Fifth Circuit voided a Louisiana statute that prevented all software copying in Vault, 847 F.2d 255, but relied primarily on case precedent in doing so (see Vault, 847 F.2d at 269-70). These jurisdictional differences matter because Apple would likely have to litigate in different courts for different defendants, and these courts could interpret both contract law and pre-emption doctrine differently.

\(^{69}\) § 22 of the iTunes Terms of Service provides that California law governs disputes, and that any disputes must be litigated in California state courts. While such a “choice of law” and “choice of venue” provision is helpful, it is not always controlling. See U.S. ex rel B & D Mech. Contractors v. St. Paul Mercury Ins. Co., 70 F.3d 1115 (10th Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 517 U.S. 1167 (1996) (holding a venue selection clause specifying Texas state courts as the exclusive jurisdiction for litigation void because it attempted to deprive federal courts of statutory exclusive jurisdiction).
federal courts of appeals held that contract law is not pre-empted for two reasons: first, the agreement between contracting parties provides the “extra element” distinguishing contract rights from copyright protections; and second, copyright’s protections are universal, while contractual rights only apply to the agreeing parties. Some scholars criticize this result as incompatible with the public policies underlying copyright. Though some courts have not hesitated to strike down state laws expressly allowing contracts to duplicate copyright protections, it is not clear that these decisions apply to contracts generally rather than to the specific state statutes at issue.

Even if contract law can displace copyright, a contract may not be enforceable because users did not have an adequate opportunity to review its terms, or because those terms are considered oppressive by courts. For example, a New York court refused to enforce a contractual provision requiring consumers who purchased computers from Gateway to resolve disputes with the company through arbitration because the arbitration process imposed excessive costs on customers. In the United States, courts generally enforce clickwrap contracts like those used by the iTMS if users can review terms and clearly demonstrate consent. Apple’s contract appears strong because users must review and assent to its terms before using the iTMS, and because there are other ways for consumers to access the music at issue.

However, contract law provides less potent remedies than copyright to protect iTMS songs. Copyright law affords strong remedies, including easy access to injunctive relief, possible criminal sanctions, and the choice of statutory damages or the defendant’s profits plus actual damages. Contract law, though, presumes that monetary damages generally compensate injured parties. Unless a breaching user engages in large-scale copying or distribution, monetary damages would likely be minimal. This weakens contract’s effectiveness in controlling iTMS users. Indeed, some U.S. courts suggest that users might breach contracts to make fair use of protected works since they face only nominal damages.

---

70 See ProCD, 86 F.3d at 1454-55, and Bowers, 320 F.3d at 1323-24; see also Kwong, 18 Berkeley Tech. L.J. at 359-60.
72 See, e.g., Vault, 847 F.2d at 269-70.
73 See, e.g., Gateway 2000, Inc., 676 N.Y.S.2d at 574-76 (finding unconscionability); see also Specht, 150 F. Supp. 2d at 593-96 (finding insufficient notice to consumers of contractual terms).
74 Gateway 2000, Inc., 676 N.Y.S.2d at 574-76.
75 See Specht, 306 F.3d at 23-25; see also ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1452 (7th Cir. 1996); cf. Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147, 1149-50 (7th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 808 (1997) (enforcing terms contained in an agreement contained in a personal computer carton in part because the buyer could return the computer for a refund if she did not want to accept the terms).
76 17 U.S.C. § 502(a); see also Johnson Controls v. Phoenix Control Sys., 886 F.2d 1173, 1174 (9th Cir. 1989).
79 See generally Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 347.
80 Apple might be able to specify damages in case of breach in its contracts with users (known as “liquidated damages” clauses), but courts are generally suspicious of such clauses. See generally Lake River Corp. v. Carborundum Co., 769 F.2d 1284, 1288-1290 (7th Cir. 1985) (exploring courts’ hostility to liquidated damages clauses and providing economic arguments for and against such provisions).
81 See, e.g., Bowers, 320 F.3d at 1326.
In the United States, online music providers such as Apple can use contractual agreements with consumers quite effectively to alter the balance of rights and defenses available under contract. While the uncertainty of copyright pre-emption and the limited damages available for contract rather than copyright increase Apple’s risk somewhat, the overall trend of U.S. law mitigates these risks and bolsters the iTMS business model.

D. Copyright versus Contract in Europe

Law governing the interplay between contract and copyright in Europe is turbulent, making it difficult to predict how US-centered business models like the iTMS work in Europe. European Union (“EU”) directives partially harmonize contract and copyright and provide flexibility in how member states interpret and implement them. Contract’s ability to override copyright has only recently become a pressing issue, and few statutes directly address this situation.82 Recent changes to EU copyright law couple ambiguous statutory language with opaque legislative intent.83 As a result, the legal framework governing online music services varies from country to country in Europe.

1. European Union

European countries possess distinct and variable historical traditions that shape their copyright laws. While the American copyright system primarily pursues utilitarian objectives, the European droit d’auteur system is based on the author’s personality rights.84 However, there is no single, homogeneous EU copyright regime; rather, member states display a multitude of partly harmonized national copyright laws varying both in approach and in details. Contract law differs even more significantly among EU states. The following sections sketch the relevant regulatory framework at the EU-level and then outline briefly the copyright and contract interplay in Germany as an illustrative example.

a. Copyright Regulation by the European Union

The European Parliament has been working to harmonize the varied legal regimes of member states to achieve greater consistency. In 2001, the European Parliament finalized Directive 2001/29/EC, commonly known as the EU Copyright Directive (“EUCD”).85 The EUCD implements the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) treaties and tries to harmonize member states’ myriad schemes of copyright limitation in the hope of generating consistent statutes and application.86 Although the original 1997 EUCD draft contained only seven admissible limitations, extensive lobbying expanded the final number to twenty-

---


84 Lucie M.C.R. Guibault, Copyright Limitations and Contracts: An Analysis of the Contractual Overridability of Limitations on Copyright 7 (2002).

85 Supra note 83.

three. This list is exhaustive, though, so that after EUCD adoption, member states cannot allow other exceptions. However, only one exception is mandatory; member countries may adopt any or all of the others. Optional limitations include photocopying if fair compensation is paid; non-commercial private use with fair compensation; non-commercial acts by libraries and educational institutions; ephemeral recordings made by and for broadcasting organizations; and non-commercial reproduction of broadcasts by social institutions with fair compensation.

Since, with one exception, each state can choose which copyright limitations to adopt, most EU member states will probably keep intact their national laws as much as possible. The EUCD approach to copyright exceptions works against harmonization and makes it more difficult for a single iTMS approach (based on the U.S. model) to succeed in all European markets.

b. Contract Regulation by the European Union

In addition to attempting to harmonize copyright law, the European Parliament has sought to standardize laws governing online contracts. Two directives address the validity of online contracts: the Distance Contract Directive (Directive 97/7/EC) and the Electronic Commerce Directive (Directive 2000/31/EC). The Distance Contract Directive covers all contracts concerning goods or services concluded between a supplier and a consumer under an organized distance sales or service-provision scheme run by the supplier, who, for the purpose of the contract, makes exclusive use of one or more means of distance communication up to and including the moment at which the contract is concluded.

For example, art. 4(1) of the Distance Contract Directive requires that “in good time prior to the conclusion of any distance contract” consumers receive information on the supplier’s identity, the main characteristics of
the goods or services, and the total price (including all taxes, delivery costs, etc.). Most importantly, the Directive grants consumers a right of withdrawal from any distance contract—a right that cannot be waived by contract. Article 6(1) states that consumers have at least seven business days to withdraw from the contract without penalty and without giving any reason.\textsuperscript{98} Although the Directive does not explicitly address copyright licenses, scholars argue that goods and services offered through clickwrap licenses over the Internet are covered under it.\textsuperscript{99} Accordingly, European music stores such as Tiscali Music Club grant customers a right to “return” downloaded digital music within seven days.\textsuperscript{100} However, the legal situation with regard to the right of withdrawal varies among EU member states. The German \textit{Fernabsatzgesetz}, for example, excludes the right of withdrawal for music- and video-downloads.\textsuperscript{101} Exceptions are also granted under UK law: Napster UK, for instance, grants its users only the right to cancel certain purchases made online with Napster, namely purchases of goods such as shirts. Any “electronic products,” however, are not cancelable or refundable once delivered.\textsuperscript{102}

The E-Commerce Directive instructs each member state to “ensure that their legal system allows contracts to be concluded by electronic means” and to “ensure that the legal requirements applicable to the contractual process neither create obstacles for the use of electronic contracts nor result in such contracts being deprived of legal effectiveness and validity on account of their having been made by electronic means.”\textsuperscript{103} It requires that users be able to store and reproduce contract terms and conditions.\textsuperscript{104} Since the iTunes version 4.6 clickwrap contract is persistent and reproducible, it is almost certainly valid under the E-Commerce Directive.

European law requires that a contract’s existence and content be known before sale,\textsuperscript{105} and clickwrap licenses almost always meet this condition. Apple requires the consumer to review and accept the iTunes Terms and License Agreement before using the iTunes Music Store or purchasing songs.

Still, whether these Directives govern the iTMS is not certain. Since the E-Commerce Directive and the Directive on Distance Contracts apply to both products and services, they theoretically affect the iTMS regardless of whether the business is considered a product or a service. However, depending on where Apple locates its European iTMS business center, these directives might have different effects.\textsuperscript{106} The E-Commerce

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{98} Art. 6, Distance Contract Directive.
\item \textsuperscript{99} Guibault, \textit{Copyright Limitations and Contracts} at 303.
\item \textsuperscript{100} See, e.g., Tiscali Music Club, Frequently Asked Questions, \textit{available at} http://sib1.od2.com/common/frameset/frames.asp?shid=012B002E (stating that if customers want “to return a digital download for any reason within 7 days of purchase” they can do so by sending an e-mail message that requests a refund, contains the music file, and provides purchaser information).
\item \textsuperscript{101} § 3(2) no. 2 Fernabsatzgesetz.
\item \textsuperscript{102} Napster Terms and Conditions, \textit{available at} http://www.napster.co.uk/terms.html. This interpretation seems to be based on an exception to the right of withdrawal as set out in Regulation 13 of the U.K. Consumer Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000, which implement the Distance Contract Directive. According to Regulation 13, the consumer is not entitled to cancel the contract, among other exceptions, in the case of supply of services the parties have agreed that the consumer cannot cancel the contract once performance has begun.
\item \textsuperscript{103} § 3 art. 9(1), E-Commerce Directive.
\item \textsuperscript{104} § 3 art 10(3), E-Commerce Directive.
\item \textsuperscript{105} See, e.g., Guibault, \textit{Copyright Limitations and Contracts} at 297.
\item \textsuperscript{106} See Appendix on Jurisdiction.
\end{itemize}
Directive requires that each “Member State shall ensure that the information society services provided by a service provider established on its territory” comply with the (harmonized) national provisions applicable in that state.\(^{107}\) This article establishes the principle of control by the country of origin that is based on the concept of establishment.\(^{108}\) Article 2(c) of the E-Commerce Directive defines an “established service provider” as a provider “who effectively pursues an economic activity using a fixed establishment for an indefinite period.” Thus, the Directive applies to e-commerce service providers established within the EU. A service provider with an EU subsidiary or branch—such as Napster UK Limited, for instance—will therefore be covered by the Directive. But if the business conducting sales is established outside a member state, only international law regulates it. The E-Commerce Directive “should not apply to services supplied by service providers established in a third country.”\(^{109}\) If “it is difficult to determine from which of several places of establishment a given service is provided, this is the place where the provider has the centre of his activities relating to this particular service.”\(^{110}\) For the operation of the iTMS in Europe, Apple could be established in the U.S. or alternatively in an EU member state depending on “where it pursues its economic activity.”\(^{111}\) If Apple “has several places of establishment it is important to determine from which place of establishment the service concerned is provided.”\(^{112}\) Though the U.S. contains Apple’s corporate headquarters, this fact is not decisive; the key question is where the center for distribution of European iTunes is established. The Directive states that the mere “presence and use of the technical means and technologies required to provide the service do not, in themselves, constitute an establishment of the provider.”\(^{113}\) Accordingly, locating a Web server within the European Union, hosting a Web site on such a server, and providing access to the site from a member state do not automatically establish a digital media service provider in the EU from the perspective of the E-Commerce Directive.

The Distance Contract Directive, by contrast, applies to any contract for goods or services involving an EU consumer, regardless of whether the supplier has a physical or virtual presence in the European Union. Thus, even U.S. companies without a foreign subsidiary or branch must comply with the Directive and member state laws implementing it if they employ distance contracts with consumers.\(^{114}\)

---

\(^{107}\) Art. 3(1), E-Commerce Directive. (emphasis added).

\(^{108}\) See also id. at recital 22 (stating that “information society services should in principle be subject to the law of the Member State in which the service provider is established”).

\(^{109}\) Id. at recital 58.

\(^{110}\) Id. at recital 19.

\(^{111}\) Id.

\(^{112}\) Id.

\(^{113}\) Art. 2(c), E-Commerce Directive.

\(^{114}\) Art. 2, Distance Contract Directive.
c. Contractual Modification of Copyright Entitlements in the European Union

In two specific instances, European Union statutes explicitly resolve the tension between contract and copyright. Article 15 of the European Database Directive states that “any contractual provision contrary to Articles 6 (1) and 8 shall be null and void.” Similarly, the Computer Programs Directive states that “any contractual provisions contrary to Article 6 or to the exceptions provided for in Article 5 (2) and (3) should be null and void.” More generally, however, the EUCD does not specify clearly which copyright exemptions are absolute and which are only default rules that can be waived via contract. Art. 6(4) subparagraph 1 states (in the context of technical protection measures) that

[n]otwithstanding the legal protection provided for in paragraph 1, in the absence of voluntary measures taken by rightholders, including agreements between rightholders and other parties concerned, Member States shall take appropriate measure to ensure that rightholders make available to the beneficiary of an exception or limitation provided for in national law in accordance with [a short list of limitations].

However, art. 6(4) subparagraph 4 states that subparagraph 1 does not apply to works made available through interactive on-demand services “where such services are governed by contractual agreements”. Thus, the Directive allows technical protection measures to override copyright limitations. As a consequence, contractual provisions may preempt copyright limitations as well.

d. Example: Copyright-Contract Interaction in Germany

The German copyright system lies conceptually between the American and French droit d’auteur systems; it is founded on the same natural right principles as the French one, but provides significantly more consideration of the public interest. Germany regulates copyright principally under the Law on Copyright and Related Rights (Gesetz über Urheberrecht und verwandte Schutzrechte) commonly referred to as Urheberrechtsgesetz (“UrhG”). In implementing the EUCD primarily through the Law on the Regulation of Copyright in the Information Society (Gesetz zur Regelung des Urheberrechts in der Informationsgesellschaft), Germany is making the most extensive changes to the UrhG since its inception in 1965. Changes include new private copying provisions, legal provisions on the circumvention of technological copy protection measures, and a new
definition of copying that includes temporary file storage on a computer but excludes technical copies such as caching.\footnote{Id.}

Germany protects an author’s rights under art. 5 (guaranteeing freedom of expression), art. 1(2) (guaranteeing right to personality), and art. 14(1) (protecting property rights) of the Grundgesetz (German Constitution).\footnote{See, e.g., Guibault, Copyright Limitations and Contracts at 9.} In addition, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights guards authors through human rights with “protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary, or artistic production of which [one] is the author.”\footnote{Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. 27(2) at http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html.} While authors’ rights are preeminent, German copyright balances public interests. For example, art. 14(2) of the German Constitution requires that copyright, as a form of constitutionally protected property, must serve the public.\footnote{Guibault, Copyright Limitations and Contracts at 12.} This requirement, known as \textit{Sozialbindung}, is found only in Germany.\footnote{Id.}

The copyright regime in Germany shifted recently towards protecting copyright holders with a new amendment that took effect on September 13, 2003. Sec. 53(1) of the UrhG allows users—under certain conditions—to make copies for private purposes, including copies from digital works. However, § 95a UrhG supports technical protection measures and undercuts the § 53(1) exception. DRM technology, buttressed by § 95a UrhG, creates a legally-protected bar to copying for private purposes, making the § 53 UrhG privilege powerless. Sec. 95b UrhG delineates specific copyright limitations, such as privileges for handicapped people in § 45a, that are immune to technical protection measures and contractual pre-emption. These specific protections, though, do not apply to works distributed over the Internet. In addition, sec. 108b(1) Nr. 2 UrhG exempts individuals who circumvent technical protection measures for private purposes from punishment. Therefore, circumventing technical protection measures to copy a digital song for private purposes is illegal, but not punishable. Since German law prohibits this circumvention, though, private contracts could likely duplicate this restriction. Even without criminal sanctions, German iTunes users could thus face liability for breach of contract.

2. Summary of Business Impact

In deploying online music services such as the iTMS to Europe, service providers like Apple must grapple with the region’s limited harmonization of contract law and (to a lesser extent) copyright laws. Moreover, the concept of harmonization under EU Directives provides a degree of flexibility regarding implementation by member states. Internet-based digital media services such as the iTMS may find researching national statutes and implementing a service tailored to each state’s requirements to be quite costly—it may be more effective for these businesses to create a single platform with standardized terms of use that comply with EU Directives and with the majority of national laws. In short, the business value of precise compliance with particularized member state laws may be outweighed by its cost; services must estimate their expected liability from potential enforcement.
E. Copyright versus Contract in Asian Countries

The interplay between copyright’s rights and defenses, and the ability of parties to re-allocate these entitlements through private contractual agreements, varies in Asian legal regimes. We examine the legal systems of Japan and China and their likely effects on the iTMS since its business model acts as the current trendsetter in the new online music space.

1. Japan

Contract can re-allocate rights and entitlements under Japanese copyright law. Where it might fail to do so, copyright limitations pose little risk to online digital media services. Apple’s ability to designate which legal regime governs its agreements with users and to engage in price discrimination based on national location bolster the certainty of its business model. However, barriers to enforcing copyright or contractual rights through litigation effectively increase users’ freedom of action.

a. Copyright in Japan

Japan has a well-established copyright system and has updated its laws to address technological changes. Its copyright laws rest on promoting Japanese creativity and cultural beliefs; the goal is to protect the rights of copyright holders, “having regard to a just and fair exploitation of [their] cultural products, and thereby to contribute to the development of culture.” Authors of creative works automatically enjoy moral rights and rights comprised in copyright. Economic rights include the rights to reproduce the work; to perform or publicly transmit the work; to distribute the work (if it is cinematic) and to transfer its ownership; to lend it; and to create derivative works based on it. Copyright entitlements are protected by civil and criminal penalties for infringement. While copyright law does not address reverse-

---

126 See Law No. 10 of June 21, 1898.
127 See, e.g., Law No. 72 of June 19, 2002. Japan amended its copyright statutes in 1997 to address specifically Internet transmissions. See Daniel J. Gervais, Transmissions of Music on the Internet: An Analysis of the Copyright Laws of Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States, 34 Vand. J. Transnat’l L. 1363, 1382 (2001). These amendments effectively broadened the exclusive rights of copyright holders to include authorizing public transmission over the Internet. Id. at 1384.
129 In Japan, creators receive copyright protection automatically, without application to or grant from the government, upon creation of works of authorship in the literary, scientific, artistic, or musical domain. Art. 2, Copyright Law of Japan.
130 Art.s 18-20, Copyright Law of Japan.
132 Art. 21, Copyright Law of Japan.
133 Art. 22, Copyright Law of Japan.
134 Art. 23, Copyright Law of Japan.
135 Art. 26, Copyright Law of Japan. Note that Art. 26 is limited to authors of cinematographic works and authors of works reproduced in cinematographic works.
136 Art. 26bis, Copyright Law of Japan. Note that Art. 26bis does not include cinematographic works.
137 Art. 26ter, Copyright Law of Japan. Note that Art. 26ter does not include cinematographic works.
138 Art. 28, Copyright Law of Japan.
engineering, the only case to examine the issue concluded that printing a reverse-engineered listing of a computer programming language compiler violated copyright.141

Japan balances these economic copyright protections with limitations. Japan has no generalized “fair use” concept—restraints on copyright entitlements are specifically enumerated in the Copyright Law.142 A user may reproduce a copyrighted work for private use unless doing so circumvents technological protection measures.143 Public works can be performed, transmitted, and loaned for non-profit purposes.144 Scholastic use is broadly protected,145 as is journalistic use.146 Consumers who own a copy of protected software may make copies or adaptations to use the software on their computers.147 In addition, compulsory licenses for public works are available for a royalty fee in limited circumstances.148 While Japan recognizes “first sale” exhaustion of copyright for tangible goods,149 it does not seem to for digital works.150

b. Contract in Japan

Japanese contract law is governed both by the Civil Code statutes and by cultural norms; in fact, the latter may dominate. Litigation is relatively rare in Japan due to a cultural bias against resolving disputes in court and structural impediments to suits.151 The predominant contractual element is a cooperative relationship among

139 Art.s 112, 114, 115, Copyright Law of Japan. Art. 112 permits injunctive relief and monetary damages for infringement, and Art. 115 permits measures to recover the creator’s honor and reputation if moral rights are violated. Art. 114 criminalizes offenses such as infringement of moral rights or unlawful reproduction for profit-making purposes.
140 Art.s 119-124, Copyright Law of Japan.
143 Art. 30(1), Copyright Law of Japan.
144 Art. 38, Copyright Law of Japan.
145 See, e.g., art. 33 (permitting reproduction of public works in school textbooks and requiring reasonable compensation to the creator), Art. 34 (allowing broadcast of public works for school education and requiring reasonable compensation), and Art. 36, Copyright Law of Japan (providing for reproduction of public works in examinations and mandating royalty payment).
146 See, e.g., art. 39 (allowing reproduction of Art.s on topical subjects in the press or via broadcast), and art. 41, Copyright Law of Japan (permitting reproduction of works involved in current events for reporting purposes).
147 Art. 47bis, Copyright Law of Japan.
148 Art. 67(1) (permitting exploitation based on compulsory license from the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs if the copyright owner cannot be found); art. 68(1) (permitting broadcast under compulsory license if negotiations with the copyright owner fail or are not possible); and art. 69, Copyright Law of Japan (allowing sound recordings of public works under compulsory license once three years have passed since their initial release if negotiations with the copyright owner fail or are not possible).
150 For further discussion, see Part III on Digital First Sale Doctrine.
the parties.\textsuperscript{152} Parties typically do not seek to specify all transaction details in the formal terms of a document because this “fine print” approach connotes a lack of faith in the other side.\textsuperscript{153} Disputes or differences in interpretation are handled through negotiation and litigation over contracts is relatively rare.\textsuperscript{154} This emphasis on flexible dispute resolution and reluctance to sue may benefit Apple, since it can resolve differences over the use of theiTMS informally at lower cost.\textsuperscript{155} However, the premium placed upon negotiation of disputed contractual terms may benefit consumers who use the iTMS in ways violating the strict terms of the license agreement.\textsuperscript{156}

In drafting itsiTunes Terms and License Agreements for Japan, Apple must consider the effect of Japanese laws that create mandatory contract terms. For example, the Consumer Contract Act voids contracts where a business misrepresents a material term of the transaction such as quality, uses, or price.\textsuperscript{157} Apple must ensure disclosure of relevant information before customers purchase iTMS songs. If Apple sued a user who violated theiTunes Terms, the Consumer Contract Act could permit the user to escape liability if Apple’s contract did not meet its requirements.\textsuperscript{158} Japanese consumer protection laws aid users by requiring clear enumeration of terms, and compel Apple to draft carefully user agreements.

Japanese law allows contracting parties to designate which legal regime covers their agreement.\textsuperscript{159} Apple can thus specify which law (for example, the law of California in the United States\textsuperscript{160}) governs its contractual relationship with consumers within broad limits.\textsuperscript{161} Japanese courts respect choice of governing law as long as that law does not contravene “public order and good morals.”\textsuperscript{162} Apple gains greater certainty in drafting and enforcing contract terms by reducing the potential number of legal regimes that might apply to its agreements with iTMS consumers in Japan.

\textsuperscript{152} Sagartz, 13 Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. at 689.
\textsuperscript{153} Id. at 688-89.
\textsuperscript{154} Id. at 689. This negotiated approach applies even to specific terms in signed contracts—flexibility is a defining element in Japanese contracts.
\textsuperscript{155} See generally id. at 695.
\textsuperscript{156} See id. at 703-05 (discussing the role of Japanese courts in resolving disputes through conciliation and describing the statutory basis for this approach).
\textsuperscript{157} See art. 4, Consumer Contract Act of May 12, 2000, but see art. 7, Consumer Contract Act (limiting the right to avoid to five years from the conclusion of a consumer contract).
\textsuperscript{158} From a practical perspective, however, it seems unlikely thatiTunes Japan would comply with these requirements.
\textsuperscript{160} See § 22, iTunes Terms of Service.
\textsuperscript{161} Note that analysis of choice of law and conflict of law, and their effects oniTunes, are beyond the scope of this study.
\textsuperscript{162} Art. 33 of Law No. 10 of June 21, 1898; see Goldstein at 297.
c. Contractual Modification of Copyright Entitlements in Japan

Japan permits contractual assignment of copyright entitlements such as reproduction, public transmission, and performance rights.\textsuperscript{163} Moral rights cannot be transferred.\textsuperscript{164} Hence, a contract cannot permit a distributor such as Apple to decide whether to include the creator’s name on copies or whether to distort works (for example, by editing out parts of a song considered offensive).\textsuperscript{165} Moral rights restrictions should not affect a Japanese iTMS—identifying the artist or composer helps customers locate songs, and preserving songs unaltered is FairPlay’s function. Copyright entitlements, by contrast, may be transferred, though contracts assigning copyright protections must specify which rights are conveyed.\textsuperscript{166}

Contracts that re-allocate copyright entitlements to prevent uses of works otherwise permissible are common in Japan. For example, Japanese copyright law does not address the right to reverse-engineer software code\textsuperscript{167}, though case law on the issue argues against such a right.\textsuperscript{168} It is likely but not certain that an agreement prohibiting reverse-engineering can be enforced.\textsuperscript{169} Furthermore, licenses that forbid reverse-engineering are standard in Japan, increasing the probability a Japanese court would uphold such a contractual provision.\textsuperscript{170} These contracts also prohibit users from re-selling, lending, or transferring the copy of the protected work\textsuperscript{171}, overriding the Japanese copyright “first sale” doctrine.\textsuperscript{172} If enforceable, a similar iTMS restriction\textsuperscript{173} would prevent development of a secondary market in “used” iTMS songs in Japan, bolstering Apple’s business model but limiting user options and maintaining prices. Apple benefits from the limited, explicit exceptions to

---

\textsuperscript{163} Art. 61(1), Copyright Law of Japan. Copyright owners can grant another the right to exploit their work, but this ability is limited to the boundaries of the specific authorization. Art. 63, Copyright Law of Japan.

\textsuperscript{164} Art. 59, Copyright Law of Japan.

\textsuperscript{165} However, Japanese copyright law does contain some flexibility regarding moral rights. One may omit the author’s name from a work, for example, if doing so does not risk damaging the author’s ownership claim and if the omission comports with fair practice (Art. 19(3)). Similarly, the right against modification or mutilation does not include modifying software to allow it to run on a computer (Art. 20(2)(iii)) or repairing an architectural work (Art. 20(2)(ii)).

\textsuperscript{166} See, e.g., art. 61(2) (stating that rights of adaptation and creation of derivative works remain with creator unless expressly assigned) and art. 63(4), Copyright Law of Japan (stating that authorization to broadcast or transmit over wired network does not include the right to create recordings of the work unless the contract explicitly so provides).


\textsuperscript{168} Information Technology, Internet and New Media, Japan Law Digest (2003).

\textsuperscript{169} Id.


\textsuperscript{172} See art. 26bis(2)(i), Copyright Law of Japan.

\textsuperscript{173} See § 13(a), iTunes Terms Service.
copyright protections in Japan—uses or actions that do not fall within a statutory limitation on copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{174}

\textbf{d. Business Impact of Contract and Copyright on iTunes in Japan}

If Apple can effectively enforce the terms of its agreements with Japanese iTMS consumers, contract, copyright, and technology can combine to reinforce its business model in that nation. The risk to Apple’s business model, and a possible source of flexibility for iTMS users in Japan, derives from barriers to enforcement of contractual and copyright obligations through litigation. The emphasis placed on negotiation and long-term interaction, and the concomitant flexible approach to a contract’s formal terms, may lead to less rigid application of terms between Apple and Japanese consumers—particularly since this transaction is impersonal and unlikely to form a lasting relationship. Cultural and structural barriers to litigation in Japan may make enforcing intellectual property or contract rights difficult.\textsuperscript{175} Accordingly, contract may formally reallocate copyright entitlements, but this arrangement may have less practical effect on users’ actions.

\section*{2. China}

Contract has strong potential to re-allocate copyright entitlements in China. While the scope of the “private use” exception is uncertain, most copyright limitations do not apply to online digital media services. Copyright entitlements are robust and contractual requirements for intellectual property licensing and transfer are relatively clear. However, the iTMS faces two significant business risks in China: widespread piracy of digital media and lack of precedent to guide legal arrangements.

\textbf{a. Copyright in China}

Copyright law is relatively new in China; the first Chinese copyright statute passed in 1990 as part of the nation’s successful effort to enter the World Trade Organization.\textsuperscript{176} Chinese copyright seeks to promote cultural development within a socialist framework; its goal is “encouraging the creation and dissemination of works which would contribute to the construction of socialist spiritual and material civilization, and promoting the development and prosperity of the socialist culture and science.”\textsuperscript{177} Creators of protected works\textsuperscript{178} enjoy personality and property rights that include publication, identification, alteration, reproduction, distribution, exhibition, performance, transmission, and broadcasting.\textsuperscript{179} Copyright entitlements are protected

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\footnotesize
\item[{174}] See Dow Jones, 1524 Hanrei Jihō 118. Contrast Japanese Copyright Law, which lists actions and uses immune from copyright infringement suits (e.g., art.s 32-34, Copyright Law of Japan), with the United States regime that requires an ad hoc assessment of each use based on a generalized four-factor analysis (17 U.S.C. § 107).
\item[{177}] Art. 1, Copyright Act of China, translation available at \url{http://www.chinajpilaw.com/english/laws/laws10.htm}. Chinese copyright law is explicitly tied to political ideology. See Matt Jackson, \textit{Harmony or Discord? The Pressure toward Conformity in International Copyright}, 43 IDEA 607, 639 (2003).
\item[{178}] Art. 3, Copyright Act of China (listing protected works).
\item[{179}] Art. 10, Copyright Act of China.
\end{thebibliography}
by civil,\textsuperscript{180} administrative,\textsuperscript{181} and criminal\textsuperscript{182} penalties for infringement. In November 2003, China’s National Copyright Administration toughened the country’s copyright laws with four new regulations, including ones that protect further the rights of network information distribution.\textsuperscript{183}

China balances copyright entitlements with limitations that permit uses without compensation or authorization, though even these must mention the author’s name and work’s title.\textsuperscript{184} These limitations are enumerated (like the Japanese system), not general (like the American system). People may use published works for “private study, research or self-entertainment.”\textsuperscript{185} Authors may quote from a published work,\textsuperscript{186} and journalistic use is protected if necessary for reporting current events\textsuperscript{187} and for reprinting or re-broadcasting articles on current issues or public speeches.\textsuperscript{188} Teachers and scientific researchers may translate or make a small number of copies of a published work for instruction or research.\textsuperscript{189} China has not yet addressed whether reverse-engineering is permissible under its copyright law.\textsuperscript{190}

As a signatory to various WIPO Treaties, China recognizes the first sale doctrine of exhaustion in copyright protections; however, this limit is qualified in important ways. Creators’ rights to control distribution and communication over networks survive first sale.\textsuperscript{191} While Apple would have to obtain these rights from creators of iTMS songs, the company could prevent distribution and transfer of songs even after purchase. Limits on digital first sale in China reduce the possibility of a secondary iTMS market and concomitant reduced prices.\textsuperscript{192}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{180} Art.s 46-55, Copyright Act of China. Art.s 46-48 establish monetary damages for acts of infringement, and art. 49 permits injunctive relief. Art. 52 shifts the burden of proof to publishers, distributors, and lessees to prove that copies are lawfully created for certain works in some circumstances.
\item \textsuperscript{181} Art. 47, Copyright Act of China.
\item \textsuperscript{182} Id. (establishing that infringing acts may be criminal).
\item \textsuperscript{183} See Rules tougher on copyright, Xinhua Online, Nov. 13, 2003, at http://www.infomonkey.com/edigest/125/2,1,1,75875,9,1006,1019,1.mspx.
\item \textsuperscript{184} Art. 22, Copyright Act of China.
\item \textsuperscript{185} Art. 22(1), Copyright Act of China.
\item \textsuperscript{186} Art. 22(2), Copyright Act of China.
\item \textsuperscript{187} Art. 22(3), Copyright Act of China.
\item \textsuperscript{188} Art.s 22(4) & 22(5), Copyright Act of China (permitting this use unless specifically forbidden).
\item \textsuperscript{189} Art. 22(6), Copyright Act of China.
\item \textsuperscript{190} Pamela Samuelson, Intellectual Property and Economic Development: Opportunities for China in the Information Age, available at http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/~pam/papers/chinaip.html. Samuelson notes that Hong Kong considered enacting a reverse-engineering exception in 1997, but U.S. pressure convinced the territory to deal with the issue via fair use. She states this “suggests that China could adopt a general fair use provision to achieve the same goals of promoting innovation and competition in a balanced way.” Id.
\item \textsuperscript{191} Art. 10, Copyright Act of China; see Memorandum of Understanding Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Intellectual Property, 4 D.C.L. J. Int’l L. & Prac. 403 (1995). Under this memorandum and art. 10, copyright owners for movies and computer software also retain the right to control rental of their works even after a first sale.
\item \textsuperscript{192} See generally Part III on Digital First Sale Doctrine.
\end{itemize}
The Supreme People’s Court of China has interpreted copyright law in the context of Internet copyright disputes. The Court reaffirmed that copyright protects digital embodiments of protected works and that creators may distribute their works over the Internet. The Court also promulgated rules for direct and contributory copyright infringement by Internet Service Providers and created generous rules for damages. These interpretations usefully clarify how Chinese courts will apply copyright law for services like the iTMS.

b. Contract in China

China regulates contract law under the Code of Contract Law of 1999. Contracts rest upon principles of fairness, good faith, and legality—in “concluding and performing a contract, the parties shall abide by the laws and administrative regulations, observe social ethics,” and “[n]either party may disrupt the socio-economic order or damage the public interests.” Parties may form a contract through written forms that include e-mail and Electronic Data Interchange. If a party uses standard contract terms, it must fairly apportion rights and obligations, draw reasonable attention to restrictions or exclusion of liability, and explain the terms. Contracting parties may select the law applicable to disputes if the contract involves foreign interests. Under Chinese law, contracts may be invalidated due to fraud, coercion, or collusion that damages state interests; concealed illegitimate purposes; damage to public interests; and illegality. Immunity clauses that damage the other party deliberately or through gross fault are void. Remedies for breach of contract include specific performance, cure of non-conforming performance, and damages. Parties may stipulate damages to be paid as a minimum for breach.


194 Id. at art. 2.

195 Id. at art.s 4-8.

196 Id. at art. 10.


199 Art. 6, Contract Act of China.


202 Art.s 39 & 40, Contract Act of China. Note that art. 40 imposes the threat of voiding the contract if the party supplying the standard terms fails to comply with these requirements.


204 Art. 52, Contract Act of China.


China’s contract law contains explicit provisions for transfers of intellectual property.\textsuperscript{208} It also provides that sellers of goods bear no obligation to buyers to warranty complete rights in the transferred item when the buyer knows that a third party (such as a copyright holder) has some rights in the item.\textsuperscript{209} Contracts may forbid assignment of rights under that contract to a third party.\textsuperscript{210}

c. **Contractual Modification of Copyright Entitlements in China**

Contract appears to have robust potential to alter copyright entitlements in China, which would increase the viability of the iTMS there. Chinese copyright law explicitly contemplates contractual reallocation of its entitlements; it permits copyright holders to assign most rights in a work and to receive remuneration for the transfer.\textsuperscript{211} However, creators may not assign or license certain rights similar to moral rights.\textsuperscript{212} These limitations should not affect the iTMS, which offers only published works and does not seek to change songs or to hide their creators.

In addition, China’s copyright statute requires that licensing\textsuperscript{213} and assignment\textsuperscript{214} contracts include clauses dealing with issues such as geographic limitations, price, and liability for breach. Assignment contracts must be in writing.\textsuperscript{215} The creator must expressly license or assign a right for the other party to exercise it.\textsuperscript{216} A licensee who violates a licensing or assignment contract faces copyright infringement liability.\textsuperscript{217} If Apple includes provisions in its Chinese Terms of Service precluding sale or lease of the iTMS songs, these terms likely comply with China’s contract law.\textsuperscript{218}

Most limitations on copyright would not affect a Chinese iTMS. Journalistic, educational, and state uses of iTMS songs should not displace market demand for downloads appreciably. The art. 22 private use/study exception may affect the iTMS depending upon the breadth of its scope. For example, it is not clear whether reverse-engineering FairPlay would qualify as study or research.\textsuperscript{219} The Supreme People’s Court seems to interpret the art. 22 exception narrowly to protect copyright holders,\textsuperscript{220} aiding Apple, but limiting users’ scope of action.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See, e.g., art. 137, Contract Act of China.
\item Arts 150 & 151, Contract Act of China.
\item Art. 79(2), Contract Act of China.
\item Art. 10, Copyright Act of China (allowing the copyright holder to assign rights to another, or to authorize another to exercise them, in return for remuneration).
\item Id. (exempting rights in arts 10(1) - 10(4) from the ability to assign or authorize exercise).
\item Art. 24, Copyright Act of China.
\item Art. 25, Copyright Act of China.
\item Id.
\item Art. 26, Copyright Act of China.
\item Arts 46 & 47, Copyright Act of China.
\item See art. 79(2), Contract Act of China.
\item See art. 22(1), Copyright Act of China; see also Samuelson.
\item See Wei & Feng, 7 Marq. Intell. Prop. L. Rev. at 178.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
In drafting contracts to regulate what actions Chinese users may take with iTMS songs, Apple must meet disclosure and term requirements. China permits electronic contracting as a type of written agreement, but Apple needs to explain the clauses in its terms of service and license agreement clearly to users. Apple can also include a provision mandating that a different legal contract regime apply to disputes as long as the contract involves foreign interests. Using clear language forbidding redistribution, transfer, or use by entities other than the purchasing consumer could help Apple avoid distribution of iTunes songs through P2P file sharing networks and similar Web sites.

d. Business Impact of Contract and Copyright on iTunes in China

Though contract and copyright law seem to interact to support a Chinese iTMS, their interplay occurs against a backdrop of rampant piracy and lax enforcement of intellectual property protections. These problems derive from a combination of cultural, historic, and economic factors and are further aggravated by inconsistent, weak enforcement by officials. Use of P2P networks has grown in China; the distributors of P2P software claim that P2P file sharing falls within the private use exception to copyright. While the Supreme People’s Court of China rejected this interpretation, the dispute highlights uncertainty about the exception’s scope. China’s copyright and contract codes are new, and hence businesses such as Apple have less precedent to rely upon in drafting contracts and assessing business risks. China presents a sizeable potential market for Apple, and one in which legal protections as drafted facilitate and support an iTMS service. However, the risks of piracy and inadequate enforcement may undermine the legal and technological safeguards and weaken the lure of the Chinese consumer base.

F. Conclusion

Copyright creates an initial balance between the rights afforded creators (to recognize and reward their efforts) and consumers (to promote socially beneficial use) of certain works. Commercial ventures, such as the iTMS, benefit when they can use contractual agreements to re-arrange this balance. Users benefit from flexibility in using works and from access to a wide range of artistic creations. In the United States, Apple has strong power to re-allocate copyright entitlements and defenses since courts generally defer to arrangements among private parties. In Japan, the scope of contractual control over copyright is theoretically broad, but Apple’s

222 See art. 126, Contract Act of China. It is not clear that this provision would apply if the contract were between a Chinese Apple subsidiary and a Chinese user for a song whose copyright was held by a Chinese entity, since there would be no obvious “foreign interest.”
223 Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on Laws For Trying Cases Involving Internet Copyright Disputes at art. 3.
225 USTR report writes: “Administrative authorities routinely fail to refer cases involving commercial-scale IPR infringements for criminal investigation and prosecution. The number of criminal cases for counterfeit trademarks, while growing, remains inadequate, and the Government initiates very few criminal actions against copyright piracy. When such actions do result in convictions, the penalties applied are insufficient to deter further IPR infringement.” See http://www.ustr.gov/reports/2004-301/special3.htm. See also id. at 75, 83.
226 Art. 22(1), Copyright Act of China.
228 Id. at 182.
ability to enforce its agreements is limited importantly by structural and cultural constraints on litigation. In China, contract can freely alter most copyright entitlements, but the relative novelty of the regulatory regime and the existence of widespread infringement and piracy threaten copyright holders and licensees.
Part II: Digital Rights Management

A. Introduction

In the previous part we explored how Apple's contracts can restrict the actions that consumers take with regard to the songs they download from the iTMS. Increasingly, copyright holders are also turning to technological protection measures—referred to in this paper as Digital Rights Management (DRM)—to constrain usage. Like contracts, DRM can upset the balance struck between copyright holders and the public, including fair use and first sale. Unlike contracts, DRM based restrictions are self-enforcing. In other words, if contract alone precludes the use of iTMS songs on six computers rather than five, Apple is unlikely to be able to stop that action. Apple's FairPlay DRM, on the other hand, disables the ability to make the sixth copy unless the user can remove the DRM.

Of course, evading DRM is possible, and, for that reason, the law provides additional support. Throughout the world, countries have relatively recently begun implementing laws that prohibit DRM circumvention and related circumvention devices. In this Part, we will discuss how Apple's business model depends on the DMCA. We will initially introduce the DMCA and survey relevant laws around the world. Then, we will turn our attention to the iTMS and two key issues. First, we will analyze how DRM and anti-circumvention laws can help prevent piracy. In this context, we will argue that DRM and the DMCA have practically no impact on piracy in the short run, and have an indeterminate long-term impact contingent on other technological measures and key variables. Second, we will analyze how these restrictions can help Apple control secondary markets, specifically the market for portable music players. Here, DRM and the DMCA play a crucial role in Apple's business model, allowing Apple to use the Store to drive Apple iPod portable player sales and vice versa. In the process of this analysis, we will also consider how relevant differences in legal regimes could affect Apple's business.

B. How is DRM Protected by Law?

In this section, we will introduce the various implementations of anti-circumvention laws in the US, EU, and Asia-Pacific region.

229 As stated in the introduction, FairPlay songs can be moved to an unlimited number of portable devices but can only be copied to five computers. Though users can make unlimited CD burns, they can only make burn the same playlist seven times. Originally, users were allowed to copy to three computers and burn an identical playlist 10 times. With the launch of iTunes version 4.5 at the service's one year anniversary, Apple made the above mentioned changes in addition to introducing several new features. See “Dark Side of the Tune”, available at www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A6351-2004May6?Ian.

230 DRM’s relationship to fair use in general and first sale will be discussed in subsequent parts.
1. The United States

The US implemented the DMCA in 1998 to comply with two World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) treaties.231 The treaties call for "adequate legal protections and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures."

The anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA232 forbid three specific offenses. First, the DMCA prohibits circumventing DRM that prevents someone from gaining access to a copyrighted work (hereafter, "access controls"). Second, it prohibits trafficking in devices that can circumvent access controls, and, third, trafficking in circumvention devices for DRM that protects the copyright holder's exclusive rights, like copying and distribution (hereafter, "copy controls"). In both trafficking instances, the device qualifies if it is primarily designed for, has limited commercially significant purposes aside from, or is marketed for circumvention. None of the typical defenses to infringement apply to DMCA offenses.233 In an attempt to balance this law with typical copyright exceptions, Congress decided not to prohibit circumvention of copy controls; after all, if the circumvention is not for a legitimate purpose, the individual will be liable for copyright infringement anyway. On the other hand, Congress reasoned that if access to the work is unauthorized, then subsequent legitimate uses should not be an excuse for circumvention.234

But what exactly constitutes unauthorized access? Consider two situations. First, someone descrambles cable channels without paying. Second, a consumer buys a DVD and wants to play it on his computer; and rather than buy a DVD player, he circumvents the DRM to view the disc's contents. In the first situation, the user's act could be analogized to breaking into another person's locked safe. However, in the second instance, one could argue that the user has authorization to access the DVD because he lawfully acquired it. For it to constitute unauthorized circumvention, the access control provision must be construed broadly to require authorization for each use that involves unlocking the DRM.

Though the ambiguous meaning of the statute has been extensively debated,235 nearly all courts have settled on the broader definition of access control.236 In Universal v. Reimerdes, which involved a situation similar to the DVD example above, the court affirmed that every act of decryption requires permission, and thus only

---


players authorized to unlock the DRM can be used. Consequently, the DMCA effectively creates a new exclusive right to control access and use of copyrighted works.

Because of this right's expansiveness, Congress created several limited exemptions and a triennial exemption petition process. Most important to the focus of this case study is the exemption for reverse engineering, "the scientific method of taking something apart in order to figure out how it works." As long as it is a fair use and performed exclusively to enable two computer programs to communicate with each other ("interoperability"), circumvention is allowed. Additionally, both trafficking bans can be avoided if devices are distributed solely to achieve interoperability. Still, courts have narrowly construed the exemption to exclude interoperability between a computer program and another type of work (e.g., movies or music) and circumvention devices that have uses beyond interoperability.

If a circumventor's actions do not fall within the statute's exceptions, the copyright owner and any other affected party can bring a civil action for actual damages plus violator's profits or statutory damages. In addition, violators can be criminally prosecuted.

2. European Union
Under the terms of the EUCD, the Member States were required to bring into force all laws, regulations or administrative provisions necessary to comply with the Directive before December 22, 2002. By November 6, 2003, only six of the fifteen Members of the EU had complied with the EUCD. In December 2003, the EU Commission referred the non-complying nations to the EU Court of Justice for failure to transpose the EUCD into national law. The complying countries—Austria, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Italy, and the United Kingdom—exhibit notably dissimilar implementations in part due to differences in interpretation and to the Directive's optional sections. These implementations only begin to reveal what might become a path of divergence within the Union.

Article 6(1) and (2) of the EUCD, in very similar terms as the DMCA, mandate that Member States should provide protection against the act of circumvention of technological measures as well as against the trafficking in circumvention devices and services. The Directive also lists discrete, significantly limited exceptions that countries must accommodate as well as optional ones for personal copying. Anti-circumvention protection regarding computer programs and access to services is provided specifically in the Software Directive and the

240 See Sega Enterprises v. Accolade Inc., 977 F.2d 1510 (9th Cir. 1992).
244 See supra note 83.
245 See "Internal Market: Comission acts to ensure eleven Member States implement EU laws," Brussels, December 17, 2003; IP/03/1752
Conditional Access Directive, respectively. Notably, the exceptions in the EUCD do not include reverse engineering, though such an exception exists in the Software Directive.

Additionally, the EUCD makes references to “access controls” and “copy controls,” but unlike the DMCA, it grants equal treatment to both types of controls. This fact has already generated the formation of diverging regimes such as the Danish system where circumvention of “access controls” might be considered fair use.\(^{246}\) While it is still not yet possible to rely on case law to predict how enforcement will actually differ among the EU, evidence of emerging differences can be found in the Danish Ministry of Culture's recent statement\(^ {247}\) that circumventing “access controls” such as those used in DVD’s region coding\(^ {248}\) might be perfectly legal.\(^ {249}\)

More recently, an Italian court rejected Sony's limiting use of Playstation video game consoles through access controls. According to the court, article 171-ter of the Italian copyright law, which implements the EUCD, does not prohibit Playstation owners from disabling DRM in order to play disks marketed for other regions or from manufacturers other than Sony.\(^ {250}\)

In contrast, UK's Statutory Instrument No. 2498 implementing the EUCD\(^ {251}\) bans the circumvention of both “access” and “copy” controls assimilating them under the common label of “technological measures.”\(^ {252}\) Furthermore, even if technological measures prevent uses expressly permitted by the UK Copyright Act, it would still be illegal to circumvent them.\(^ {253}\) The same is true in German law with regard to copyrighted works distributed on the Internet. While consumers are allowed to make copies of these works for private use\(^ {254}\), the Act makes it unlawful for users to circumvent any copy protections put in place by the copyright owners.\(^ {255}\)

With regard to the sanctions imposed on circumventors or those trafficking in circumvention devices, diverging implementations have also taken place among different EU members. Under UK law, possibly the toughest jurisdiction for copyright infringers, violators of anti-circumvention provisions might be subject to both fines and imprisonment.\(^ {256}\) Additionally, not only copyright owners and distributors have a cause of

\(^{246}\) See [http://www.fipr.org/copyright/guide/denmark.htm](http://www.fipr.org/copyright/guide/denmark.htm).

\(^{247}\) Id.

\(^{248}\) See [http://www.techtv.com/callforhelp/features/jump/0,24331,3360484,00.html](http://www.techtv.com/callforhelp/features/jump/0,24331,3360484,00.html). Finland has also considered not protecting region coding, see [http://www.fipr.org/copyright/guide/finland.htm](http://www.fipr.org/copyright/guide/finland.htm).

\(^{249}\) It is not yet clear how this declaration might fit the Danish Copyright Act's sec. 75(d), which confers upon a “Copyright License Tribunal” the authority to order copyright holders who have used “effective technological measures” to correct within a period of four weeks any undue restrictions. Once the four weeks have elapsed, if the copyright holder has still not complied with the order of the “Copyright License Tribunal” then users are automatically allowed to circumvent the technological measures protecting his or her work. For Danish Copyright Act, see Consolidated Act No. 164 of March 12, 2003 at [http://www.kum.dk/sw4550.asp](http://www.kum.dk/sw4550.asp).


\(^{252}\) See sec. 296ZF, Interpretation of secs. 296ZA to 296ZE, of the Statutory Instrument 2003 No. 2498.

\(^{253}\) See sec. 296ZE, Remedy where effective technological measures prevent permitted acts, of the Statutory Instrument 2003 No. 2498.

\(^{254}\) See § 53(1), UrhG, see supra note 118.

\(^{255}\) See § 95(a), UrhG.

\(^{256}\) See sec. 296ZB of the Statutory Instrument 2003 No. 2498.
action under UK law, but when infringement is related to the trafficking of devices or services with commercial purposes, also the owner or exclusive licensee of the intellectual property over the “effective technological measures” has a cause of action.257

On the opposite extreme, the Danish system provides for no criminal sanctions for those who violate its anti-circumvention provisions, only imposing civil damages and fines.258 Finally, Germany provides a third and distinct example. Both fines and prison sentences are contemplated, but infringers that have circumvented technological measures for personal non-commercial use are exempted from criminal prosecution.259

3. Asia-Pacific

a. Japan

To comply with the WIPO treaties, Japan enacted anti-circumvention provisions similar to the DMCA in its Copyright Law.260 However, the Japanese anti-circumvention laws differ in key respects to the DMCA. First, the provision is limited to devices and computer programs. Unlike the DMCA, which encompasses technologies and parts thereof, the Japanese statute requires a tangible circumvention measure to find liability.261 Another difference is the Japanese statute's refusal to prohibit circumvention acts directly.262 At the same time, if circumvention for the making of permitted private use copies inhibits the DRM's effectiveness to prevent infringement, then that copying is not lawful.263 Finally, the Japanese statute might be substantially less broad, only protecting "measures to prevent or deter such acts as constitute infringements."264 Because the law only covers devices whose primary purpose is to circumvent technological protection measures in the course of enabling acts prevented by the statute,265 the Japanese statute can be construed to employ the narrower definition of access controls discussed above.

On the other hand, Japanese copyright law does not provide much insight regarding the issue of reverse engineering; Japanese law does not explicitly prohibit or permit reverse engineering,266 and the Japanese courts have addressed it imprecisely in previous cases.267

257 See sections 296ZD and 296ZA of the Statutory Instrument 2003 No. 2498.
258 See supra note 246.
260 Art. 120bis, 30, Copyright Law of Japan, see supra note 128.
261 See Brian Bolinger, Focusing on Infringement: Why Limitations on Decryption Technology Are Not the Solution to Policing Copyright, 52 Case W. Res. 1091, 1108, Summer 2002.
262 See Id.
263 Art. 30, Copyright Law of Japan.
265 See Bolinger at 1109.
266 In July 1993, the Japanese Council for Examination and Research responded to two United States Circuit Court decisions and recently adopted European Community legislation by suggesting relaxed copyright protection laws to permit reverse engineering of computer programs. However, despite the apparent unity of international principles, the United States government successfully urged Japan not to
b. China

China is also a signatory to the two relevant WIPO treaties, and those terms are reflected in its copyright laws. The Chinese Copyright Act outlines civil, administrative and criminal liability for anyone who “intentionally circumvent[s] or destroy[s] the technological measures taken by a right holder for protecting the copyright or copyright-related rights in his work … without the permission of the copyright owner.”

The Chinese law has also not yet directly addressed the issue of reverse engineering. However, it is likely that China may be amenable to adopting a fair use-reverse engineering provision to achieve the dual goals of innovation and competition.

4. Future Implementers

As this comparative survey illustrates, most countries that protect DRM are heading in the same general direction, though there is still room for significant divergences along the way. Given the two WIPO treaties' vague language, there is likely to be a variety of future implementations among signatories who have yet to implement them. Canada, for instance, is still investigating possible legal alternatives to the DMCA.

C. The Interaction Between iTunes DRM and the DMCA

In this section, we will proceed with our analysis of how Apple’s business model takes advantage of the DMCA to a) prevent music piracy and b) limit interoperability, thus controlling secondary markets. As noted, the ways DRM impacts other fair uses and first sale will be discussed in other sections.

Though we analyze these issues in terms of the iTunes Music Store, our reasoning has general applicability. Our analysis of the DRM and piracy is a universal issue for digital music stores, and though not all services adopt the proposal. See Crystal D. Talley, Japan’s Retreat from Reverse Engineering: An Unnecessary Surrender, 29 Cornell Int'l L.J. 807, 1996.

Japanese case law has addressed the issue of reverse-engineering, holding in one case that the process of decompiling a BASIC interpreter constituted copyright infringement, while finding in other cases that although literally copying code infringes copyrights, the copyright protection does not extend to the algorithms used in making the programs. However, the courts made no clear statements as to whether reverse engineering, in general, should be allowed or prohibited, and the Copyright Law does not directly address this issue.

Art. 47, Copyright Act of China, see supra note 177.

Interestingly, in early 1997, Hong Kong considered adopting a European Union-type special exception for decompilation, but was persuaded by U.S. industry groups and officials that a fair use rule was preferable in balancing the interests at stake when decompilation occurs. This history suggests that China may be amenable to adopting a fair use-reverse engineering provision. See id.


On May 12, 2004 the Canadian Parliament's Heritage Committee issued a copyright report recommending that Canada ratify the two World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) treaties. Brian Robertson, the head of the Canadian Recording Industry Association (CRIA), has issued a statement declaring that Canada is viewed as “a copyright pariah for its inability to keep its copyright up to date.” For information regarding pending legislation in Canada see http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1084399812009&call_pageid=968332188774&col=968350116467. For statement by Robertson see http://www.globetechnology.com/servlet/ArticleNews/TPStory/LAC/20040413/RMUSI13/TPTechnology/. For more information about Canadian copyright policy, see Copyright Policy Branch, Technological Protection Measures: Part II – The Legal Protection of TPMS, available at http://www.pch.gc.ca/progs/ac-ca/progs/pda-cpb/pubs/protectionII/tdm_e.cfm.
attempt to control secondary markets as arguably Apple does, the DMCA and DRM certainly allow others to do so.

1. Preventing Piracy

Apple uses its FairPlay DRM to limit distribution of iTMS songs over the Internet. Copied songs are inoperable until a particular computer has been authorized to play them, and each song only permits five authorizations. Unless an iTMS user is willing to trust strangers with sensitive information—his Apple ID and password—then even limited distribution over peer-to-peer (P2P) services or other file-distribution systems is unlikely.

The DMCA supports this impediment to infringement in three key ways. First, by creating unique penalties for trafficking in circumvention tools, the DMCA decreases the likelihood that anyone will acquire the means to create unencrypted copies. It is a truism that all DRM can be broken; however, most people do not have the technical knowledge to do so themselves. Before the DMCA, creators of circumvention devices bore little risk because they were judged under a rather lax standard: so long as their devices were "capable of substantial non-infringing uses," they were not liable. Because the DMCA creates a cause of action regardless of infringing or non-infringing uses, circumvention devices are less likely to be easily accessible to the public.

Second, the DMCA creates additional penalties for already infringing acts because FairPlay is an access control, if not also a copy control. Like the DVDs in Reimerdes, playing FairPlay songs requires using a device specially authorized to unlock the DRM. Furthermore, the Register of Copyrights recently clarified that access controls specifically include DRM that renders copies inoperable absent authorization.

Third, the DMCA adds another party that can sue for copyright-related offenses. While only copyright holders can pursue infringement claims, both copyright holders and Apple can sue for DMCA violations.

Because other countries’ DMCA-like laws share these features to a significant extent, Apple could likely transplant its current model elsewhere. Certainly, the varying penalties for circumvention and definitions of access controls could make a country more or less attractive to Apple. However, these are more differences in degree than substance.


275 It is worth repeating that the DMCA only considers commercially significant purposes aside from circumvention, not commercially significant purposes in general.


277 17 USC 1203(a) (“any person injured by a violation of section 1201 or 1202 may bring a civil action in an appropriate United States district court for such violation”).

278 We acknowledge, of course, that enforcement, regardless of penalty, is also an issue, most notably in Japan and China. See, respectively, H. Stephen Harris, Jr., Competition Law and Patent Protection in Japan: A Half-Century of Progress, a New Millennium of Challenges, 16
Apple, of course, will not make its decisions based solely on the hypothetical impact of the DMCA and DRM, but rather on their practical impact. That is, if DMCA-like laws do little to stop piracy, then foreign legal differences may be irrelevant. Examined in this light, Apple's decision-making about transplanting its business model might change considerably. Today, every song in the iTMS catalogue can almost certainly be found on P2P. Indeed, even songs exclusively released using FairPlay DRM and not sold in unencrypted formats have been found on P2P mere minutes after release.\textsuperscript{279}

Despite the DMCA, FairPlay is not an impermeable barrier to creating unencrypted copies. Even if people could only purchase songs through Apple—and thus could not create MP3s from CDs purchased in stores, which surely make up the bulk of infringing P2P files—they would still be able to create unencrypted copies. By burning to CD, ripping, and recompressing, or by exploiting the "analog hole,"\textsuperscript{280} consumers can create unencrypted copies without violating the DMCA.\textsuperscript{281} Furthermore, recent history suggests that actual circumvention devices will not be completely inaccessible. DeCSS, the program at issue in Reimerdes, is still widely available online, though arguably less so than before. Indeed, one of DeCSS' developers, Jon Johansen, reverse engineered FairPlay, laying the groundwork for a recently developed FairPlay decryption program called Hymn.\textsuperscript{282}

Moreover, even if the DRM and the DMCA were to stop nearly everyone from creating copies for infringing distribution, this would not necessarily translate into a reduction in ilicit distribution. Though most people might not know how to evade the DRM, one unencrypted copy can quickly propagate throughout P2P services. Once that occurs, more people can become infringing P2P distributors ("uploaders") without ever evading the DRM.\textsuperscript{283}

Thus, while DRM can accomplish a reduction in the initial number of infringing uploaders, it does not lead directly to a reduction in actual piracy.\textsuperscript{284} This is not to say that DRM will have absolutely no role in preventing piracy, but rather that it will be mostly confined to complementing other measures that benefit

\footnotesize


\textsuperscript{280} As noted earlier in the case study, the "analog hole" refers to the fact that all songs must eventually be rendered as analog, unencrypted sounds. Users can capture sounds as they come out of speakers or are outputted to the soundcard, though this might constitute copyright infringement.

\textsuperscript{281} See Universal v. Corley, 273 F.3d 429, 459 (2d Circuit 2001). ("[T]he DMCA does not impose even an arguable limitation on ... recording portions of the video images and sounds on film or tape by pointing a camera, a camcorder, or a microphone at a monitor as it displays the DVD movie"). In fact, the Register of Copyrights even suggested that users use the analog hole to avoid DVD's restrictions; see Peters, 116.

\textsuperscript{282} See \url{http://hymn-project.org/}.


\textsuperscript{284} It is worth noting here that DRM might be far more effective in preventing small-scale, non-Internet distribution. If Apple and copyright holders were simply concerned with people distributing CDs or hard drives full of data files to friends, then the DRM might lead to actual reduction in piracy, even though evasion of the DRM would still be possible. Regardless, this is unlikely to be Apple's or copyright holders' major concern, so we do not go in further depth on this point here. For a brief discussion of how DRM's effect in this context can be distinguished from the Internet context, see Ed Felten, DRM and the First Rule of Security Analysis, Freedom-to-Tinker (March 19, 2003), at \url{http://www.freedom-to-tinker.com/archives/000317.html}. 
from a reduced number of initial uploaders. DRM’s value in this regard is rather unclear and in need of further study. For instance, DRM might complement other technological measures, like file “spoofing” or "interdiction" of P2P file-sharers. One uploaded copy can spread quickly, but one uploader might be easier to stop than one hundred. Also, DRM might aid a strategy of enforcement under copyright infringement laws. If copyright holders were targeting those who first put files on a P2P network, and a P2P user expected that he would be one of only a few to provide the file, then the threat of a lawsuit might act as a greater deterrent. Finally, by reducing the number of uploaders, DRM might reduce content diversity on P2P systems. This effect, unlikely to have any noticeable impact on popular materials (which are more likely to be provided by numerous sources), could arguably be perceived in availability of rare content.

On this basis, it is reasonable to question how much Apple and copyright holders actually gain from DRM and the DMCA. In the short run, the DMCA and DRM will have practically no impact on piracy because it is almost costless to evade DRM without implicating the DMCA as described above. If the DMCA and FairPlay cannot prevent availability of music on P2P networks, then they might do nothing but harm to the iTMS. By increasing transaction costs for iTMS users who want to make non-infringing uses that the DRM forbids, FairPlay could cause decreasing demand related to consumer dissatisfaction and thus create an incentive to turn to P2P systems.

In the long run, DRM and the DMCA might more effectively reduce the number of initial uploaders, if evading the DRM by burning to CD—and thus without implicating the DMCA—is no longer so commonplace and trivially easy. Consumers might not use CDs at all, or their music might simply be tied to whatever portable player they have directly downloaded it to.

Today, popular technologies such as those allowing CD or DVD burning have allowed for extremely low transaction costs in the copying and distribution of music on both the producer and the consumer sides. Due to their relatively low cost, CD/DVD burners have become a usual complement of home PCs and are ordinarily included by a large number of computer manufacturers as a standard device. Even when considering the use of new watermarking techniques that survive these methods, the implementation of devices that could monitor this type of watermarking would take years to replace the current devices unfit for such a task.

---


286 See Randy Saaf, Written Testimony for the Oversight Hearing on "Piracy of Intellectual Property on Peer-to-Peer Networks," 26 Sept 2002, available at http://www.house.gov/judiciary/saaf092602.htm. Saaf describes a method called "interdiction," whereby an infringing file is purposely downloaded at a slow rate to inhibit others from downloading the same file. Whether this tactic is legal is uncertain; see Comments on the Berman P2P Bill, EFF.org, at http://www.eff.org/IP/P2P/20020802_eff_berman_p2p_bill.php. In addition, copyright holders can swamp P2P services with fake files ("spoofing"), aimed to frustrate users looking for infringing content; see http://www.wired.com/news/digwood/0,1412,57112,00.html. Reducing the number of initial uploaders will lead to a greater ratio of spoofed to real files. For further discussion, see above reference to Speed Bump Scenario.

CDs and DVDs, however, are losing importance in music usage. Using micro hard drives or memory cards to store music, portable players like Apple’s iPod have taken the lead in the introduction of technologies that replace CDs. The new devices are significantly more versatile than CD-based players, providing larger storage capabilities in smaller sizes, better management of song repertoires and longer battery life. In addition, music delivery methods are changing in ways that support portable players. In the Japanese and European markets, services are being developed to offer downloads direct to cell phones and mobile devices. In such services, rather than downloading a "portable" file, consumers might simply stream music to their multitude of devices.

If, in light of these changes, CDs are no longer widely used for music, then new technology and the evolution of market preferences might contribute to DRM’s reducing initial uploaders. Having to turn to obsolete or complicated technology to overcome DRM would increase the transaction costs of piracy. It may become increasingly uncomfortable to burn CDs or create and convert an analog copy to overcome protections, especially if consumers become accustomed to downloading songs directly to their computers or portable players at a low price.

On the other hand, if burning to CD remains valuable in creating unencrypted copies, this long run trend will have a more attenuated benefit for DRM. People might retain old equipment simply to avoid DRM’s usage restrictions. Given that most portable players also play unencrypted formats like MP3, and assuming that the iTMS (and other stores) continue to allow audio CD creation, consumers could still use CDs to create unencrypted copies without losing the flexibility of the newer portable players.

Even with these possible long run changes, the DMCA and DRM will still only reduce the number of initial uploaders, and thus much will still depend on the success of other deterrence measures to which DRM can be coupled. It bears repeating that DRM’s relevance to these other measures is plausible, but far from certain. To the extent Apple’s transplanting its business model overseas hinges on FairPlay reducing piracy, their strategy will depend on how they view the potential effect of a reduction in initial uploaders.

2. Reverse Engineering and Interoperability

Earlier in the case study, we mentioned how Apple’s use of a proprietary DRM standard allows it to control secondary markets. Currently, only iTunes and Quicktime software can play FairPlay files, and the iPod is the only compatible portable player. Notably, RealNetworks might employ a similar tactic, implementing its own

---

288 This is the case for the example of Imode, the service offered by NNT Docomo. See [http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/imode/services/imotion.html](http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/imode/services/imotion.html).

289 See [http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/April2003/5150.htm](http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/April2003/5150.htm).

290 There is also the possibility of recording the output as it goes to the soundcard, though this can potentially be limited by not allowing DRMmed music to use “untrusted” drivers. Even so, recording the output might be too complex for many users. See, e.g., Microsoft’s Secure Audio Path feature, [http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmiform/htm/microsoftsecureaudiod takes a reduced role in music usage. Using micro hard drives or memory cards to store music, portable players like Apple’s iPod have taken the lead in the introduction of technologies that replace CDs. The new devices are significantly more versatile than CD-based players, providing larger storage capabilities in smaller sizes, better management of song repertoires and longer battery life. In addition, music delivery methods are changing in ways that support portable players. In the Japanese and European markets, services are being developed to offer downloads direct to cell phones and mobile devices. In such services, rather than downloading a "portable" file, consumers might simply stream music to their multitude of devices.

If, in light of these changes, CDs are no longer widely used for music, then new technology and the evolution of market preferences might contribute to DRM’s reducing initial uploaders. Having to turn to obsolete or complicated technology to overcome DRM would increase the transaction costs of piracy. It may become increasingly uncomfortable to burn CDs or create and convert an analog copy to overcome protections, especially if consumers become accustomed to downloading songs directly to their computers or portable players at a low price.

On the other hand, if burning to CD remains valuable in creating unencrypted copies, this long run trend will have a more attenuated benefit for DRM. People might retain old equipment simply to avoid DRM’s usage restrictions. Given that most portable players also play unencrypted formats like MP3, and assuming that the iTMS (and other stores) continue to allow audio CD creation, consumers could still use CDs to create unencrypted copies without losing the flexibility of the newer portable players.

Even with these possible long run changes, the DMCA and DRM will still only reduce the number of initial uploaders, and thus much will still depend on the success of other deterrence measures to which DRM can be coupled. It bears repeating that DRM’s relevance to these other measures is plausible, but far from certain. To the extent Apple’s transplanting its business model overseas hinges on FairPlay reducing piracy, their strategy will depend on how they view the potential effect of a reduction in initial uploaders.

2. Reverse Engineering and Interoperability

Earlier in the case study, we mentioned how Apple’s use of a proprietary DRM standard allows it to control secondary markets. Currently, only iTunes and Quicktime software can play FairPlay files, and the iPod is the only compatible portable player. Notably, RealNetworks might employ a similar tactic, implementing its own

---

288 This is the case for the example of Imode, the service offered by NNT Docomo. See [http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/imode/services/imotion.html](http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/imode/services/imotion.html).

289 See [http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/April2003/5150.htm](http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/April2003/5150.htm).

290 There is also the possibility of recording the output as it goes to the soundcard, though this can potentially be limited by not allowing DRMmed music to use “untrusted” drivers. Even so, recording the output might be too complex for many users. See, e.g., Microsoft’s Secure Audio Path feature, [http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmiform/htm/microsoftsecureaudiod path.asp](http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmiform/htm/microsoftsecureaudiod path.asp)
proprietary DRM for its music store. Though WMA, used by most other digital music stores, is similarly proprietary, Microsoft has licensed its use more extensively than Apple has with FairPlay.

The DMCA enables Apple's control by restraining reverse engineering. Without the DMCA, skilled programmers could analyze how the DRM works to create compatible players without fear of liability. Because FairPlay is an access control, reverse engineers must work within the narrow confines of the DMCA's exemption. This exemption is of little help because the music files are not likely to qualify as computer programs under the statute. In a similar fashion, the EUCD also denies a reverse engineering exemption to those attempting to design compatible players, only allowing a limited safe harbor to those trying to achieve “software interoperability” as contemplated by the EU Software Directive.

The increased protection that Apple's DRM is able to enjoy as a consequence of the DMCA and the EUCD implementations allows today for the deployment of a market strategy based on excluding competition through restricted interoperability. Assuming for the moment that iTunes Store’s main purpose is to generate profits in iPod sales (even if operating at a loss), restricting interoperability is a sound business decision. In making this decision, Apple has to balance the trade-off between the possible increase in profits derived from expanding the iTunes Store’s consumer base, and removing the strategic advantage the iPod has by way of its exclusive relationship to the iTunes service. Making iTMS songs exclusively compatible with iPod allows for the generation of noticeable entry barriers in the market of portable players and some barriers in the market of music downloading services (iTMS competitors). In so doing, this strategy ultimately reinforces Apple's price discrimination scheme, as Apple is able to fine tune prices more precisely to a consumer base that is more tightly linked to both products, and conveys information about intensity of usage or downloads more efficiently. More generally, digital dissemination of copyrighted works may have a number of effects on price discrimination and thus the affordability of online music depending on how a “digital first sale” doctrine evolves and on whether a competitive market, or one in which copyright holders behave monopolistically, develops. As noted earlier, one potential flaw in Apple's business model is that an à la carte purchasing method, coupled with restricted interoperability, may alienate consumers in the long term. Even if prices stay at $0.99, the high costs of filling an iPod—$5,000 for a 20-gig hard drive—may lead consumers to opt for a subscription model, once a service that matches the iTMS’s portability emerges. Additionally, the Recording Industry is eager to encourage cooperation between online distributors. The fear is that restricted interoperability may frustrate consumers and squander a crucial opportunity to wean downloaders from P2P. Interestingly, Apple declined a plea to license its FairPlay technology to RealNetworks, reasoning that the

---

294 It is interesting to note that the circumstance of Apple’s initial business model for personal computer sales made use of the same exclusivity between software and hardware: Apple software was exclusively compatible with Apple hardware, and vica versa.
295 See Part III.
296 See Introduction Section C part 1.
increase in the sales of iPods, which already command a majority of the portable player market, would not be enough to offset the loss in downloads to the rival service.\textsuperscript{297}

The readily available iTMS services increase the value of iPod by providing a well-developed, seamlessly integrated, complementary service. Users need only follow the instructions provided with the iPod and the included software to enjoy a variety of services not instantly available to other portable player users.

At the same time, by marketing iPods and the iTMS service as integrated products, Apple is able to price these complementary goods interdependently and discriminate between light and heavy users of its products. As noted earlier, Apple’s main concern is maximizing overall profits inter-temporally, and not necessarily those of the iTMS or iPod independently. Depending on the strength of the ties between iPod and the iTMS service, Apple will be able to take advantage of pricing schemes that have long been used by others such as printer manufacturers. For instance, Lexmark consistently prices its printers taking into consideration the profits it will be able to realize through the sale of complementary cartridges. In the same way that Apple allegedly prices its iTMS songs at a loss, expecting to make profits from its iPod sales, Lexmark could very well price its printers even below their production cost expecting to make profit through cartridge sales. In both cases, restricted interoperability is the key factor that enables this kind of business strategy.\textsuperscript{299}

Not only does integrating the iTMS and the iPod help leverage success from the portable mp3 market into the internet music store market (and vice versa), but the match reshapes each market altogether. In the portable mp3 player market, rivals to iPod must compete with the additional features added by the iTMS. A prospective buyer of a portable music device gains more features by purchasing an iPod than he or she would by purchasing another portable device which would not tie into iTMS. To compete, other portable mp3 players must either offer a reduced price to compensate users for the lost functionality, or must try and offer their own digital music store.

In this sense, by expanding the complexity of the product to an integrated service, Apple is actually increasing entry barriers in the portable players market. There are, however, forces operating against this strategic approach. First, there is still minor enforcement of copyright infringement with regard to file-sharing services. This fact allows for free downloading to remain the prevalent mode of music consumption\textsuperscript{300} and limits market power of the iTMS. At the same time, songs downloaded from P2P provide iPod competitors with attractive avenues to complement (at no cost to the producer) their competing portable players. Second, as discussed above, people can evade the DRM, creating copies that are playable on any portable player. Third, a


\textsuperscript{298} See supra note 29.

\textsuperscript{299} See LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC. Plaintiff v. STATIC CONTROL COMPONENTS, INC. Defendant No. 02-CV-571. Feb. 27, 2003 for a good example of how restricted interoperability enables this business model.

\textsuperscript{300} See 10m Americans Pay For Music Downloads in Q2 at http://theregister.co.uk/content/6/34206.html.
few competitors already exist in the market (such as Dell's venture with the MusicMatch service),\textsuperscript{301} that provide legal downloading alternatives for users of competing portable players.

Still, integration of the iTMS and iPod remains, from a business perspective, a promising strategy to prevail over the portable player market, and retain a minimum base of consumers supporting (even if not yet completely), the iTMS service. Additionally, iPod users not only find it easier to install iTunes software than any other competitor, but in some cases Apple has taken a more aggressive approach. For example, current versions of the iTunes desktop software disable the iPod's connection to MusicMatch.\textsuperscript{302}

It is unclear at this point when, if ever, the iTMS will expand its service to all portable players based on the competitive rationales just described. Its recent expansion onto Windows secures an increasing demand for the service. This step, while still preserving iPod's advantage as an iTMS integrated device, allows the service to transform a broader base of consumers that includes PC users, into a bigger iTMS business, with a larger repertoire, and leverage this growth back in favor of Apple’s privileged iPod users.

Anti-circumvention provisions support Apple’s particular business strategy in at least two respects. As suggested earlier, it prevents Apple’s competitors from reverse engineering the DRM to create competing portable players. Anti-circumvention laws will have a much stronger effect here than in the piracy context, because mass-marketing a compatible hardware player is far more difficult and noticeable than an individual's setting up a website with DeCSS. Second, and due to the preservation of the exclusive DRM, free riding of the iTMS by compatible players is also prevented. As a consequence of this, the product enhancing benefits of the iTMS with regard to iPod are preserved.

From a policy perspective, Apple’s ability to limit interoperability in order to increase iPod sales might not render the optimal welfare enhancing result, and it is likely to harm consumers. The mere existence of different DRM and codec standards imposes additional costs on consumer and hardware producers.\textsuperscript{303} In many cases, several economies of scale are forgone through the separation of consumers into different incompatible subgroups.

This tension has been present in the case of DVD(+) and DVD(-) standards.\textsuperscript{304} At a higher cost, manufacturers might sometimes be able to re-unite their consumer base by attempting to pack several different sets of standards into a single device. Unlike current combo DVD(+)(-) recorders, however, this does not appear to be the likely outcome with regard to DRM standards under the DMCA. As a consequence of Apple's current business model, we should expect a more technologically fragmented market than if there

\textsuperscript{301} See http://www1.us.dell.com/content/topics/segtopic.aspx?brand=delldj?c=us&l=en&s=gen.

\textsuperscript{302} See http://www.pcworld.com/news/Art./0,aid,113336,00.asp.

\textsuperscript{303} See http://www.vialicensing.com/products/mpeg4aac/license.terms.html.

\textsuperscript{304} DVD(+) and DVD(-) are industry standards that define how data is written to and read from DVD disks. Until very recently DVD readers were manufactured to recognize only one standard when reading DVDs. Disks recorded in one standard could not be read by devices compatible with the alternative standard. This design limitation in devices coupled with diversified DVD write/read standards caused widespread compatibility problems, market fragmentation, increasing transaction costs for consumers and finally increasing production costs for new devices that subsequently had to be built multi-standard ready.
were no DMCA protections. Derived from market fragmentation we should also expect companies being less able to compete in the production of alternative players (in this case against iPod) and slower development of compression standards to the detriment of consumers.

In a market where network effects are present, such as in the case of online music delivery services and the portable player markets, standards fragmentation or lack of interoperability is likely to be a welfare decreasing phenomenon, as the potential benefits of broadly available resources (in this case music) can not be realized by consumers. Just like having different standards of incompatible fax machines would reduce the value of all fax machines, having incompatible portable players and DRM is likely to affect the value of the players.

If, on the other hand, Apple’s FairPlay were not protected from reverse engineering, and every other portable player manufacturer could play all formats, then more aggressive competition would exist both in the iPod and iTMS market and arguably more consumers would be likely to legally download music at lower costs. Paradoxically, the DMCA provisions that strongly protect the interests of the manufacturers of portable players could arguably be operating to the detriment of songwriters and composers, who would prefer portable players at lower prices, iTMS-like businesses to serve a broader demand, and consumers to pay more (or at least something) for the songs they download.

In this sense, the subsequent adoption of the EUCD into national legislation is likely to be directly affected by the observations made of current business practices, including Apple's current business strategy. If countries were to include clear reverse engineering and interoperability exceptions, then Apple would likely be unable to transplant its current model into markets outside the United States. In a still evolving normative environment, current exploitation of non-interoperability advantages in competition restrictive manners might work to the detriment of Apple’s business model penetration in the EU.

D. Conclusion

In the preceding discussion, we have analyzed two broad questions: (1) what is the relationship between DRM and the iTMS business model? and, (2) how do the DMCA and related anti-circumvention laws reinforce this relationship? Specifically, we then addressed these questions with regard to piracy prevention and reverse engineering.

Notably, iTunes' arrival set the standard for DRM in all digital music services. Previous services' highly restrictive DRM made creating copies—digitally or through CD burns—more time-consuming. Now, almost all new services are starting with the assumption that DRM that is any more restrictive than iTunes' is out of the question. iTunes' success could provide the impetus to experiment with even more relaxed DRM restrictions, though getting the record labels' approval may remain difficult.

Network effects exist in a market where the benefits that an agent extracts from a particular good, increase as other agents consume the same kind of good. Operating systems such as Windows, or Fax machines provide good examples of markets with network effects, as the value of both Windows and Fax machines increase when the number of people that use these goods increases. See S. Liebowitz and S. Margolis, Network Externalities (Effects), available at [http://www.utdallas.edu/~liebowit/palgrave/network.html](http://www.utdallas.edu/~liebowit/palgrave/network.html).
While in the short run the DMCA and DRM seem irrelevant in preventing piracy, their effect on secondary markets is both immediate and significant. Though the iTMS model takes an exceptionally restrictive approach with regard to portable players—tying the music store to one player—other services have employed slightly different tactics. Napster 2.0, for instance, uses the WMA DRM, which is proprietary but supported by many players. At the same time, Napster has teamed with Samsung to market an iPod-like player. In contrast, many implementers of OD2, Europe's premier online music distribution system, have little connection to player manufacturers. What's more, several OD2 outlets exist in countries that have yet to implement the EUCD.

One significant factor contributing to variation will be the several different parties—copyright holders, music services, and technology vendors—involved in determining DRM's constraints. For instance, Microsoft's control of WMA will affect Napster, for Napster cannot control who can create WMA players. Thus, the success and failure of DRM vendors will impact music business models.

Furthermore, variations in DRM use will continue despite, and because of, anti-circumvention laws. As described, the protection of DRM and provision of reverse engineering exemptions are, overall, heading in the same, restrictive direction. At the same time, the possibility of divergence subsists and could have substantial effects on business models. In some cases, the law itself might constrain the creation of such models. Music services might also opt not to create a restrictive model like Apple's even if the law allows them to. Indeed, several technology vendors are, with the aim of maximizing interoperability, developing DRM standards that anyone can license.

For these reasons, we should continue to expect an ever-evolving relationship between the DRM, anti-circumvention laws, and digital music services. The relationship of proprietary DRM to secondary markets will be a key place of competition and division between services.

---


Part III: Digital First Sale Doctrine

A. Introduction

1. “Double Dutch Bus”

Part I on contract and copyright as protections for the iTMS business model outlined, among other issues, how copyright law is used by Apple (and similar providers of digital content) in order to control the actions consumers may take with digital content they have purchased. In this context, we discussed how copyright law, during the copyright term, protects certain works and rewards creators by providing a set of exclusive control rights such as the exclusive right of reproduction or the right of distribution. However, such exclusive rights are only granted within certain limits because copyright law conceptually aims at balancing between the rights of copyright holders on the one hand and the interest of the public on the other hand. This section will focus on one particular category of rights and limitations—the exclusive right of distribution and its limitation through the first sale doctrine (known as the principle of exhaustion in foreign jurisdictions). This doctrine has developed to balance authors’ rights and public access to works.

The following anecdote has received remarkable media coverage and both introduces the subject matter and illustrates its relevance in the context of both online music distribution models in general and Apple’s iTunes in particular:

George Hotelling, a Web developer in Ann Arbor, Michigan, put the digital version of Columbia artist Devin Vasquez’ remake of “Double Dutch Bus” that he purchased online at Apple’s iTunes Music Store up for an auction on eBay to “see how this works out” and as “an experiment in property rights in the digital age, something that’s gotten surprisingly little attention.” eBay blocked the auction of the song shortly after its posting, arguing that the listing violated eBay’s Downloadable Media Policy. These moves raised the question of whether the first sale doctrine as enacted in the U.S. Copyright Act applies to digitally distributed

309 The ultimate purpose of copyright legislation is reflected in the U.S. Constitution, which authorizes Congress to “promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”, US Const. Art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
311 http://george.hotelling.net/90percent/geekery/does_the_right_of_first_sale_still_exist.php.
works in the same way as offline distributed physical copies of works such as CDs or DVDs which, under the first sale doctrine, may lawfully be resold after purchase. With regard to the Hotelling case, Apple has not answered this question nor addressed the issue of whether such a re-sale would violate iTunes’ Terms of Service agreement. In an interview with CNET News.com, an Apple executive, arguing from a more practical than legal viewpoint, said that “it is impractical, though perhaps within someone’s rights, to sell music purchased online.”

To understand the crucial issue of the debate, whether the first sale doctrine applies to digitally transmitted works, we must briefly explore both the exclusive right of distribution and the first sale doctrine, and then discuss the relevance of the question to the iTMS business model and what it means for consumers in greater detail. With this fundamental framework in place, we will then address the key issue of the emergence of a digital first sale doctrine both under U.S. Copyright Law and from a comparative law perspective.

2. The Exclusive Right of Distribution and its Limitation: First Sale Doctrine
A copyright holder has a number of exclusive rights in her original work. The U.S. Copyright Act grants copyright holders the right “to distribute copies … of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending.” However, this right to control the first public distribution of an authorized copy of the copyrighted work, as mentioned earlier, is limited by the so-called first sale doctrine as codified in Sec. 109(a) of the Copyright Act. In essence, the doctrine provides that certain copyright holder’s rights end after the first sale of a particular copy of the copyrighted work. On the basis of the first sale exception, an owner of books, for instance, is permitted to resell, rent, or lend these works, donate them to libraries, or share them among friends, without the need to obtain the permission of copyright holders or the need to make royalty payments. Based on this principle, a video rental store can rent videos to consumers or a library can lend its books without asking for the copyright holder’s permission. However, to receive these privileges it is required that ownership of the copy is achieved. The mere possession (in contrast to ownership) of a work—for instance by rental—is not sufficient for the application of the first sale doctrine. Furthermore, the doctrine requires that the copy has been lawfully made such as when the copyright holder has authorized the making of a copy or that the law permits copying.

Moreover, the first sale doctrine traditionally limits no more than the copyright holder’s distribution rights. Thus, it does not allow a purchaser of copyrighted material to copy it. In other words, a purchaser of a book, on the basis of the first sale doctrine, may well resell the book after its use, but is not permitted to make a copy of it. Consequently, the first sale doctrine only permits transfers with respect to the particular copy of the work that the purchaser owns. Likewise, the doctrine does not apply to other exclusive rights such as the

---

317 17 U.S.C. § 109 (a) reads in part as follows: “Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106(3), the owner of a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this title, or any person authorized by such owner, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright owner, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy or phonorecord. …”
copyright holder’s right of public performance, or her right to prepare derivative works. Finally, the first sale exception is limited by law with regard to specific categories of copyrighted materials (e.g. Computer-Software)\textsuperscript{318} and certain types of transactions (such as record rental)\textsuperscript{319}.

**B. Potential Effects of the First Sale Doctrine**

What are the (potential) effects of the first sale doctrine? Why do (or, at least, should) consumers and digital media providers—including online distribution services such as iTunes—care about this doctrine? That question must be answered in two steps. Initially, one must understand the effects of the doctrine in general. Against this backdrop, we can then discuss the relevance to digital media in particular.

The introductory remarks illustrate that the first sale doctrine is aimed at balancing the copyright holder’s rights on the one hand and public access to copyrighted works on the other hand. Thus, the potential effects of the doctrine—as applied in traditional offline settings—have, broadly speaking, impacts on three layers:

- First, the doctrine has an important (societal) impact on the public layer. Traditionally, the first sale exception increases the overall availability of copyrighted work, for instance through used book markets or video rental stores and public libraries. In the same context, it ensures the continued availability of copyrighted works, including those that are out of print.

- Second, “first sale” affects users and consumers of information on an individual layer: The “first sale” enables both access to copyrighted works by different means than “purchase” (such as lending a book from the library), and lowers the costs because it leads to price competition. Additionally, it allows access to works without disclosure of the identity to the copyright holder. Thus, an individual enjoys (in non-technical terms) a kind of “right” to read, or watch, or listen anonymously under this doctrine.\textsuperscript{320} However, the doctrine does not only have effects on access, but also grants some additional exit options in the sense that a buyer of a CD, for instance, can sell it without copyright holder’s permission to someone else when she is tired listening to it.

- Third, the doctrine has substantive effects on an economic layer: It has been observed that the first sale doctrine, generally speaking, leads to retail price competition, and that it fosters the emergence of new markets such as rental and secondary sale markets.\textsuperscript{321} However, it is unclear to what extent these effects were intended when the doctrine was developed by courts and, finally, set forth in the copyright act by the legislature.

\textsuperscript{318} See Computer Software Rental Amendments Act 1990.

\textsuperscript{319} See Record Rental Amendment of 1984, and 17 U.S.C. §109(b)(1).


With these effects in mind, assume for a moment that the first sale doctrine applies both to tangible goods such as books, CDs or DVDs and to music or video files distributed over the Internet. While the previous remarks have made it clear why the doctrine matters from the consumer perspective or from the viewpoint of the public, one might now explore the relevance of the (digital) first sale doctrine from business perspective (again, Apple’s iTMS serves as an example). Consider the following set of arguments:

In the context of peer-to-peer file sharing networks it has been argued that so-called “exposure effects”—or simply “advertising effects”—might lead to increasing revenues of the recording industry. Despite all the differences between the underlying distribution systems and the question of legality, one can think of somewhat similar effects with regard to online distribution systems such as the iTMS and the application of the (digital) first sale doctrine. Because the doctrine, as described above, increases the general accessibility of works such as songs, films, etc., it may result in advertising effects. For instance, a user who receives a song over the Internet from a friend who has previously bought it from the iTMS, may make—based on the sample song—the decision to buy the entire album online by downloading it from iTunes. Viewed from this angle, the current business model could benefit from digital first sale.

- Much less speculative than the previous argument are the following considerations. Focusing on the effects of the first sale doctrine as they have been observed with regard to individuals, one might investigate how these effects are valued by digital media users such as the customers of the iTunes online music store. From a business modeling perspective, it matters whether consumers of downloaded music have strong expectations that they can resell a song when they have grown tired of it. The following data of a survey conducted by GartnerG2 illustrates the relevance of the doctrine. GartnerG2 asked, in essence, whether a restriction to resell digitally distributed content would affect consumers’ decision to subscribe an Internet-based service distributing music/digital content. One result of the survey is the following:

![Graph showing the effect of preventing re-selling](image)

Source: GartnerG2, February 2004

---

322 The question whether the first sale doctrine does or does not apply to digitally transmitted works is discussed in greater detail in the sections below.

The survey suggest that 28.8% of teenagers (and 32% of adults) are “much less likely to subscribe” if an online distribution system (such as the iTMS) restricts their ability to resell content. 17.6% of the teenagers (12.9% of the adults) in this sample are “somewhat” less likely to subscribe to digital media services. These figures illustrate that consumer expectations regarding one of the key components of the digital first sale doctrine, the possibility to resell lawfully obtained works, have immediate relevance to business models.

- A third argument also illustrates the importance of the first sale doctrine to the digital media industry. First recall two key characteristics of works in digital format distributed over the Internet: the persistent quality of digital information, and its low distribution costs. While physical copies of works degrade over time and with use, making used copies less desirable than new ones, digital information can be used or even reproduced without any changes in quality. Thus, the distinction between a “new copy” and a “used copy” of the same work is blurred. Moreover, the sale of physical works like books, CDs, and DVDs has required the transport of these goods. The need to transport physical copies creates transaction costs such as the effort to parcel it, bring it to the post office, and ship it. In contrast, comparable barriers are nonexistent in the context of digital copies that are transmitted over electronic networks, because any digital copy can be transferred nearly anywhere in the world with minimal efforts (a “mouse click”) and at comparatively low costs. As a consequence of these characteristics, a legal regime which allows—via the digital first sale doctrine—resale of online transmitted digital works such as songs obtained from the iTMS or movies downloaded from MovieLink, is likely to have a different effect on the copyright owner’s market than an alternative regime allowing only resale of tangible goods.

In fact, it has been argued that digital “used” works have a far greater ability to compete for market share with “new” copies in the digitally networked world. Under a legal regime protecting digital first sale, Apple would face decreased revenues due to the emergence of a secondary market in downloaded songs. These conditions, in turn, would shape Apple’s business model: Assuming that a digital first sale doctrine exists, and assuming that Apple could not preclude re-sales via contract or DRM, it would seek alternative distribution methods and develop alternative business models rather than lose sales to a secondary market in “used” songs downloaded from the iTMS.

324 However, it should be noted that such transmission have a cost component as well. Consider, for instance, the transmission of a full-length movie between two computers over ISDN.

325 DMCA Section 104 Report, p. 83.

326 This question is discussed in greater detail in the previous section on “Contract and Copyright as Protections for the iTunes Business Model”.

327 At least to the extent that Apple is competing on price.
C. Digital First Sale Doctrine?

In order to describe the relevance of the doctrine and its possible effects on business models, we have assumed a legal framework that stipulates a first sale doctrine that applies both to tangible goods like CDs or DVDs and to digital works distributed over networks such as songs downloaded from the iTMS. However, the introduction illustrated that debate exists whether a first sale doctrine applicable to digital and/or digitally transmitted works exists. In the following paragraphs, we discuss this question under U.S. law and from a comparative law perspective.

To begin, let us briefly recapitulate the context in which this question has arisen: The first sale exception emerged almost hundred years ago from a doctrine created by courts which established a policy to prohibit restrictions on alienation of tangible property. Since then, information and communication technologies (ICT) have not only changed the methods by which copyrighted material is distributed, but also altered the form of the work as well as the way the work is used. Thus, this leads to the question, under what conditions, if any, does the first sale doctrine operate in digitally networked environments. With regard to this question, often discussed under the heading “digital first sale doctrine”, it is crucial to distinguish between two analytically different aspects: the new forms of appearance of copyrighted work, and the new forms of its distribution.

1. Digital Works

The first aspect, form, relates to the observation that modern information and communications technologies have made it possible to make information available and accessible in digitized format. “Digital” refers to communication signals or information presented in a discrete form, usually in a binary way (0 or 1). Thus, the first question is whether the first sale doctrine applies to digital works as such, assuming that the works are distributed “physically” rather than online. Unfortunately, there is no simple answer to this question.

However, the baseline understanding is that the first sale doctrine as codified in the Copyright Act does not distinguish between “analog” and “digital” works. Viewed from this angle, strong arguments exist that the first sale doctrine, in principle and generally speaking, does apply to both analog and digital works as long as the prerequisites outlined above are met and the limitations of the doctrine are respected. Hence, the physical resale of a purchased gramophone record (analog work) as well as of a 4D audio recorded Compact Disc (digital work) bought in a music store—assuming that all requirements are met and no contractual restrictions apply—are covered by the first sale doctrine as codified in the Copyright Act. Accordingly, one might argue that both a Compact Disc that contains a collection of songs previously downloaded from the iTMS and burned on the CD, as well as the hard drive on which all downloaded songs are stored, might be re-sold so long as all requirements of the doctrine are met.328 However, as mentioned in the previous section and discussed below, both contractual provisions such as iTunes’ Terms of Service and Digital Rights Management schemes such as Apple’s FairPlay limit what users are allowed to do with the digital content.

---

328 See, e.g., DMCA Section 104 Report, p. xviii.
2. Digital Dissemination of Works

The second aspect refers to the method by which (digital) works are disseminated in today’s era of digital networks. While the traditional form of distribution is the physical transfer of possession of tangible works such as books, journals, newspapers, the electronic transmission in digital networks follows different patterns: All data and instructions processed by a computer—such as running a software program, browsing the WWW, or displaying information even without downloading it to the hard drive—are necessarily reproduced for a certain period of time in the computer’s memory known as RAM. Moreover, by transmitting digital documents over the Net, several temporary copies are made not only on the RAM of the sender’s computer, but also on the computers of the sender’s ISP, on various routers on the Internet, on the addressee’s service provider, and on the recipient’s own computer. Despite the fact that RAM is volatile, (data stored in RAM erases when power is switched off) and that strong counterarguments exist, RAM reproductions have been qualified by several courts—following a Ninth Circuit’s decision—329—as “copies” under the Copyright Act. Thus, under current law, any computer-mediated network dissemination of digitized works necessarily entails the making of copies.

What are the consequences? As discussed above, the first sale doctrine grants an exception to the exclusive distribution right, but not to the copyright holder’s reproduction right. Therefore, the electronic transfer of digitized work over a computed network, broadly speaking, is not covered by the first sale doctrine because even temporary reproductions might constitute a copyright infringement and result in liability. Consequently, a purchaser of a digital copy of a song that she has legitimately downloaded from a virtual music store and has paid for, cannot easily resell this piece of digital music and transmit it over the Net, because the transmission would require the making of a copy of the digital structure of the piece in the RAM of her own computer, on various other computers in the course of communication through the network, and on the recipient’s computer.

As an alternative to the transfer over the Internet one might burn the music onto a CD, and then send the CD to the buyer. However, this procedure requires that numerous copies are made. For example, copies are made in the RAM of the re-seller while burning it onto the CD, on the CD, and in the purchaser’s computer memory when she’s listening to it. (However, it is noteworthy that such “burns” may explicitly be authorized by the copyright holder as it is in the iTunes example). Even the deletion of the original copy does not change the situation under current copyright law, because the user is not transmitting her particular copy of the music as the doctrine traditionally requires. This result contrasts with the scenario mentioned earlier where a CD purchased in a real-world music store can be re-sold under the first sale doctrine.

3. Further Limitations

The application of the first sale doctrine to digital works—as described in the previous section of this case study—is often restricted by license agreements (which are often imposed by the recording industry). The basic idea behind such licenses is to structure the “purchase” of digital content as a grant of a license instead of a sale that transfers ownership. However, in the offline context and with regard to shrink-wrap licenses,

some courts have qualified such transactions as sales rather than licenses, thus preserving the applicability of the first sale doctrine, because “ownership”, as discussed above, is one of its prerequisites of first sale.

With regard to the iTMS, however, it is noteworthy that the relevant transactions have generally been perceived by users as sales rather than licenses. However, Apple has evaded clarifying whether iTMS songs are sold or licensed. Nonetheless, contractual “terms of service” might foreclose the application of the first sale doctrine to digital works where they impose restrictions on use, reproduction and transfer of the digital work by users. Interestingly, Apple’s iTunes Music Store’s Terms of Service do not expressly deny the transfer of files nor the transfer of accounts, although § 9(b) of the Terms of Service may be interpreted in such a way. However, it could be argued that the online transfer of a MPEG-4 file is a reproduction as described above, and thus violates the rights of copyright owners and the iTunes’ Terms of Service agreement. Moreover, § 13(a) can be read as an exclusion of the first sale exemption, although referring to the “Service” rather than the use or purchase of “products” (i.e. “songs”). As noted in the introduction to this section, Apple has avoided answering whether such a transfer would violate the agreement.

As discussed thus far, the application of the first sale doctrine to digital works, first and foremost, is limited by the interpretation and application of copyright law. Moreover, the application of the first sale doctrine with respect to digital works is limited by restrictive contractual agreements imposed by digital content providers such as online music stores. In combination with these two constraints, a third factor limits the application of the first sale doctrine to digital works: technical protection measures and the DMCA. (Technical protection measures were discussed in greater detail in the previous part on Digital Rights Management).

How does the DMCA’s anti-circumvention provision limit the application of the first sale doctrine to digital works such as AAC (MPEG-4) files downloaded from the iTMS? The effect can be illustrated when we imagine a scenario where the first sale doctrine applies to digitally distributed works and where no restrictive

---

331 This perception finds its basis, in the Terms of Service itself, see, e.g., § 1 iTunes Terms of Service: “1. Definition of the iTunes Music Store Service. Apple is the provider of the iTunes Music Store (the “Service”) that permits you to purchase downloads of digital content—such as sound recordings—under certain terms and conditions as set forth in this Agreement.”; see also Apple’s Sale Policy at http://www.info.apple.com/usen/itunes/policies.html.
332 For further discussion, see Part I on Contract and Copyright Interplay.
333 However, it is important to understand that the question of whether the first sale doctrine applies to digitally distributed works remains relevant even where it is contractually excluded, because such a contractual exclusion is only actionable against the contracting party, while the digital first sale doctrine (its existence assumed) would protect secondary re-sellers and re-purchasers “down the line”.
334 § 9(b), iTunes Terms of Service reads, in parts, as follows (emphases added): “Usage Rules. Your use of the Products is conditioned upon your prior acceptance of the terms of this Agreement. You shall be authorized to use the Products only for personal, noncommercial use. You shall be authorized to use the Products on one Apple-authorized computer at any time. You shall be entitled to export, burn or copy Products solely for personal, noncommercial use. Any burning or exporting capabilities are solely an accommodation to you and shall not constitute a grant or waiver (or other limitation or implication) of any rights of the copyright owners in any content, sound recording, underlying musical composition, or artwork embodied in any Product.”
335 § 13(a), iTunes Terms of Service reads, in part, as follows (emphasis added): “No portion of the Service may be reproduced in any form or by any means. You agree not to modify, rent, lease, loan, sell, distribute, or create derivative works based on the Service, in any manner, and you shall not exploit the Service in any unauthorized way whatsoever, including but not limited to, by trespass or burdening network capacity.”
336 Sec. 1201.
contractual agreements are in force. Under such a scenario, consider a customer who downloads a song from the iTMS and stores it onto the hard drive of his computer. As it has been discussed in the section on digital rights management (DRM), the downloaded file contains code that makes the song inoperable until a particular computer has been authorized to play them, and allows (only) five authorizations per song.\(^{337}\) Assume that the iTMS user wants to re-sell a song to a stranger, but—for obvious reasons—is not willing to share sensitive information such as her Apple ID and password with the buyer. If the user attempted to crack the restrictive code in order to make use of her “right” under the digital first sale doctrine and create an unencrypted copy of the file, she could be sued and held liable for an infringing act based on the circumvention provisions of the DMCA, because digital right management systems such as iTunes’ FairPlay that render copies inoperable are considered as access controls.\(^{338}\)

**D. International Perspective**

So far, we have discussed the first sale doctrine from the perspective of U.S. law. Next, we explore this doctrine—or the principle of exhaustion, as it is called in the international context—from the viewpoint of international and comparative law. It should be noted that the rationale of the doctrine and its impacts—as described in the previous paragraphs—remain similar both under US law and foreign legal regimes. Thus, U.S. based digital media services such as Apple’s iTMS may want to explore how other legal regimes governing markets outside the US\(^{339}\) answer the question of whether the first sale doctrine applies to digitally transmitted works. Viewed from a business perspective, one can argue that a service like the iTMS would re-consider and, if necessary, adjust its business model to a different regulatory framework if the laws of a foreign country provide a digital first sale doctrine.

Since international norms for the treatment of copyright and related rights in the age of the Internet are set forth in the 1996 WIPO Copyright treaties, it makes sense to begin a comparative analysis there.

**1. WIPO Treaties**

With regard to the principle of exhaustion (or first sale), it is necessary to understand that the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT)—in contrast to U.S. Law\(^{340}\)—clearly distinguish between an exclusive “distribution right” with respect to tangible copies of works on the one hand, and an exclusive transmission right with respect to intangible copies, called “right of making

---


\(^{338}\) See, e.g., Marybeth Peters, Recommendation of the Register of Copyrights in RM 2002-4; Rulemaking on Exemptions from Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, at 44 et seq. For further discussion, see the previous Part II on Digital Rights Management.


\(^{340}\) As the DMCA Section 104 Report points out, no country “other than the United States … has implemented the making available right through the application of a combination of the distribution, reproduction, public performance and public display rights”, see DMCA Section 104 Report, p. 94.
available to the public” on the other hand.341 Thus, art. 6(1) WCT342 as well as art. 8(1) and 12(1) WPPT provide exclusive distribution rights343 for tangible objects,344 while art. 8 WCT respectively art. 10 and 14 WPPT grant a separate exclusive right for transmission of digital works over networks such as the Internet to make them available to the public. In the context of this case study it is this latter right of making available to the public as defined in the WIPO treaties—and not the exclusive distribution right—that is of particular interest and relevance, since online music services such as the iTMS distribute music in digital file format over electronic networks.

Against this legal backdrop, it is important to recognize that the WIPO treaties mention the exhaustion principle exclusively in the context of the distribution rights. Art. 6(2) WCT345 and similarly art. 8(2) and 12(2) WPPT346 permit—but do not require—that the contracting parties limit the distribution right with an exhaustion principle that applies after the first sale or any other authorized transfer of ownership of the original or a copy of the work. In other words, legislatures must decide whether, and under what conditions, such a limitation of the distribution right for tangible works shall be implemented. In contrast, the treaties do not contain similar provisions with respect to the right to make intangible copies available (i.e. regarding digital transmission over networks). Consequently, the digital first sale doctrine or the principle of exhaustion applicable to works transmitted over the Internet cannot be derived from international copyright law.

2. European Union
At the European level, the issues raised in this section of the case study are, by and large,347 covered by the EUCD.348 In accordance with the WIPO treaties, the Directive distinguishes between a distribution right (art.

---

341 The question of what right or rights should be applied to interactive, on-demand transmissions in digital networks was “one of the thorniest issues addressed during the preparatory work of the WCT and the WPPT,” see Mihaly Ficsor, The Law of Copyright and the Internet, The 1996 WIPO Treaties, their Interpretation and Implementation, Oxford University Press 2002, p. 146 et seq. with an in-depth analysis of the so-called "umbrella solution".

342 Art. 6(1) WCT on "Right of Distribution" reads as follows: “Authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing the making available to the public of the original and copies of their works through sale or other transfer of ownership.”

343 Art. 8(1) WPPT on the distribution rights of performers: “Performers shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing the making available to the public of the original and copies of their performances fixed in phonograms through sale or other transfer of ownership.”, and, finally, art. 12(1) WPPT on the distribution rights of producers of phonograms: “1) Producers of phonograms shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing the making available to the public of the original and copies of their phonograms through sale or other transfer of ownership.”

344 This limitation to tangible objects has been emphasized in the Agreed Statements Concerning the WIPO Copyright Treaty as adopted by the Diplomatic Conference. The Statements concerning art. 6 and 7 WCT reads: “As used in these Art.s, the expressions "copies" and "original and copies," being subject to the right of distribution and the right of rental under the said Art.s, refer exclusively to fixed copies that can be put into circulation as tangible objects.” (emphasis added).

345 Art. 6(2) WCT: Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of Contracting Parties to determine the conditions, if any, under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph (1) applies after the first sale or other transfer of ownership of the original or a copy of the work with the authorization of the author.

346 Art. 8(2) WPPT: “Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of Contracting Parties to determine the conditions, if any, under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph (1) applies after the first sale or other transfer of ownership of the original or a copy of the fixed performance with the authorization of the performer.” Art. 12(2) WPPT: “Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of Contracting Parties to determine the conditions, if any, under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph (1) applies after the first sale or other transfer of ownership of the original or a copy of the phonogram with the authorization of the producer of the phonogram.”

347 However, it should be noted that the Rental Right Directive has already harmonized the distribution right—i.e. the right to authorize and prohibit the distribution for tangible copies—for performers, broadcasters, phonogram and film producers. Similarly, Community harmonization has already been achieved for certain categories of works such as databases and computer programs.

348 See supra note 83.
4) dealing with the circulation of tangible works, and a right of communication to the public—including a right to make available to the public—that covers any means or process other than the distribution of physical copies. Thus, in essence, article 3(1) and 3(2) of the EUCD stipulate that the member states are obligated to provide authors, performers, producers, etc., with the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit any communication to the public of their works, by wire or wireless means. This includes the making their works available to the public in such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen.

Art. 4(2) of the EUCD stipulates that the distribution right shall not be exhausted within the European community in respect to the original of copies of the works, except where the first sale or other transfer of ownership in the EU of that object is made by the rightholder or with his consent. This exhaustion principle, however, is limited to the right of distribution of tangible copies such as books, CDs, DVDs, etc. Art. 3(3) of the EUCD indicates: “The rights referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not be exhausted by any act of communication to the public or making available to the public as set out in this Article.” The recital clauses of the Directive confirm this finding. Specifically, clause No. 29, summarizes the state of (European) law as follows:

“(29) The question of exhaustion does not arise in the case of services and online services in particular. This also applies with regard to a material copy of a work or other subject-matter made by a user of such a service with the consent of the rightholder. Therefore, the same applies to rental and lending of the original and copies of works or other subject-matter which are services by nature. Unlike CD-ROM or CD-I, where the intellectual property is incorporated in a material medium, namely an item of goods, every online service is in fact an act which should be subject to authorization where the copyright or related right so provides.”

Implementing the EUCD, member states have incorporated the principle of exhaustion in their national legal frameworks according to the principles outlined in the previous paragraphs.

- In Germany, art. 15 of the Law on the Regulation of Copyright in the Information Society (Gesetz zur Regelung des Urheberrechts in der Informationsgesellschaft) differentiates between the exclusive rights of

---


350 See, e.g., recital clause (28): “Copyright protection under this Directive includes the exclusive right to control distribution of the work incorporated in a tangible Art.. The first sale in the Community of the original of a work or copies thereof by the rightholder or with his consent exhausts the right to control resale of that object in the Community […]”.

351 In essence, the EUCD repeats what had been considered in the context of the EU Directive on the Legal Protection of Databases (see Recital 33) and what had been added to the Rental Right Directive (see art. 1(4). Moreover, the art. 3(3) of the EUCD has been seen “only as a clarification of the existing legal situation at Community level, recalling that the provision of services does not give rise to exhaustion of rights”, see Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright an related rights in the Information Society, presented by the Commission, December 10, 1997, COM(97) 628 final, p. 34 with references to case law, available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/intprop/news/copyen.pdf.

352 See supra note 118.
copyright owners regarding tangible works—including, among other things, the right of reproduction and distribution—and the right to make intangible works available to the public. The right of distribution as it applies to tangible works is encoded in art. 17, and art. 17(2)—in accordance with the EUCD and the WIPO treaties—stipulates the (community wide) principle of exhaustion. Thus, the statutory language as well as a systematic interpretation make it clear that the right of distribution and, as a consequence, the related exhaustion exception is limited to tangible works. However, scholars have argued that online transmissions, (i.e. transfers of intangible works), can also be subsumed under art. 17, based on either an extended interpretation of this provision or its analog application to online transactions.\footnote{See, e.g., B. Knies, Erschöpfung Online? – Die aktuelle Problematik beim On-Demand-Vertrieb von Tonträgern im Lichte der Richtlinie zur Informationsgesellschaft, GRUR Int. 2002, pp. 314 et seq.; PHILIPP KÖHLER, DER ERSCHÖPFUNGSGRUNDSATZ DES URHEBERRECHTS IM ONLINE-BEREICH, München 1999, p. 72. From the practitioner’s perspective see, e.g., http://www.internetrecht-rostock.de/musikverkauf.htm (with further references).}

- In the United Kingdom, the Copyright and Related Rights Regulations 2003\footnote{See supra note 251.} implement art. 3 of the EUCD by replacing former sec. 20 of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 on “infringements by broadcasting or inclusion in a cable program service”. Former sec. 20 is replaced by a provision on infringements “by communication to the public”, including “the making available to the public of the work by electronic transmission in such a way that members of the public may access it from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.” (new sec. 20(2)(a)). Sec. 18(2)(a) of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988—with regard to infringement by issue of copies to the public (i.e. copies “put into circulation”)—sets forth an exhaustion principle. This principle, however, does not extend to the rights of communication to the public as now enacted in sec. 20(2)(a) and does not apply to digitally distributed (i.e. intangible) works. Accordingly, the U.K. Copyright Office has, in the course of the implementation of the Information Society Directive, stated that “no specific action has been taken as a result of paragraph 3 of Article 3 [EUCD], which is considered to be present simply for avoidance of any doubt on the matter to which it refers. Exhaustion of rights is a concept normally only associated with the right to control distribution of tangible copies of protected works.”\footnote{See comment on the UK implementation of the EUCD available at http://www.patent.gov.uk/about/consultations/eccopyright/impact.htm.}

Against this background, it can be concluded that neither European Law nor the laws of EU-member states—if in compliance with the EUCD—provide an exhaustion principle applicable to transmission of digital works over the Internet. Consequently, online media services such as the iTMS are unlikely to face digital first sale “claims” from users governed by European law. Further, the discussion of European contract law illustrates that any (potential) right to resell or lend downloaded songs might be excluded via contractual agreements as long as EU and national laws are respected. Moreover, strong arguments exist that, for instance, the iTMS service could restrict particular user practices via technical protection measures such as FairPlay as effectively as it does under U.S. law, because the EUCD contains provisions that prohibit circumventions in the same way as the DMCA does.\footnote{See art. 6, EUCD on Obligations as to technological measures. For further discussion, see Part II on DRM.}
3. Asia-Pacific

a. Japan

In general, although Japan does recognize the international “first sale” doctrine – the principle of exhaustion in copyright, preventing infringement liability for consumers who re-sell lawfully purchased, legally manufactured copies of protected works\textsuperscript{357}, it has not addressed whether that doctrine applies to “intangible goods,” such as digital works that are transmitted over digital networks.

Following the lead of the WIPO treaties, the Japan Copyright Law also makes the distinction between a “distribution right” for tangible goods and the right of “making available to public”\textsuperscript{358} or “transmission”\textsuperscript{359} for digital works. The Copyright Law grants copyright owners the exclusive right of distribution; however, this right is limited to cinematographic works.\textsuperscript{360} The 1999 Amendment to the Japanese Copyright Act established art. 26bis in order to implement art. 6(2) of the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty, which outlines the right of member nations to determine how the first sale doctrine should be applied; in particular, art. 26bis(2) exempts copyright liability from the resale of lawfully manufactured copies.\textsuperscript{361}

In contrast to the United States and European countries, the boundaries of the first sale doctrine in Japan are not derived primarily from statutory authority, but rather are judicially created. Recent decisions by Japanese courts have clarified the international application of the Japanese first sale doctrine. A 1994 Tokyo District Court judgment indicates that Japanese copyrights will not be exhausted by first sales abroad.\textsuperscript{362} In this case, the plaintiff imported from the United States copies of the movie "101 Dalmatians" to sell in Japan.\textsuperscript{363} The defendant, a seller of copyrighted video tapes and discs, distributed a paper to alert the business circles that parallel importation of video cassettes from the United States was illegal.\textsuperscript{364} Accordingly, the plaintiff sued, alleging that distribution of the paper interfered with its sales.\textsuperscript{365} The Tokyo District Court found for the defendant, reasoning that the importation into Japan of video cassettes of a movie not yet released in Japan or still in theaters, would seriously damage the market for the movie as well as sale of authorized video tapes.\textsuperscript{366}


\textsuperscript{358} Art. 26, Copyright Law of Japan. (1) The author of a cinematographic work shall have the exclusive rights to distribute copies of his work. (2) The author of a work reproduced in a cinematographic work shall have the exclusive right to distribute copies of his work.

\textsuperscript{359} Art. 23, Copyright Law of Japan. (1) The author shall have the exclusive right to make the public transmission of his work (including the making transmittable of his work in the case of the interactive transmission). (2) The author shall have the exclusive right to communicate publicly, by means of a receiving apparatus, his work of which the public transmission has been made.

\textsuperscript{360} Art. 26, Copyright Law of Japan.

\textsuperscript{361} Teruo Doi, supra note 357, 386


\textsuperscript{363} Id.

\textsuperscript{364} Id.

\textsuperscript{365} Id.

\textsuperscript{366} Id.
In a 2001 decision by the Osaka High Court, Akuto etc. v. K.K. Sega, the court applied the first sale doctrine to used video game software, finding no copyright infringement in the resale of these works. The court cited the BBS Supreme Court Decision, finding the same policy reasons for applying the exhaustion theory in this case to copyrights, as to patents—in general, the exhaustion theory is only applicable when it interferes with the free flow of goods in the market.

It is important to note that while Japan recognizes the first sale doctrine, it treats the copyright and patent contexts differently: in the copyright context, the first sale doctrine applies domestically, except for the special case of copyrights for cinematographic works, which are not exhausted by first sales overseas; in the patent context, the first sale doctrine applies globally. Moreover, in the copyright context, it seems clear that the Japanese courts have not yet addressed the issue for intangible goods at all. Nevertheless, given that Japan is a WIPO signatory; the Japan Copyright Law makes the distinction between distribution and transmissions rights; and all the Japanese first sale doctrine case law deals with tangible goods and distribution rights, it is likely a safe conjecture that Japan is similar to the European members of the WIPO in not recognizing the first sale doctrine for intangible goods.

b. China

China does not have an explicit first sale doctrine such as the one codified in Sec. 109(a) of the U.S. Copyright Act. However, as a signatory to various WIPO Treaties, China recognizes the “first sale” doctrine of exhaustion in copyright protections. As noted previously, the WIPO treaties have left it up to national legislatures to determine the effect of the exhaustion right; recent amendments to China's Copyright and Patent Laws provide greater insight into the direction of China's intellectual property laws with respect to the first sale doctrine.

The “first sale” doctrine in Chinese copyright law is qualified in important ways: in particular, creators’ rights to control the distribution of their works, and their communication over networks, survive first sale. Art. 10 of the Chinese Copyright Act, which enumerates the rights of copyright holders, was amended in 2001 to give copyright owners additional rights, including the exclusive rights of: (1) distribution—the right to make available to the public the original or reproductions of a work though sale or other transfer of ownership; (2) communication of information on networks—the exclusive right of delivering works over an information

---


368 The leading Japanese patent first-sale case is Jap-Auto Products v. BBS Kraftfahrzeug Technik (BBS), where the Japanese Supreme Court, in 1997, adopted the principle of international exhaustion, holding that the first sale of a patented item exhausts the patent rights worldwide. The Japanese Supreme Court offered policy arguments in support of its decision: identifying a concern for the "development of industry" and how the continuation of rights beyond the first sale will hinder this development, as well as citing present "social and economic realities" in Japan as reasons to extend the first sale doctrine to international sales, despite the lack of authority in Japanese Patent Law. (Teruo Doi, supra note 367, 386).

369 See Teruo Doi, supra note 357, 386.

370 Art. 10, Copyright Act of China, see supra note 177; see Memorandum of Understanding Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Intellectual Property, 4 D.C.L. J. Int'l L. & Prac. 403 (1995). Under this memorandum and art. 10, copyright owners for movies and computer software also retain the right to control rental of their works even after a first sale.
system; and (3) rental—the right of rental over works such as movies and computer programs. These exclusive rights survive the first sale doctrine—a copyright owner has the right to prevent others from the distribution, communication over the Internet, and rental of their works; the latter only applies if the work is a movie or computer program.

In contrast, recent amendments to the Chinese Patent Law suggest that China is further adopting the principle of international exhaustion in the patent context.

These amendments to China’s intellectual property laws suggest that China is taking a selective approach in adopting the first sale doctrine. While China has continued to recognize and strengthen the exhaustion principle in the patent context, the first sale doctrine has become much more limited in the copyright context, as the copyright owner maintains exclusive rights over distribution, rental and communication over the Internet.

E. Summary and Outlook

The overview of the current U.S., European, and international legal framework regarding the first sale doctrine leads to the conclusion that the application of the doctrine in the digitally networked environment is unlikely. Under current U.S. and European Copyright Law, very strong arguments exist that the doctrine does not apply to digital works transferred over networks: In Europe, digital transmissions of works are addressed under the right of communication to the public, and the European legislature has explicitly restricted the application of the exhaustion principle to the right of distribution which refers to tangible works. In contrast, the U.S. relevant provision of the Copyright Act itself does not distinguish between digitally transmitted and physically transferred works. However, because each communication of a digital work over a computer-intermediated networks requires, technically speaking, the making of reproductions (e.g. in the RAM of the host’s computer), and because such reproductions are considered as “copies” under current law, the first sale doctrine—which grants an exception from the distribution right (in US terminology), but not the right of reproduction—is likely not to apply to digital works distributed over the Net. Moreover, both in the U.S. and in Europe restrictive contractual agreements as well as legally enforced technical protection measures frustrate the emergence and/or application of a digital first sale doctrine.

371 Art. 10, Copyright Act of China.


373 In anticipation of its accession to the World Trade Organization, China amended its Patent Law for the second time, with the changes becoming effective on July 1, 2001. (Andy Y. Sun, Executive Director, Asia Pacific Legal Institute, Intellectual Property Developments in the Greater China Region: National People’s Congress Amended Patent Law, translation available at http://apli.org/apli_special.htm, August 2000.) One of the key features of the Patent Laws Amendment was clarification on non-infringement issues; in particular, under art. 63, it is now no longer deemed an infringement of patent rights where, “after the sale of a patented product that was made or imported by the patentee or with the authorization of the patentee, or that was directly obtained by using the patented process, any other person uses, offers to sell or sells that product.” (art. 63, China Patent Law) Effectively, this new amendment adds importation and offer for sale as grounds for exhaustion.(Sun.)

374 See also J.A.L. STERLING, WORLD COPYRIGHT LAW, London: Sweet & Maxwell 1998, n 9.05 et seq.
However, it has also become clear that arguments in favor of a digital first sale doctrine exist both in the U.S. and in Europe. In Europe, such arguments are based on extensive interpretations or analogous applications of provisions incorporating the principle of exhaustion in the context of national laws implementing the EU Copyright Directive. In the U.S., numerous arguments in favor of a digital first sale doctrine can be made. First, from a normative perspective, it has been argued that the underlying objective of the first sale doctrine, facilitation of the continued flow of copyrighted materials throughout society, should prevail over concerns about IP rights. Second, arguments in favor of the digital first sale doctrine have referred to the spirit of the first sale doctrine and its focus on the scope of the transferred property interest rather than the (analog or digital) nature of the interest at stake. Third, other arguments are based on principles regarding the way the Copyright Act, according to the current law, should be applied to new technologies. Moreover, it has been argued that the legal qualification of reproductions through transmission as copies—lacking a decision of the Supreme Court and facing some Court decisions to the contrary—is not set in stone. Finally, from a technically oriented viewpoint, the concept of simultaneous destruction—requiring that the person transmitting the copyrighted digital work immediately erases her particular copy after the transfer is completed, (“forward and delete”-technology) supports first sale rights. These arguments have been used not only in litigation and in the context of scholarly contributions, but also in some highly controversial bills introduced to the Congress, either directly or indirectly designed to make a digital first sale exception feasible. The shift in the methods by which digital works are used and transmitted, however, might be seen as the strongest argument in favor of a digital first sale doctrine. Beyond these conceptual and legal arguments, persistent user practices—as history demonstrates—have the potential power to shape the legal and regulatory landscape and overcome laws.

With regard to the Japanese legal framework, it seems unlikely that a first sale doctrine has been or will be recognized for intangible goods transmitted over digital networks. In China, the fact that the government has explicitly stated that the exclusive right of communication over the Internet survives the first sale doctrine would suggest that the doctrine does not apply to digital works transferred over Internet networks.

Against this backdrop, we conclude that online media services like Apple’s iTMS face internationally harmonized copyright laws regarding the first sale doctrine. Under current U.S., International, and European Law, the first sale exemption (respectively the exhaustion principle) is unlikely to apply to digital works distributed over the Internet. While consumers, for the reasons outlined above, would welcome the emergence of a digital first sale doctrine, the opposite might be true from a business perspective, since the application of the doctrine could lead to unwanted price competition through the emergence of secondary markets resulting in decreased revenues for online services such as the iTMS. However, the analysis also illustrates that economic, legal, and technical arguments, as well as persistent user expectations, may be seen as early precursors of a tendency towards a digital first sale doctrine. Thus, a re-consideration of business models


376 See, e.g., Benefit Authors without Limiting Advancement or Net Consumer Expectations (BALANCE) Act of 2003 (H.R. 1066, introduced March 4, 2003), and Digital Media Consumer’s Rights Act (H.R. 107, introduced January 7, 2003).
such as the iTMS with regard to first-sale-issues is meaningful not only from a legal perspective and the consumer’s viewpoint, but even more so from the business standpoint.
Part IV: Fair Use Doctrine

A. Introduction
In the preceding parts of this case study, we have discussed the first sale doctrine aimed at limiting the copyright holder’s exclusive right of distribution, and balancing author’s right and public access to works. This Part focuses on another significant limitation on an author’s or copyright holder’s prerogatives: the “fair use” doctrine. In the most general sense, fair use is a “privilege in others than the owner of a copyright to use the copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without his consent, notwithstanding the monopoly granted to the owner.”\(^{377}\) The specific implementations of fair use rights or privileges can vary significantly from country to country. Fair uses traditionally include copies for private study, parody, criticism, news reporting, copies for limited personal uses, and reverse engineering for interoperability.\(^ {378}\) Some fair uses—reverse-engineering in particular—as well as the extent to which the iTMS’s terms of services and/or its DRM system FairPlay allow or prohibit fair uses, have already been outlined in previous Parts of this paper.\(^ {379}\) This Part of the case study, however, provides a more comprehensive overview of the fair use doctrine, explores the ways in which online music distribution business models such as the iTMS might be affected by “fair use,” and describes current fair use laws of the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Canada, Japan, and China.

B. Brief Overview of Fair Use
The broad idea of fair use embodied in 17 U.S.C. § 107 is unique to the United States. Both Canada\(^ {380}\) and the United Kingdom\(^ {381}\) have a “fair dealing” exemption for specified activities such as news reporting, parody, criticism, etc. Civil code countries such as Germany and France specifically enumerate similar exemptions to copyrights.\(^ {382}\) Because the implementation of fair use doctrine varies so much from country to country, for the purposes of this paper, fair uses will be those uses that U.S. courts would allow under 17 U.S.C. § 107.

---


\(^{378}\) All of these uses and their existence or lack thereof in various countries will be discussed in section C. of this module on a country-by-country basis.

\(^{379}\) See supra Part II on reverse engineering and DRM, and, more generally, supra Part I on the interaction between fair use and contract law.


The idea of fair use appeared in England at the beginning of the 19th century in the case of *Cary v. Kearsley*, where the court recognized a right to “fairly adopt part of the work of another” in order to avoid putting “manacles upon science.” Later in the 19th century, the U.S. Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story largely set out the modern fair use test in his decision in *Folsom v. Marsh*. Moving beyond only a general conception of the need for exceptions to the copyright law, Story provided a set of factors that he thought would help determine if a particular use was fair: “[W]e must often, in deciding questions of this sort, look to the nature and objects of the selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and the degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the original work.” These factors were codified in the United States by the Copyright Act of 1976 as the key factors in determining if a use is fair, with the addition of only “the purpose and character of the use” as a factor.

The main justification presented for the fair use doctrine in the United States, and the related rights internationally, is that it “permits courts to avoid rigid application of the copyright statute when, on occasion, it would stifle the very creativity which that law is designed to foster.” This theory justifies the so-called transformative use, which appropriates a copyrighted work such that it “adds something new, with a further purpose or different character, altering the first with new expression, meaning, or message.” In so doing, it provides “some added benefit to the public beyond that produced by the first author’s work.” More generally, another justification for fair use is that it balances the public’s interest in accessing and manipulating copyrighted works freely with its interest in ensuring production of creative works. In this vein, fair use can be seen as balancing the First Amendment with copyright’s prohibition on using others’ speech.

Turning to other jurisdictions, the Canadian Supreme Court framed the notion of fair dealing in a recent decision as a balancing of public and copyright owners’ rights. Similarly, the European Parliament stated, in preface to recent legislation, that “a fair balance of rights and interests between… different categories of rightholders and users of protected subject-matter must be safeguarded.” Under this theory, copying for the sake of convenience is sometimes authorized, especially if the copying does not damage the producer’s interests and, at least under U.S. law, does not have negative effects on the present and future markets for

---

384 Id. at 680.
386 Id. at 348.
388 Iowa State Univ. Research Found., Inc. v. American Broad. Cos., 621 F.2d 57, 60 (2nd Cir. 1980).
390 Sony v. Universal, 464 U.S. at 478 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
391 See, e.g., Glynn Lunney, Fair use and Market Failure: Sony Revisited, 82 B.U.L. Rev. 975 (Oct. 2002) (interpreting Sony v. Universal to mean and normatively supporting an idea of fair use as “public interest balancing”)
393 Id. at n 48.
394 Recital 31, EUCD, supra note 83.
395 See id. See also § 53 of the German UrhG, which allows single copies of a copyrighted work to be made for private use.
the copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{396} It is the latter justification that allows certain fair uses of interest to online music distributors.

\textbf{C. How Fair Use might Affect iTunes, its Users, and Copyright Holders}

The fair use doctrine and its counterparts are aimed at balancing the potentially divergent interests of copyright holders and users. What, then, are the doctrine's potential effects on individuals and the public, copyright holders, and online distribution services such as Apple's iTMS? The following paragraphs outline some of the effects that are relevant in the context of this case study:

- Consumer perspective: As described in the previous paragraphs, the fair use doctrine sometimes excuses transformative uses, in which a second author appropriates a work in some way to give it additional value or meaning. In the past few years, the Internet and new software applications\textsuperscript{397} have made it much easier for consumers to engage in appropriative, creative activities. Indeed, by enabling consumers to edit, excerpt, remix, and "mash-up" media at will, these technologies blur the line between consumers and creators.\textsuperscript{398}

Applied to the context of this case study, one might imagine an iTunes consumer, herself a musician, who seeks to use the opening part of a song downloaded from the online music store to create a new piece of music. Or, perhaps a student wants to excerpt a clip for an educational presentation on music. Fair use might protect these actions under certain circumstances. In such cases, the fair use doctrine benefits not only the user, but also the public as a whole by fostering creativity, thus furthering copyright's core objective. As a matter of fact, however, iTunes' FairPlay limits transformative uses because users cannot extract and redistribute copied sound clips. Moreover, iTunes' Terms of Service include language that, as discussed in Part I, might preclude fair use of downloaded songs.\textsuperscript{399}

The fair use doctrine also benefits consumers by promoting some non-transformative uses, including private-use copying. For instance, it might—if all legal requirements are met—be fair use to make a copy of a song in one’s music library in order to transfer it to another listening device.\textsuperscript{400} In this way, fair use can increase consumers' enjoyment, enabling them to listen to music in ways of their

\textsuperscript{396} A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001).


\textsuperscript{399} § 13(a), iTunes Terms of Service: “You agree that the Service [the iTunes Music Store], including but not limited to graphics, audio clips, and editorial content, contains proprietary information and material that is owned by Apple and/or its licensors... and that you will not use such proprietary information or materials in any way whatsoever except for use of the Service in compliance with the terms of this Agreement.” (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{400} In the United States, the right to make copies for private use falls under the fair use doctrine, which is an open-ended, vague body of law that leaves even legal professionals uncertain of what constitutes fair use, see, e.g., Pamela Samuelson & Randall Davis, \textit{The Digital Dilemma: A Perspective on Intellectual Property in the Information Age}, 12-13, available at http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/~pam/papers/digdilsyn.pdf (stating that when it comes to matters of copying for personal use in the United States, “even legal professionals disagree about answers to such questions.”). As discussed in the next section, laws of foreign countries specifically allow copying for private purposes.
choosing. To the extent that iTMS users can use their purchases on multiple computers and burn their music onto CDs,\footnote{See supra Introduction.} the iTMS service allows at least some—albeit not all—of such usage practices that might be covered by the fair use doctrine.

- Copyright holder perspective: Typically, copyright holders have a strong interest in controlling the distribution and use of copyrighted material. This interest, generally speaking, has found legal protection under copyright law as discussed in Part I and is also reflected in the four requirements of the fair use exemption as discussed in section D1 below. Therefore, the fair use doctrine is in tension with the copyright holder’s interests to the extent that it excuses uses for which the copyright holder could otherwise charge. Thus, fair use privileges and, in turn, the control of such privileges by means of contract law and DRM schemes,\footnote{See the discussion in supra Part I and Part II on the interplay between fair use on the one side and contract law as well as DRM on the other.} might affect copyright holders’ willingness to license or sell their works. However, the decision to license copyrighted works depends on many (other) contextual factors, too. If P2P traffic, for example, is already ubiquitous, the fair uses implemented or excluded by an online music service such as the iTMS might be a less important determinant than in an alternative setting without significant activities on P2P networks.

- The iTMS Business perspective: Apple provides music with usage restrictions under contract and DRM as negotiated with copyright holders. By preventing uses that consumers consider to be fair, usage restrictions might depress consumer interest.\footnote{The expectations of users as to what constitutes fair use have diverged from the legal reality. An October 2003 Online Fair Use Survey performed by GartnerG2 suggests, for instance, that 60.5% of teenagers and 56.3% of adults think that it is okay to copy pre-recorded music that you own for use in another device. [On file with authors.] According to a report entitled The Digital Dilemma, released by the National Research Council, “[o]rdinary people at times… resist following [intellectual property law] on the grounds that it violates their common sense.” (National Research Council, The Digital Dilemma: Intellectual Property in the Information Age, 126 and 129 [2000].).} In fact, users will make a decision on which music service to use based at least in part on the relative restrictions present in the individual services. According to the October 2003 GartnerG2 Fair Use Survey, 49.4% of adults and 42.5% of teens would be much less likely to subscribe to a service that only let them use downloaded music on their computers. Another 13.9% of adults and 23% of teens would be somewhat less likely to subscribe.\footnote{See supra note 385.}

For the iTMS to succeed in new markets, Apple and copyright holders will need to carefully determine the required, permitted, and expected fair uses, and how to provide for those uses. On the international front, those uses differ greatly from one country to the next. Generally speaking, a market with no expectation of fair use would be an unproblematic target for expansion. On the other hand, a market with a large number of permitted—or strongly expected—fair uses might make a transition difficult if copyright holder demand significant usage restrictions. In certain cases, the fair uses of a country might be mandatory, overriding even contract and/or anti-circumvention of DRM laws. Apple and copyright holders, for example, might consider not establishing an iTMS in a country where its DRM would not be sacrosanct. Likewise, even if Apple did choose to establish an iTMS in
such a marketplace, it might not be able to encourage a sufficient number of licensors to provide music.

Apple has convinced all major and many independent labels to sell their music via the iTMS, and, in allowing users to “burn and export” their downloaded files “for personal, non-commercial use,” Apple has created a music service that seems to meet many consumers' expectations with regard to “fair use.” At the same time, however, Apple does not provide for transformative uses or for a full range of private copying. In the future, as more and more services providing digital music enter the market, the different uses each allows might become a major selling point.

D. Fair Use Laws in Several of the Premiere Global Marketplaces

Ideally, an interested company would be able to design one online music store that could be expanded quickly and simply into every global market. Before a company can design such software, it will need to know what is considered fair use in each country of interest, both to gauge user expectations, and also to ascertain if it can assure music providers of a safe environment for online music distribution. While international treaties exist that are intended to harmonize copyright law on a global basis, their treatment of fair use is too vague to be helpful on this front. This section will describe the current state of fair use laws in several of the most significant global markets: the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Canada, China and Japan.

1. United States

As noted above, the general fair use doctrine, little changed from the time of Justice Story, is codified in 17 U.S.C. § 107. In the United States, each potential fair use is decided on a case-by-case basis under the four factors set out by 17 U.S.C. § 107. The four factors are:

   (1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;

   (2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

---

405 See § 9(b) iTunes Terms of Service. See, for further discussion, the Introduction to this case study, and supra Part I.

406 There are three main international treaties that are intended to harmonize copyright law among nations. All of the treaties are very vague as to what uses can be allowed as fair uses. The Berne Convention is the oldest, adopted in 1886 though not signed by the United States until 1988. The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, available at http://clea.wipo.int/clea/ipext.dll/Folder/Infobase/48c66/48c67?fn=document-frame.htm&f=templates&2.0. Art. 9 of the Berne Convention authorizes parties to the Convention to allow any fair uses to reproduce that do not “conflict with a normal exploitation of the work” and do not “unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.” Both the United States’ vague fair use doctrine and Germany’s exhaustive list of copyright limitations meet this standard. The other two main treaties are the 1994 Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs Agreement, available at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/its_trips0_e.htm) and, as already mentioned elsewhere in this case study (see, e.g., supra Part III), the 1996 World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaties (WCT). These treaties, however, essentially use the Berne Convention language to specify which limitations to copyright countries may allow. Art. 13 TRIPs Agreement. See also Art. 10 WCT.

407 See supra note 385.

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.409

No one of the factors is decisive; the court must weigh all the factors and compare them “in light of the purposes of copyright.”410 The only way to determine whether a particular use is protected as a fair use is to find a judicial decision on similar facts. While 17 U.S.C. § 107 does list categories of uses that might be fair, “such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching…, scholarship, [and] research,”411 that list is not intended to be exhaustive.

When judging transformative uses, courts must consider the extent to which the second work either simply replaces the first or contributes something additional,412 perhaps by pursuing § 107’s example purposes. Courts have found to be fair use, for instance, quoting documents for a news report;413 excerpting of a boxing match film for inclusion in a biography;414 and using a portion of a political candidate’s ad to criticize it.415 On the other hand, courts have ruled against defendants who used more than large excerpts, and defendants who used an excerpt that amounted to the most important part of the original, where the use would undermine the market for the original work.416 The practice of sampling music recordings for use in another commercial recording has also been deemed infringement.417 Whereas parodies that comment on the original and do not copy more than necessary are protected, satires or appropriating to comment on society at large are not.418

At issue in many transformative use cases is the commerciality of the second work, for a commercial use seems to overtly harm the original work’s market potential by depriving it of potential revenue. Under Sony Corporation of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,419 courts treat non-commercial uses much more favorably. The Court stated that “every commercial use of copyrighted material is presumptively an unfair exploitation of… copyright.”420 However, the Court proceeded to assert that a “challenge to a noncommercial use of a copyrighted work requires proof either that the particular use is harmful, or that if it should become

410 Campbell, 510 U.S. at 578.
412 Campbell, 510 U.S. at 575.
420 Id. at 451.
widespread, it would adversely affect the potential market for the copyrighted work.” The potential market need not exist presently, however. *A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc.* suggests that “lack of harm to an established market cannot deprive the copyright holder of the right to develop alternative markets for the work.” *American Geophysical Union v. Texaco, Inc.* similarly noted that “impact on potential licensing revenues for traditional, reasonable, likely developed markets” is relevant.

Sony is particularly important to the online music context because it potentially protects many personal uses of music. In treating "time-shifting"—taping a television show to watch it once later—as fair use, the Court opened the fair use doctrine to private, non-transformative copying of entire works. For instance, burning downloaded songs to a CD or shifting to a portable player for personal use would be non-commercial and thus would put the same burden of proof on copyright holders that Sony did. Indeed, *Recording Industry Association of America v. Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc.* theorized that copying a legally purchased CD into a new format to listen to it while walking or driving is “space-shifting,” and that, like “time-shifting” in Sony, it would probably be considered a fair use. However, *Diamond* was not a fair use case, and the court’s discussion of “space-shifting” was dictum. In fact, the Register of Copyrights argues that such use would not be considered a fair use because it could interfere with copyright holders’ creation of download services that limit further redistribution of purchased works. Similarly, following the sentiments of *Napster* and *American Geophysical*, space-shifting could be considered a potential licensing opportunity. Copyright holders could use DRM to limit and charge for such actions.

Another fair use that could have a significant effect on the success of an online music store is the fair use to reverse engineer. In *Sega Enterprises, Inc. v. Accolade, Inc.*, the court held that reverse engineering, in this case making a copy of Sega’s copyrighted material solely to determine how to create interoperable programs, is a permitted fair use. As noted, music downloaded from the iTMS can only be played on Apple’s iPod. If reverse engineering were permitted, programmers could determine how the Apple software worked and design new software to allow other portable players to play iTMS music. For a more in depth discussion of this issue, see Part II on DRM.

Indeed, DRM, as backed by the DMCA, can override many fair uses. Moreover, DRM preempts the careful balancing of interests that every case entails. Fair use is a contextual, evolving doctrine whereas DRM's
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restrictions are rigid; necessarily, the two can never perfectly align. With Apple's FairPlay, this is clearly the case. FairPlay judges that the sixth computer (but not the previous five) cannot store a copy of a song and that no excerpt—no matter its size, purpose or impact on the original's market or the original's nature—can be made. Whereas fair use is typically a judicial decision, copyright holders and Apple have full discretion with DRM.

2. Countries of the European Union

One of the major provisions of the EUCD is its requirement that no member of the EU allow any exemptions to copyright outside of those exhaustively specified in art. 5. Art. 5(2)(b) defines the exceptions allowed for “reproductions on any medium”, including digital media. Art. 5(2)(b) permits exceptions allowing “natural person[s]” to make reproductions “for private use” and “for ends that are neither directly nor indirectly commercial,” so long as those uses “do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work.” Such “private use” exceptions must fairly compensate the rightholders. Other allowed exceptions include “use for the sole purpose of... scientific research,” uses for the purpose of news reporting, uses for the purpose of criticism, and uses for the purpose of parody. While no country is allowed to implement any exceptions other than the ones listed in art. 5, it is also true that no country is required to implement most of these exceptions. Only one exception is mandatory, and that is an exception for “transient” copies that are an integral and essential part of a technological process... whose sole purpose is to allow either a network transmission by a third party or a lawful use. The purpose of this exception is to prevent ISPs, router operators, etc. from being liable for copies that pass through their equipment and to allow people to make use of software legally because running a piece of software requires it to be “copied” temporarily into RAM. As the majority of the exceptions and limitations listed in art. 5 are optional, an examination of the EUCD alone is not enough to provide a good picture of the laws of any individual state.
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a. United Kingdom

On October 31, 2003, the U.K.’s implementation of the EUCD, the Copyright and Related Rights Regulations 2003 (CRRR),\(^442\) came into force. As mentioned in Part II and Part III of this case study, the CRRR makes many significant amendments to the United Kingdom’s main source of copyright law, the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 1988 (CDPA).\(^443\) Most of the rights that would be considered fair uses under U.S. law are found in Chapter III of the CDPA. Sec. 29 of the CDPA states that “Fair dealing with a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work for the purposes of research for a non-commercial purpose does not infringe any copyright,”\(^444\) and also permits “fair dealing… for the purposes of private study.”\(^445\) It is important to note, however, that under the CDPA “musical work” means a composition and not a sound recording of that composition. Sound recordings are not covered by sec. 29. This “fair dealing” provision is indicative of the majority of the U.K.’s “fair use” provisions. While it does leave some leeway for the courts to decide if a particular action is “fair dealing,” it is much more specific than the U.S. statute. Sec. 30 provides for “fair dealing… for the purpose of criticism or review” and secs. 32 through 36 provide exceptions for infringements that take place for the purpose of education.\(^446\) To a certain extent, these rights are judicially determined rights. For example, in *Hyde Park Residence Ltd v Yelland*,\(^447\) the court looked at the “extent of the use”, the “good faith” of the defendants, the type of use, and other criteria in determining whether the publishing of certain photos was protected under the fair dealing provisions.\(^448\) Nonetheless, the relative specificity of the CDPA renders a careful look at judicial decisions in the United Kingdom less important.

Sec. 56 of the CPDA deals with the transfer of works in electronic form. Sec. 56 applies “where a copy of a work in electronic form has been purchased on terms which, expressly or impliedly or by virtue of any rule of law, allow the purchaser to copy the work, or to adapt it or make copies of an adaptation, in connection with his use of it.”\(^449\) Sec. 56(2) sets forth:

> “If there are no express terms—
> (a) prohibiting the transfer of the copy by the purchaser, imposing obligations which continue after a transfer, prohibiting the assignment of any licence or terminating any licence on a transfer, or
> (b) providing for the terms on which a transferee may do the things which the purchaser was permitted to do, anything which the purchaser was allowed to do may also be done without infringement of copyright by a transferee; but any copy, adaptation or copy of an adaptation made by the purchaser which is not also transferred shall be treated as an infringing copy for all purposes after the transfer.”

\(^442\) See supra note 251.

\(^443\) See supra note 381.

\(^444\) § 29(1), CDPA

\(^445\) § 29(1C), CDPA

\(^446\) § 30(1), 32-36, CDPA

\(^447\) [2001] Ch 143 (Court of Appeals).

\(^448\) Id. at ¶ 40.

\(^449\) § 56, CDPA.
It seems likely that sec. 56(2) applies to an iTMS user, because iTunes’ Terms of Service, as discussed in the previous Part III on digital first sale, have not definitively addressed the issue of transfers of purchased songs. In any case, however, an iTMS purchaser who sent a copy of an iTMS song to a friend would infringe the copyright under the CPDA unless he transferred all copies.

The main effect of the CRRR, as briefly discussed in Part II, is to amend the CDPA to include provisions protecting DRM technologies. In so doing, it largely allows for copyright holders to override fair dealing. The only specific exception is for cryptography researchers, and even that research is prohibited in any case where such research “prejudicially [affects] the rights of the copyright owner.”\(^\text{450}\) A special provision also exists to provide a remedy for users whose permitted acts (such as the copies made for private use mentioned above) are prevented by DRM.\(^\text{451}\) This complicated provision creates a complaint system through which a person “prevented from carrying out a permitted act” can notify the Secretary of State of the limitation, who can then choose to force the copyright holder to relax or circumvent the DRM to allow the permitted use. However, according to sec. 296ZE(9) this procedure does not apply “to copyright works made available to the public on agreed contractual terms in such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.”\(^\text{452}\) It is possible that U.K. courts would find that users of the iTMS, a sort of on-demand service, do not have the remedy set forth in sec. 296ZE.

These provisions are tailor-made for providers of an online music service as they generally prohibit any tampering with its DRM, while also prohibiting any scientific research that has “prejudicial” effect. On the other hand, consumers may find themselves unable to use their purchases in ways generally considered to be fair.

**b. Germany**

Germany is another of the few members of the European Union to have presently implemented the EUCD. German copyright law is codified in the Law on Copyright and Related Rights, or in German, the Gesetz über Urheberrecht und verwandte Schutzrechte (UrhG).\(^\text{453}\) Chapter I.6 of the UrhG sets what would be considered fair uses in the United States. §§ 44a-63a UrhG provide limitations on copyright for many of the normal reasons such as instructional use (§ 46 UrhG), school broadcasts (§ 47 UrhG), public speeches (§ 48 UrhG), newspaper articles (§ 49 UrhG), quotations (§ 51 UrhG), and public communication (§ 52 UrhG). § 53 UrhG governs “Reproduction for Private and Other Personal Uses.”\(^\text{454}\) According to § 53(1), natural persons (but not legal entities) can make single copies (according to case law, up to seven) of a work, digital or analog, for private use as long as such copies are not used—neither directly nor indirectly—for commercial purposes, and given that such copies are not made from obviously illegal originals. Thus, it would be a copyright

\(^{450}\) § 296ZA (2), CDPA.

\(^{451}\) § 296ZE, CDPA.

\(^{452}\) § 296ZE(9), CDPA.

\(^{453}\) See supra note 118.

\(^{454}\) Id. at § 53.
infringement to download songs for personal use from P2P networks which distribute works without permission of the copyright holder. While copies of newspapers and out of print works can be lent, it is impermissible to lend copies of any sort of recordings.455

With the implementation of the EUCD, German copyright law also now includes a provision preventing circumvention of “effective technological measures for the protection of a work protected by [copyright].”456 This blanket statement, however, is complicated by § 95b UrhG, which states that there are certain copyright limitations which shall not be eliminated by technical protection measures. There are only a small number of these limitations, for example § 45a that allows handicapped people to modify a work so they can use it. Importantly for iTunes, § 95b(3) UrhG states that such allowed private uses do not apply to works distributed over the internet. This means that, as already discussed in Part III, the iTMS can use DRM to exclude all copying of its music. But according to § 108(1) UrhG, circumvention of DRM in order to make a private copy will not be criminally punished. The companies whose DRM has been circumvented, however, can still bring private lawsuits.457 To summarize, circumventing DRM in Germany in order to make a private copy is almost always illegal and can be the basis for a private suit, though the government will not pursue such copying with criminal sanctions. Note that this exemption from criminal liability only applies to downloaders, not distributors. According to the Federal Justice Minister, Brigitte Zypries, “Anyone – irrespective of whether commercially or privately, for money or not – who offers and distributes music, films or computer games for download from the internet without being entitled to do so, will make themselves criminally liable.”458

Germany also has a constitutional exemption for scientific research and learning.459 According to the German government, the anti-circumvention provision of the UrhG will not prohibit “acts of circumvention committed solely for scientific purposes (e.g. cryptography).”460 Copyright holders’ eternal worry, however, is that if one person is allowed to crack a DRM technology, then the DRM will be rendered useless.461 However, while such scientific research might be widely published, it would not enable the average user to circumvent the DRM as it would first need to be implemented as some sort of software or device. Programmers and other advanced users might be able to create their own circumvention devices, but they would not be allowed to distribute them and the widespread circumvention copyright holders fear would likely
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455 “Copies may neither be disseminated nor used for public communication. It shall be permissible, however, to lend out lawfully made copies of newspapers and works that are out of print…” Id. at § 53(6)

456 The full text is: “Effective technological measures for the protection of a work protected by this law or of any other subject matter protected by this law may not be circumvented without the consent of the rightholder, when the person concerned acts with the knowledge or with reasonable grounds to know, that the circumvention takes place to gain access to such a work or protected subject matter or to make use of it.” § 95(a), UrhG.
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459 “Art and Science, Research and Teaching are Free.” Art. III(5) Grundgesetz.


461 Consider the case of DeCSS, where one teenage Norwegian researcher who wanted to find a way to play his DVDs in Linux cracked the CSS code used by the industry to prevent copying of DVDs. Soon after, the code to get past the CSS encryption was ubiquitous both on and off the internet. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DeCSS.
not materialize. It is doubtful, then, that a simple exception solely for scientific research would discourage an online music service from expanding into the German market.\textsuperscript{462}

c. France

France also must implement the EUCD. France’s implementation, however, is pending.\textsuperscript{463} Note, however, that in the coming years, French copyright law will likely change significantly and become more like German and U.K. copyright law. Currently, French copyright law is codified in the Intellectual Property Code (IPC) of 1992.\textsuperscript{464} The limitations of the rights granted to the copyright holders, the “fair use privileges” of the people, are stated succinctly in Art. L. 122-5 of the IPC:

The beneficiaries of the rights afforded by this Title may not prohibit:
1. Private and gratuitous performance carried out exclusively within the family circle;
2. Reproductions strictly reserved for private use by the person who has made them and not intended for any collective use.
3. [Brief quotations in criticism, education, news reporting contexts.]
4. Parody, pastiche and caricature, observing the rules of the genre. \textsuperscript{465}

These provisions are quite similar to the United States’, the United Kingdom’s and Germany’s. One key difference is that reproductions for private use are not limited in number in France.\textsuperscript{466}

3. Canada

Canadian copyright law is codified in the Copyright Act of 1985.\textsuperscript{467} Sec. 29 provides “fair dealing” privileges for “research or private study,”\textsuperscript{468} for the “purpose of criticism or review” so long as the source is mentioned,\textsuperscript{469} for the “purpose of news reporting.”\textsuperscript{470} In CCH Canadian Ltd. V. Law Society of Upper Canada,\textsuperscript{471} the Supreme Court of Canada has given a broad interpretation to the fair dealing exception under the Canadian Copyright Act. According to this Court, the “fair dealing exception, like other exceptions in the Copyright Act, is a user’s right. In order to maintain the proper balance between the rights of a copyright owner and users’ interests, it must not be interpreted restrictively. As Professor Vaver […] has explained […]:

\textsuperscript{462} Especially considering that even if a workaround was found by a researcher for a particular DRM technology, trafficking or broadcasting that workaround would still be illegal. § 95 UrhG.
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\textsuperscript{466} Reverse engineering rights are specified by Art. 122-6-1 of the IPC. While the actual requirements that must be met before reverse engineering becomes legal are somewhat complicated, the key provision is that reverse engineering can only be used “to achieve the interoperability of [software].” (IPC, Art. L 122-6-1 (IV)). For further discussion of this issue, see supra Part II.
\textsuperscript{467} Supra note 380.
\textsuperscript{468} \textit{Id.} at § 29.
\textsuperscript{469} \textit{Id.} at § 29.1.
\textsuperscript{470} \textit{Id.} at § 29.2.
\textsuperscript{471} 2004 SCC 13.
‘Users rights are not just loopholes’. Both owner rights and user rights should therefore be given the fair and balanced reading that befits remedial legislation.”472 The fair use exception as set forth in sec. 29 has been given a large and liberal interpretation as far as the privileges for “research” are concerned. In Law Society, the Supreme Court held that research is not limited to non-commercial or private contexts. With regard to the effects of the dealing on the work, the Court focused its analysis on the question whether the reproduced work is likely to compete with the market of the original work.473

Copying for private use is also allowed by the Canadian Copyright Act. According to sec. 80 of the Act, “the act of reproducing all or any substantial part of [a recording] onto an audio recording medium for the private use of the person who makes the copy does not constitute an infringement of the copyright.” As was the case in France, there is no limit on the number of copies a Canadian citizen can make of a particular recording. Likewise, a music service’s limitation of the number of allowed copies might bother Canadian users.

4. Asia-Pacific

a. Japan

Japan has no generalized “fair use” concept as a defense to infringement or affirmative right – restraints on copyright entitlements are specifically enumerated in the Copyright Law; Japan’s Copyright Law also does not contain a broad, generalized fair use provision like that in 17 U.S.C. § 107.474 The Tokyo High Court explicitly affirmed this principle in a 1994 case between Dow Jones & Co. and Know-How Japan.475 This case, widely known as the “Wall Street Journal” case, involved a copyright infringement suit against a Japanese corporation for selling abstract services of "The Wall Street Journal" and "New York Times" to the Japanese public.476 The High Court denied the defendant’s arguments, stating that it was “not reasonable to conclude” from the purpose of the Copyright Law, as outlined in art. 1 and the limitations on copyright, as outlined in art. 30, that the Japanese courts “generally recognize the principles of fair use.”477 The court continued that, “as limitation to copyright by fair use is based on the balance of conflicting interests, namely the interests of author and public necessity, conditions to apply the principle of fair use must be clearly set out...under our legal system where such provision[s do] not exist, we cannot find general principle of fair use.” However, the Japanese Copyright Law does contain a "laundry list" of permitted use of copyrighted material, which may provide a limited basis for fair use.478 Among the permissible uses include reproduction for educational, political, judicial or newsworthy purposes.479 In particular, the Copyright Law permits reproduction for private use,480
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performance for non-profit-making purposes, and reproduction by the owner of a copy of a software program.

b. China

Although China does not have a general fair use provision like that in U.S. copyright law, it does provide a limited fair use doctrine in art. 22 of its Copyright Law. Art. 22 lays out specific circumstances where “a work may be exploited without permission from, and without payment of remuneration to, the copyright owner, provided that the name of the author and the title of the work shall be mentioned and the other rights enjoyed by the copyright owner by virtue of this Law shall not be prejudiced.” Embodied in this Article is a private use exception: it allows a party to use a copyrighted work, without the copyright holder’s permission, only for “the purposes of the user’s own private study, research or self-entertainment.”

E. Conclusion

Fair use has the potential to affect the business model of an online music service in at least two ways: (1) creating expectations on the part of the customer and (2) increasing or decreasing the willingness of copyright holders to supply music, or in other words, increasing or decreasing the amount of effort and care a music provider must put into designing its DRM system to protect copyright holders or even causing a music provider to decide no DRM system would be sufficient. Fair use is copyright law’s attempt to codify reasonable exceptions and limitations to the exclusive rights normally granted to copyright holders. If a use is considered "fair" by the law, customers might expect it and are likely to make a decision whether or not to use a particular system based on to what extent that system allows the use. As the market for online music distribution grows, competition between distributors could result in an ever increasing set of allowed uses. Fair use can also be seen as a work-around of the copyright. As such, copyright holders—depending on the context—might see fair uses as dangers to their rights. As a general rule, the more fair uses allowed, the more danger a copyright holder may perceive.

While each country has a different method of implementation, every country has some sort of "fair use" limitations/exceptions incorporated into its copyright law. These define the reasonable extent of the monopoly granted to copyright holders. Internationally, the trend seems to be toward fair use laws that encourage business models like the iTMS, at the expense of traditional fair uses. The EUCD specifically limits the available "fair use" exceptions and makes it generally illegal to circumvent DRM. While some countries have not yet implemented the EUCD, soon the trend toward "harmonization" in the EU will be complete. In the U.S., laws like the DMCA are creating the same trend.
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Part V: Findings and Tentative Assessment

A. Summary

The purpose of this case study of Apple’s iTunes Music Store has been twofold:486 First, the study has explored how critical doctrines and principles of copyright and contract law, DRM systems (including anti-circumvention laws), and online media distribution models interact with each other. Some of the observations made in the previous Parts are recapitulated in the following section.

The second objective of the paper is to expand the knowledge base of the Digital Media in Cyberspace Project beyond U.S. law and to include a more detailed coverage of legal frameworks in Europe as well as in nations such as Japan and China. This comparative law analysis has been integrated in Parts I-IV and will not be reproduced in this final Part V. The following Section 2, however, summarizes some of the general findings.

1. Critical Interactions

In this study, the following four interactions between law, DRM, and business models—among others—have been identified as key issues and have been analyzed in greater detail both from a U.S. as well as a comparative law perspective:

- Contract-Copyright Intersection: Online media services such as the iTMS use two legal strategies to govern the actions consumers may take with purchased digital content: limitations through contract and/or copyright law. The extent of the content provider’s ability to control its business model depends on how contract and copyright doctrine interact. Copyright law typically provides exceptions to its protections that effectively create greater freedom of action for consumers who purchase copies of protected works. However, if contracts can re-allocate copyright’s entitlements, the content provider can use license agreements with its consumers to support its business model by limiting what they can do with the content—even to the extent of overriding rights consumers would otherwise enjoy under copyright. Hence, where contract law can override copyright, and governments do not impose mandatory contract terms in favor of consumers, license agreements can plug holes copyright creates.487

- Digital Rights Management (DRM) and Anti-Circumvention Laws: Like contracts, DRM can upset the balance struck between copyright holders and the public, including fair use and first sale. Unlike

486 See supra Introduction.
487 See supra Part I.
contracts, DRM’s restrictions are self-enforcing. In this case study, we have illustrated how Apple’s Online Music Store, iTunes, takes advantage of its DRM system, FairPlay, and legal provisions such as those set forth in the DMCA to prevent music piracy on the one hand, and to limit interoperability—thus controlling secondary markets—on the other hand.488

• First Sale and Business Model-Interaction: The first sale doctrine is aimed at balancing the copyright holder's rights on the one hand and public access to copyrighted works on the other hand. Therefore, the doctrine has an important impact both on consumers and on the public at large. It has been demonstrated, however, that the first sale exemption in its current interpretation is unlikely to apply to digital works distributed over the Internet. The emergence of a digital first sale doctrine, by contrast, would likely lead to secondary markets in downloaded content such as music and movies. These secondary markets would, in turn, likely have a significant impact on online business models such as the iTMS as well as on users’ opportunities—and costs—to gain access to copyrighted digital content.489

• Fair Use and Business Model-Interaction: Generally speaking, fair use is a privilege to use an individual's copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without her consent. The specific implementations of fair use rights or privileges can vary significantly from country to country. Fair uses traditionally include copies for private study, parody, criticism, news reporting, limited personal uses, and reverse engineering for interoperability. While one Part of this case study explored the reverse engineering and interoperability aspect of fair use,490 another Part has demonstrated that online business models such as the iTMS have to balance between broad consumer expectations of fair use on the one hand and a copyright holder’s desire to control the distribution and use of copyrighted works by means of contract law and DRM schemes on the other hand.491

2. Comparative Law Perspective
The comparison of important provisions of several international and national legal and regulatory frameworks—in essence in the domain of copyright, contract, and anti-circumvention law—leads to a conclusion that is typical for comparative law as such. On one hand, the paper has identified and described a trend towards convergence between different legal frameworks with regard to some of the key issues up for debate. For instance, the research has identified an overall trend towards convergence between the analyzed legal frameworks with regard to the following issues.

• In the US as well as in Europe and Asia-Pacific, contract law—in the digital media context appearing in form of “terms of service” or “license agreements”—limits what consumers can do with purchased digital content such as online music, movies, or e-books. License agreements often override rights

488 See supra Part II.
489 See supra Part III.
490 See supra Part II.
491 See supra Part IV.
consumers would otherwise enjoy under copyright law. Thus, for instance, license agreements of online music services both in Europe and Japan often prohibit users from re-selling, lending, or transferring songs—rights usually granted by the first sale doctrine or fair use in the U.S.\textsuperscript{492}

- Increasingly, digital content providers are turning to technological protection measures to constrain usage of e-content. The iTMS, for instance, restricts transformative use of music and limits the number of burns with the exact playlist via FairPlay. Technological protection measures are increasingly supported with strong laws prohibiting the circumvention of DRM that protects copyright holders’ exclusive rights. At the international level, the WIPO treaties, among other requirements, call for “adequate legal protections and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures.” Legislatures around the globe have enacted statutes and provisions—such as the DMCA in the U.S., or the European Union’s Copyright Directive—to implement the WIPO treaties. Accordingly, copyright holders and online music stores here and abroad can, by and large, rely both on self-enforcing technical protection measures and strong anti-circumvention provisions.\textsuperscript{493}

- Moreover, the paper has identified and analyzed a trend towards convergence between national legal frameworks in legal doctrines such as the first sale doctrine, or, in terms of international law, the principle of exhaustion. The application of the first sale doctrine to digital works distributed over the Internet, despite strong arguments to the contrary, is denied both under current U.S. and European Union Law, and has not emerged in Asian-Pacific jurisdictions. The WIPO treaties in particular apply the first sale doctrine to tangible goods only—such as books, CDs, and the like—but not to “intangible” content distributed over the Internet.\textsuperscript{494}

On the other hand, however, a comparative law analysis of different national legal frameworks unveils that significant differences among jurisdictions persist despite a larger trend towards convergence of regulatory frameworks which govern online media. This study has identified and discussed four key areas where copyright holders, online media providers, and consumers might face important differences between a specific country’s governing laws on the one hand and foreign contract, copyright, and anti-circumvention laws on the other. It remains an open question whether these differences will reshape evolving and expanding business models. The four key areas are anti-circumvention laws, fair use exemptions to copyright law, consumer protection laws, and law enforcement practices:

- Using programs or hardware to unlock content protected by DRM tools or selling or supplying such technologies is forbidden by the DMCA and the EUCD. At the European level, however, an initial analysis of national laws of the EU member states that have already implemented the EUCD reveals differences with regard to fair use rights and circumvention of access and copy controls. While it is

\textsuperscript{492} See supra Part I.
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not yet possible to rely on significant case law to predict how the interpretation of the anti-
circumvention provisions will differ among the EU member states, one can conclude from
interpretative statements of government officials that there might be significant disparities, for
instance, with regard to the qualification of circumvention of certain “access controls” such as those
used in DVD’s region coding.\footnote{See supra Part II.}

- While the basic idea of the fair use doctrine as it has emerged in the U.S.—i.e. to codify reasonable
exceptions and limitations to the exclusive rights normally granted to copyright holders—appears in
one form or another in most foreign copyright regimes, the specific implementations of fair use rights
or privileges vary significantly from country to country. These regional differences may affect online
music services in two ways: First, extensive fair use privileges may have an impact on the record
industry’s willingness to license their music to online music stores such as iTunes. Second, fair use
might play a role in shaping users’ expectations of what they can and should be able to do with their
music.\footnote{See supra Part IV.}

- Compared to U.S. consumer-protection laws, online music providers will have to master a very
different set of consumer-protection laws in various EU countries, as well as those in the Asia-Pacific
region. The EU-legislature, for instance, has enacted two important directives that govern online
contracts, including agreements between an online music service and its users. Both the Distance
protection that are distinct from other jurisdictions. The Distance Contract Directive, for instance,
grants consumers a right of withdrawal from any distance contract—a right that cannot be waived by
contract. It states that consumers have at least seven business days to withdraw from the contract
without penalty and without giving any reason. Accordingly, European music stores such as Tiscali
Music Club grant customers a right to “return” downloaded digital music within seven days. Some
EU member states, however, do not grant such a right of withdrawal for online purchase of music
and videos. Whether these unique consumer protection provisions apply to U.S.-based online music
services such as the iTMS is not certain and depends on the location of the store’s European business
center. The E-Commerce Directive, following the principle of control by the country of origin,
applies to e-commerce services established within the EU. A service provider with an EU subsidiary
or branch, like Napster UK Limited, will therefore be covered by the Directive. The Distance
Contract Directive, by contrast, applies to any contract for goods or services involving an EU
consumer, regardless of whether the supplier has a physical or virtual presence in the EU. Thus, even
U.S. online music services without a subsidiary or branch abroad must comply with the consumer
protection provisions as set forth in the E-Commerce Directive.\footnote{See supra Part I.}

- There remain significant disparities between jurisdictions about enforcement of contract and
copyright obligations. The lawsuits filed by the RIAA against individual file sharers indicate relatively
low litigation barriers in the U.S. The European Music Industry, by contrast, has seemed to be more reluctant to bring lawsuits. Although the European recording industry has frequently mentioned a desire to start a campaign similar to the RIAA’s in the U.S., no specific suits were lodged against file-sharers prior to March 2004. The foreign recording industries’ emphasis has been on the use of DRM-protected content, public awareness programs highlighting the illegality of file-swapping and the damages it causes, and on cooperation with ISPs, rather than legal actions against individual file-sharers. The reasons for this different approach were considered to be at least threefold: First, it has been argued that illegal file-sharing is a less severe problem outside the U.S. due to the lower penetration of broadband internet services, which makes large-scale file-sharing more difficult. It is also possible that news coverage of the U.S. lawsuits have deterred would-be file-sharers living outside the U.S. Second, structural differences in the law among the different legal systems must be considered. Structural barriers include high burdens of proof on plaintiffs or limited damages that make litigation unlikely to succeed from an economic perspective. 498 Third, cultural barriers to litigation might vary, too. In Japan, for instance, the emphasis is placed on negotiation and long-term interaction rather than enforcement of obligations through litigation.499 On March 30, 2004, however, the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI)500 announced that legal actions against 247 alleged file-sharers have been taken in Denmark, Germany, Italy, and Canada by the national record associations on behalf their member record companies, and in some cases by record labels.501 Recently, the IFPI announced the first conviction of a music file sharer by a German criminal court. In addition to a criminal fine for sharing via KaZaA, the convicted party agreed to pay the German music industry compensation of EUR 8,000.502

As mentioned above, the comparative law analysis has focused on legal issues which directly govern and shape the relationship between a particular online business model and its users. While the study has diagnosed a general trend toward convergence between different legal and regulatory frameworks, despite differences in detail, it also supports the notion that laws and markets governing relevant relationships reflect important differences among nations and jurisdictions. These differences, in turn, may have an impact on the question of how online media business models are structured, implemented, and fine-tuned across the globe. Consider, for instance, the fact that artists in Europe are likely to have regional contracts with record labels. In such a market, it becomes more difficult and expensive for a U.S.-based online media provider such as iTunes to

498 It remains to be seen how these and similar factors will be affected by the soon-enacted European Copyright Enforcement Directive; see, e.g., http://europe.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/questen.ksh?p_action.gettxt=qt&doc=IP/04/3160|RAPID&lg=EN&display=. The latest version of the Directive is available at http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/pv2?PRG=CALDOC&FILE=20040309&LANGUE=EN&TPV=PROV&LASTCHAP=33&SDOCTA =25&TXTLST=1&Type_Doc=FIRST&POS=1.

499 See, e.g., supra Part I and Appendix.


501 For further discussion, see http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/media/uploads/72/7/breakingnews.htm.

negotiate license agreements.\textsuperscript{503} Or, one might consider the impact of different compensation regimes among different jurisdictions on business models.\textsuperscript{504}

\textbf{B. Tentative Assessment}

In this study, the analysis of the interplay between key legal issues of copyright and contract law, DRM schemes, and digital media business model has focused on the relationship between an online media service—in this case study Apple’s iTunes—and its customers. This section of the paper aims to summarize and assess some of the (potential) impacts of the digital music store model as implemented in Apple’s iTMS on key players in the digital media marketplace besides online media services. Due to a lack of a comprehensive set of data and a relatively limited set of experiences with new online services such as the iTMS, this assessment is tentative in nature.\textsuperscript{505} A forthcoming research paper by the Berkman Center’s Digital Media Project will discuss the effects of both online music stores such as iTunes and of alternative business models on consumers, artists, and labels in greater detail.

\textbf{1. Impacts on Consumers}

As measured by market share, legitimate pre-iTunes online music services such as Pressplay and MusicNet have failed to succeed in the market.\textsuperscript{506} The reasons for this failure are manifold. From the consumer's perspective, one might argue that complicated user interfaces, the limited size of song catalogs, comparatively high up-front costs imposed by monthly subscription fees, and restrictive DRM schemes were (at least in part) responsible for the rather limited success of iTunes’ precursors.\textsuperscript{507} As it has been discussed in this paper,\textsuperscript{508} Apple’s iTMS changed the online music landscape by offering an easy-to-use online store with a broad song catalog, a consistent, uniform, and cheap pay-per-download scheme rather than a subscription service, and a relatively liberal DRM system. Moreover, the iTMS has added additional features to its service in order to attract consumers and “compete with free” music distributed over P2P networks. At a glance, all these characteristics benefit consumers, as compared to the offerings of older online music services.

However, the analysis has also made clear how contracts, code, and supporting laws, along with reluctant application of traditional exemptions (like first sale), can limit users’ access to, and use of, digital content. Such limits are troublesome because they significantly shift the delicate balance between copyright holders’ interests on the one hand, and the public’s interests on the other hand. To summarize:

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{503} See, e.g., \url{http://www.forbes.com/home_europe/newswire/2004/01/24/rtr1225563.html}.
\item \textsuperscript{504} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{505} Comments are welcome at digital-media@cyber.law.harvard.edu.
\item \textsuperscript{506} After two years of existence, these services only managed one million combined downloads. See \url{http://www.promusic.org/viewpoints/billboard.htm}.
\item \textsuperscript{507} See \url{http://www.unlimited.co.nz/unlimited.nsf/0/C6E22337C5431D6CCC256D4300745D3B?OpenDocument} For some reactions to the launch of MusicNet, see \url{http://www.geek.com/news/geeknews/2001dec/gee2001120409143.htm}.
\item \textsuperscript{508} See supra Introduction.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
FairPlay and contract: Through DRM, the delicate balance between the interests of copyright holders and the public can not only be upset, but completely overridden. Because the DMCA and many similar international laws do not provide exceptions for fair use and first sale, copyright holders and Apple can use DRM to unilaterally determine users' freedoms. Contract law can aim towards similar results, but, unlike DRM, its impact is not self-enforcing. Fair Use: By allowing consumers to access and manipulate copyrighted works freely, the fair use doctrine provides important social benefits. As discussed in this Case Study, FairPlay and DMCA-like laws limit numerous potential fair uses, including making copies on additional computers and extracting clips for transformative uses. Of particular importance in Part II, FairPlay limits users' ability to space-shift and format-shift music for players of their choosing. Inasmuch as its contractual terms and FairPlay allow for CD burning and archival copying, it seems to have been designed to follow some common notions of fair use. But no DRM system can completely map fair use. Fair use is not a set of binary rules, but rather an evolving doctrine based on a case-by-case balancing test. While DRM can be built to be more responsive to evolving uses, it can never truly mimic the analog world's leeway for spontaneous uses. First Sale: Online media services such as Apple's iTMS face internationally harmonized laws regarding the first sale doctrine or principle of exhaustion, respectively. Since this doctrine—aimed at limiting copyright holders' distribution rights—is unlikely to apply to digital works distributed over electronic networks, consumers are unlikely to benefit from emerging new markets such as rental and secondary sale markets in digital content. While the importance of secondary markets may be questionable with regard to online music in general and single songs downloaded from the iTMS in particular, the analysis might look different in the case of movies or e-books purchased online. Overall, the lack of a digital first sale doctrine, or, alternatively, the exclusion of its applicability by contractual or technological means decreases the overall availability of copyrighted works and is likely to hamper retail price competition at the expense of individual consumers and the public as a whole. An initial comparative law analysis conducted in this paper suggests that this shift of the legal and regulatory balance in favor of copyright holders’ interests and, vice versa, at the expense of users’ freedom, by and large, is global in its reach as far as the analyzed key issues are concerned. Against this backdrop, it remains an open research question where and to what extent alternative regulatory regimes can and will emerge. Beyond the question of further developments of substantive law aimed at governing digital media, one must also pay close attention to the evolution of enforcement practices. This case study has revealed that similar substantive laws (“laws in the books”) might be enforced in different ways from jurisdiction to jurisdiction (“law in action”). Such divergent enforcement practices, in turn, might re-shape the increasingly globalized digital media marketplace.

509 See supra Part I and supra Part II.
510 See supra Part IV.
512 See supra Part III.
2. Potential Impacts on Labels

Online music stores such as iTunes are likely to have several positive impacts on both major and independent labels. First, online music stores might be seen as attempts to (re-)build new structures for selling copies of music in the digital realm in the aftermath of Napster and *viis-à-viis* its successors. With rich song catalogs, ease-of-use interfaces, permissive DRM schemes, relatively low prices, and special features such as recommendation systems, information on live concerts, etc. online music stores try to compete with free.

Second, the distribution of songs and albums via online music stores—in contrast to traditional distribution channels—eliminates costs such as packing, breakage, and so forth. Given the cost-savings, the labels’ revenue streams are comparable to offline distribution schemes. In the case of Apple’s iTMS, sources have speculated that Apple takes a 35% cut from every song and every album sold, while record labels receive 65% of each sale, with payments every month. The difference between 54% of 15 dollar CDs ($8.10) and 65% of 10 dollar downloaded albums ($6.50) is mostly made up by removing manufacturing costs (8%, $1.20). Essentially all of the lower cost comes from a lesser cut for the retailer (typically 38%, $5.70) and absence of a distributor (8%, 1.20).

Particularly, independent labels might—at least indirectly—benefit from emerging online music services such as the iTMS. The architectural constraints of offline music stores, which often result in a less prominent in-store placement of works by independent artists, do not apply to their online counterparts. Due to ease-of-use search functionalities and autonomous recommendation systems, consumers are more likely to find lesser known artists and music. The basic idea is known as the “80/20” rule. Generally, any business gets 80 percent of its revenues from a dedicated contingent of consumers, the “20%”. With online distribution, a more focused approach may supplant a maximum exposure marketing strategy. As of July 2003, the Nielsen Soundscan ratings service introduced a new category, “non-traditional sales” into its analysis. A glance at the Internet charts, which are available at billboard.com, provides some support for the proposition that online distribution helps lesser known music reach a wider audience. Often, albums in the top 20 of the Internet charts fail to break the top 100 in the offline Billboard 200 ranking—sometimes they are not even listed.

Online music stores such as iTunes may also have a further impact on existing licensing schemes and marketing practices. The long-standing practice of staggered release cycles in Europe, for instance, which prevents music labels from a pan-European launch of an artist, conflicts with the functionality of music services in global cyberspace. It seems likely that the expansion of online music services such as the iTMS to other markets will lead to a modification of such regional business practices.

---


3. Potential Impacts on Artists

The potential impacts of online music stores such as iTunes on artists is difficult to evaluate since information about the contracts between artists and labels, respectively, and the iTMS have not been made public. Moreover, since no blanket contracts exist, one cannot assume any homogeneity in the allocation of revenues between label and artists. Still, it seems likely that the iTMS business model has not significantly changed the revenue streams between the key players—despite the efficiencies created by online distribution.518

However, emerging online music stores such as iTunes might benefit at least some categories of artists in other ways: First, the iTMS and its competitors have widened their offerings through deals with independently distributed labels and free-standing imprints.519 Based on such contracts between independent music labels and the iTMS, independent artists can place their music more easily in online stores rather than traditional (offline) music stores.520 Indeed, with distribution and manufacturing costs reduced, more artists can go directly to the iTMS to release their music rather than working with a label. Second, iTMS advanced search functions and recommendation systems might help users to find songs by lesser known artists more easily than in brick-and-mortar stores. Earlier sales data suggest that the iTMS has sold more than 95% of the songs in its catalog at least once.521 Thus, it seems that consumers, in fact, are downloading songs from lesser known artists and encouraging new entrants.

C. Final Remarks

In 2003, consumers spent a little more than $70 million purchasing online music, and current estimates project that spending will rise to $169 million for 2004.522 In the first half of 2003, this development was driven by Apple’s iTunes Music Store, launched in April for Macintosh and in October for PC users. Due to the characteristics of the iTunes music store as sketched in the Introduction of this study, and due to Apple's iconic portable music player iPod, the iTMS has become the pacesetter in the U.S. online music marketplace. Since iTunes’ launch, services such as Napster 2.0, RealNetworks and Wal-Mart online music stores have entered the market. Some of these online music pioneers—including Roxio’s Napster, MusicMatch, Real Networks’ Rhapsody and the iTMS—have stated they will launch services in Europe (in fact Napster is currently available in the UK) and, eventually, the Asia-Pacific region in 2004.

Despite these early successes and the promise of services such as the iTMS, it remains an open question whether the underlying business models can sustain the traditional structures of the music industry in the online environment. In any case, it is necessary to gain a deeper understanding of the complex relationships between the increasingly global laws of cyberspace aimed at governing digital media services on the one hand and business modeling processes on the other. Such an analysis will require ongoing assessments of the impacts of emerging and evolving business models on various stakeholders with potentially divergent

519 See, e.g., supra Introduction.
520 See the Independent Online Distribution Alliance homepage for an overview of issues facing independent artists.
interests, including consumers, artists, (independent) labels, and the public at large. This study is intended as one contribution to such an endeavor.
Appendix: International Jurisdiction – The European Example

A. Introduction

The previous modules—focusing on the relationship between an online content provider and its users—have analyzed crucial copyright doctrines (such as fair use, first sale) and related legal issues (such as DRM and the intersection between contract and copyright law), as well as their interaction with the business modeling processes. The analysis in the modules illustrates that the substantive law, at least with regard to the key issues discussed in the context of this case study, is partly harmonized through international treaties or is similar among different jurisdictions through technological, societal, or economic convergence. However, it has also become clear that the substantive law, due to the underlying principle of territoriality of the private international law of intellectual property, differs when compared in greater detail. Such differences between legal regimes may have an impact on the design of media business models where digital content is distributed over a global communication infrastructure such as the Internet. Certainly, the question of what law applies becomes a crucial one once a conflict between a digital media provider such as the iTMS and a customer has arisen.

However, it is important to note that the question of the substantive law is only one element of the problem related to the global reach of the Internet. In this context, consider the following hypothetical. Imagine that the iTMS offers its service not only in the U.S., but also has a branch of the music store in Europe. Further, suppose that a French iTMS customer has hacked the iTMS DRM system FairPlay and posted encoded songs and albums on the bulletin board of a German-headquartered commercial service that can be accessed from anywhere in Europe. Subscribers from Italy, Greece and Sweden, on a large scale, downloaded the hacked tracks and shared them among friends and strangers on peer-to-peer networks.

From a legal perspective, both copyright holders and users are likely to ask who might be pursued for copyright infringements and for the circumvention of technical protection measures. Possibilities include the hacker, the commercial service running the bulletin board, downloaders, and file sharers. Moreover, it is crucial to analyze under which nation’s law and where the suit can be filed in order to stop the infringements and prosecute lawbreakers.

The first issue is related to what is discussed as the “choice of law” problem (i.e. what is the applicable law), while the second aspect addresses the question of jurisdiction (i.e. whether a particular court has jurisdiction to adjudicate). This question of international jurisdiction is a complex issue. For instance, in the hypothetical
outlined above, would the fact that Apple offered the iTMS service to European customers solely from the U.S. without any domicile in Europe—in order to circumvent European consumer protection laws—influence the willingness of a European court to hear the case? Would it make a difference if the iTMS server were located, for example, in Austria? Would a European court be satisfied that it has jurisdiction if the iTunes online store has a branch in Amsterdam?

This Appendix addresses some of these issues and provides an initial overview of international jurisdiction in Europe.

**B. Why jurisdiction matters**

In the hypothetical described above, Apple performs via the iTMS cross-border transactions and interactions by electronic means through the global, borderless and potentially uncontrollable multi-jurisdictional reach of the Internet. Given that the dispute has a connection to more than one country and assuming that Apple decides to seek redress through court litigation, the dispute is considered an international rather than national dispute. This distinction makes it mandatory—according to the legal instruments in EC law governing the international legal order—to first determine which country’s courts have the competence to adjudicate (jurisdiction), and second determine which country’s law must be applied (choice-of-law). After this two-step inquiry in private international law, the competent court has to determine the subject matter according to the designated national law(s), which may, depending on the court’s national choice-of-law rules, be the court’s own national law, foreign law or both. As mentioned in the introduction section, this module focuses on the first step—the question of jurisdiction. This issue matters for at least three reasons:

- First, the international legal framework of jurisdictional rules is a portal for digital media enterprises such as Apple as well as for its customers to predict and foresee its rights, obligations and responsibilities when launching services on to the European market and thus to assess ex ante legal risks and identify necessary adjustments of the business model, terms of service, etc.

- Second, the predictability of which court has the competence to adjudicate and which law applies in the case of a dispute is likely to lower transaction costs and increase the efficiency of countermeasures in the event of copyright infringement such as outlined in the hypothetical.

- Third, ex ante predictability of what might happen once a dispute occurs has effects on the relationship between an online music store such as iTunes in our example and its users by contributing to consumer confidence and fostering a climate of trust between the parties. A climate of trust is a crucial factor in e-commerce.

---

523 It is not within the scope of this Appendix I to comment on the question which national law(s) applies (choice-of-law).

524 If the national law designated is not the law of the forum State, this foreign law shall as a main rule apply unless it is in conflict with the forum State’s mandatory and overriding rules or Ordre Public. See, e.g., ‘Study on the conditions applicable to contracts relating to intellectual property in the European Union’, final report, study commissioned by the EC (May 2002), by L.M.C.R. Guiibault and P. Bernt Hugenholtz, available at [http://www.ivir.nl/staff/hugenholtz.html](http://www.ivir.nl/staff/hugenholtz.html).
Predictability, in the context of court litigation, can be achieved by two means.

- First, providers such as Apple can make use of forum-selection clauses\(^{525}\) in order to designate by contractual means which court in Europe shall adjudicate a dispute.\(^{526}\) Apple’s freedom to include forum-selection clauses in a transaction contract, however, is restricted in an important way: If the contracting iTMS user is considered to be a “consumer” in terms of EU law, a forum selection clause can only be agreed on after the particular dispute between the parties has arisen.\(^{527}\) Thus, Apple may include a forum-selection clause in the contract only if the user is not considered as a consumer rather than a user purchasing an iTMS song from Apple inside her trade or profession.\(^{528}\)

- Second, predictability can be achieved—in the European context—by exploring the European legal framework that governs questions of international jurisdiction.\(^{529}\) Jurisdiction in international civil and commercial matters within the territory of the European Union and between its Member States are (except from clearly defined matters) exhaustively regulated by three instruments:\(^{530}\)

  - the Brussels Convention of 27 September 1968,\(^ {531}\)
  - the Council regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2001, entered into force on 1 March 2002 (hereinafter “the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation”),\(^ {532}\) and
  - the Lugano Convention of 16 September 1988, which regulates international jurisdiction in civil and commercial matters within the territory and between the Member States of EFTA or between the EFTA States and the Member States of the EU.\(^ {533}\)
Except from some Articles, the three instruments\textsuperscript{534} are equal in wording, substantive content and editorial outline.

Against this backdrop, the following sections will discuss\textsuperscript{535} in greater detail the relevant provisions of the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation\textsuperscript{536} and assess as to what extent this piece of regulation, in accordance with its intention,\textsuperscript{537} creates certainty as to jurisdiction and, thus, fosters a climate of trust in e-commerce in general and with regard to digital media transactions such as provided by the iTMS in particular.

As it will be revealed, the relevant provisions of the Regulation do not create certainty for either the courts, in their function to delimit and localize the legal relationship in the sphere of a jurisdiction and determine the attribution of competence to adjudicate the subject matter by a unitary application of the jurisdictional rules, or for the disputing parties (Apple and the defendant in our case), in their purpose to create predictability of the applicable law in international matters enabling the parties to clarify their respective rights, obligations and responsibilities.

**C. Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation: Overview and Areas of Uncertainty**

1. **Introduction**

   Apple may file a suit against users on various legal grounds, many of which are regulated either uniformly in the EU or by national regulations specific to each Member State. Which jurisdictional rule applies may depend on the subject matter of the dispute. Each rule has a specific area of application and the plaintiff may choose the forum freely only to a certain extent. Consequently, Apple’s freedom to sue the defendant pursuant to location is determined by the specific scheme and system of the jurisdictional regulations and each provisions’ respective \textit{ratione loci}.

---

\textsuperscript{534} Some general requirements must be fulfilled in order for the Brussels and Lugano Convention and the Jurisdiction Regulation to apply. In short, these requirements are the following: 1) territorial scope, 2) material scope (civil and commercial matters), 3) international scope, 4) personal scope, and 5) scope in time. The jurisdictional regulations in EC law are exhaustive. Consequently, once the general requirements of the Brussels Convention, the Jurisdiction Regulation and the Lugano Convention are fulfilled, their jurisdictional rules demand mandatory application. It follows that the court cannot alternatively apply other rules of jurisdiction, e.g. in domestic law.

\textsuperscript{535} Note: For the purpose of this discussion, it is assumed that Apple/iTunes will have a physical branch, an agency or the like within the European Union. If Apple would offer its service without any physical presence in Europe (i.e. exclusively from the US), the question arises as to whether the website would be considered as a branch or the like according to Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation art. 5.5 and art. 15.2. The focus is on art. 15.1c) Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation which covers a variety of consumer contracts.

\textsuperscript{536} The focus is on art. 15.1c) Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation which covers a variety of consumer contracts.

\textsuperscript{537} Especially art. 15 (see supra note 536) was designed to take into account the development of electronic commerce. In this context, the Economic and Social Committee stated that "[t]he question is whether promoting its services on the Internet means that a company is deliberately seeking to expand beyond its traditional marketing area. Unlimited access to the entire planet is peculiar to the Internet. It is perfectly understandable, however, that the prospect of being brought before foreign courts could deter small and medium-sized enterprises from using the Internet to promote their services. The European Union is, therefore, facing a two-fold challenge: guaranteeing the best possible legal protection for its citizens in relation to the development of electronic commerce and its risks (particularly since it generally requires an advance payment by the consumer), while at the same time not deterring European businesses, particularly SMEs, from using this channel to promote their services. This challenge relates primarily to the European judicial area, but also involves an international dimension, particularly in terms of consumer protection, as the majority of proposals on the "web" originate from businesses established in third countries", see Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a Council Regulation (EC) on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters’, Official Journal C 117, 26/04/2000 P. 0006 – 0011.
There are several provisions relevant for determining the attribution of jurisdiction to court regarding transactions through Apple’s iTMS. The jurisdiction rules laid down by the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation are contained in Chapter II, which consists of art.s 2 to 31. The Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation lays down a system and scheme of rules governing 1) general, 2) special, 3) mandatory or 4) exclusive jurisdiction\footnote{Art. 2: general rule of jurisdiction - domicile of the defendant; art. 5.1: matters relating to contract; art. 5.3: matters relating to tort, delict and quasi-delict; art. 5.5: operations of a branch, agency or other establishment; art.s 15 - 17: consumer contracts; art.s 23 - 24: party autonomy. Under Section 2 art. 5.4 and 6.1 may apply. Note that each rule has a specific area of application and there is no overlapping application.}, which are relevant for the purpose of determining jurisdiction in disputes concerning unauthorized use of music downloaded from the iTMS.

Since presumably most iTMS users are consumers in the sense described above, the focus of the following remarks is on the conditions that determine which European court has competence to adjudicate a consumer dispute, and on the question of whether these conditions are satisfied when a consumer dispute arises between an iTMS customer and Apple.

The Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation\footnote{Since the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation is fairly new of date, the European Court of Justice has not yet given any judgments on this new community legislation. The case-law pursuant to the Brussels Convention is relevant for its interpretation (cf. recital 5 and 19 of the Preamble to the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation).} Sec. 4 art.s 15 to 17 sets out mandatory jurisdictional rules in certain situations when a contract has been concluded by a consumer for a purpose regarded as being outside his trade or profession. The underlying policy\footnote{As art.s 15 to 17 constitute a lex specialis in relation to Art 5.1, and subsequently derogates from the general principles of the system laid down by the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation in matters relating to contract, such as may be derived in particular in Art 2 and 5.1, Art 15 to 17 must be strictly limited to the objectives proper to Section 4 of the said Regulation.} and purpose of the special regime introduced by the provisions regarding consumer contracts is to ensure adequate protection for certain categories of buyers such as consumers. Thus, these provisions cover only a private final consumer, not engaged in trade or professional activities, who is bound by one of the three types of contract listed in art. 15.1 a), b) and c) and who is also personally a party to the action, in accordance with art. 16.\footnote{See Shearson Lehmann Hutton Inc. v TVB Treuhandgesellschaft für Vermögensverwaltung und Beteiligungen mbH, paragraphs 19, 20, 22 and 24.} The reason for the provision is that the consumer as the contracting party is considered to be economically weaker\footnote{Many of the national laws incorporate the idea of protection for the customer, or the consumer, since he/she is the weaker party in economic terms in comparison with the seller. Certain laws are also based on considerations of economic, monetary and other policies, which are intended to control the sales to consumers.} and less experienced in legal matters than his professional co-contractor. The protection afforded the consumer is to grant him the privilege of not being hauled into court in a foreign country.\footnote{The protective role fulfilled by those provisions implies that the application of the rules of special jurisdiction laid down to that end by the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation should not be extended to persons for whom that protection is not justified.} Art. 15 of the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation reads as follows:

Article 15

1. In matters relating to a contract concluded by a person, the consumer, for a purpose which can be regarded as being outside his trade or profession, jurisdiction shall be determined by this Section, without prejudice to Article 4 and point 5 of Article 5, if:
a) it is a contract for the sale of goods on instalment credit terms; or
b) it is a contract for a loan repayable by instalments, or for any other form of credit, made to finance the sale of goods; or
c) in all other cases, the contract has been concluded with a person who pursues commercial or professional activities in the Member State of the consumer’s domicile or, by any means, directs such activities to that Member State or to several States including that Member State, and the contract falls within the scope of such activities.

2. Where a consumer enters into a contract with a party who is not domiciled in the Member State but has a branch, agency or other establishment in one of the member States, that party shall, in disputes arising out of the operation of the branch, agency or establishment, be deemed to be domiciled in that State.

3. This Section shall not apply to a contract of transport, other than a contract which, for an inclusive price, provides for a combination of travel and accommodation.

2. The Requirements of Art. 15.1 c) Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation

Art 15.1 c), as discussed below, stipulates three general and two special (but alternative) requirements that determine the jurisdiction of a court in potential disputes between Apple and iTMS end customers. In this context, it must be emphasized that no condition exists that the consumer must take the steps necessary to conclude the contract between her and the iTunes online music store in the forum state. The place where the consumer takes these steps—consider a French business man traveling outside the EU and downloading songs via his iTMS account from his hotel room—may be difficult or impossible to determine, and in any event they may be irrelevant to creating a link between the contract and the consumer's State. Consequently, the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation art. 15.1c) is not concerned with the location from where the consumer, in fact, has placed an order. Rather, art. 15.1c) is concerned with where or whereto Apple pursues its commercial activities. Thus, the philosophy of the new art. 15 is that the co-contractor (Apple) creates the necessary link when directing his activities towards the consumer's State.

The five (general and special) conditions and requirements of art. 15.1 c), in short, are the following:

- Art. 15.1 c) applies only if the actions are related to a contract,
- which has been concluded between a co-contractor such as Apple and a consumer within the meaning of Art. 15.1 c),
- and where, in turn, the co-contractor pursues commercial or professional activities either
  - in the Member State of the consumer’s domicile, or,
  - by any means, directs commercial or professional activities to the Member State of the consumer's domicile or to several states including the consumer’s.

544 This removes a proved deficiency in the text of old art. 13 in the Brussels Convention, namely that the consumer could not rely on this protective jurisdiction when he had been induced, at the co-contractor's instigation, to leave his home State to conclude the contract. See Proposal for a Council Regulation (EC) on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters */ COM/99/0348 final - CNS 99/0154 */ Official Journal C 376 E , 28/12/1999 P. 0001 – 0017.
Each requirement raises important and complex questions as the following analysis will illustrate.

**a. What constitutes a “contract”?**

It follows from the actual wording of art. 15.1c) that it is applicable only when the action relates generally to a contract\(^{545}\) concluded by a consumer for a purpose outside his trade or profession. For jurisdictional purposes, it is generally considered that the consumer and the professional vendor—in our case Apple with its iTunes music store—will be indubitably linked contractually once the consumer has ordered goods/services offered by the vendor. Thereby, the consumer demonstrates his acceptance of the offer—including all conditions attaching thereto—which Apple displays on the website of its online music store iTunes.

Furthermore, concordance of intention between two parties gives rise to reciprocal and interdependent obligations within the framework of a contract. Thus, in regard to the iTMS, a contract should be considered as concluded for the purposes of jurisdiction once the consumer has gone through all the steps in the iTMS to buy and download music through the website on the basis of Apple’s offer and at a price specified by Apple.

**b. Who is a “consumer”?**

The second general requirement is that the customer who concludes the contract must be regarded as a consumer within the meaning of art. 15.1c). Most of the customers who will purchase music through the iTMS will presumably be consumers. Thus, the following paragraphs only roughly outline the substantive content of this term.

Art. 15.1 provides itself an autonomous definition of “consumer”, stating that each person is a consumer who concludes a contract “for a purpose which can be regarded as being outside his trade or profession.”\(^{546}\) However, this definition, for instance, does not answer the question as to whether this person, in order to be considered as a consumer, must conclude the contract with a view and purpose to use the object of the contract outside his trade or profession, or if the person concludes the contract at a time when she is outside her trade or profession regardless of use. The answer of this question is significant from a business perspective since a contract concluded by a person who is not considered as a consumer is regulated by different provisions of the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation (see art. 5.1). The European Court of Justice has ruled, interpreting art. 13 of the Brussels Convention, that the person—in order to be considered a consumer

\(^{545}\) It must be observed that art. 5.1 relates to contractual matters in general, whereas art.s 15 to 17 specifically cover various types of contracts concluded by consumers. As art. 15 to 17 constitute a lex specialis in relation to Art 5.1, and subsequently derogates from the general principles of the system laid down by the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation, such as Art 2 and 5.1, it is first of all necessary to determine whether an action with its characteristics can fall within the scope of the former of those provisions. Since the concept of a contract of sale of goods and services varies from one Member State to another in accordance with the objectives pursued by their respective laws, it is necessary, in the context of the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation, to consider that concept as being independent and therefore to give it a uniform substantive content allied to the European Community order. This will eliminate obstacles to legal relations and to the settlement of disputes in the context of intra-community relations. Therefore, it is indispensable for the coherence of the provisions to give the expression “contract” a uniform substantive content. Consequently, it should be noted at the outset that the meaning of the expression “contract” is to be interpreted autonomously, and thus assumingly the same as in the general rule of jurisdiction in contracts laid down in Art 5.1 to which a body of case-law is relevant. According to settled case-law, the concept of matters relating to tort, delict or quasi-delict within the meaning of Art 5.3 covers all actions which seek to establish the liability of a defendant and which are not related to a contract within the meaning of Art 5.1.

\(^{546}\) See Bertrand v Paul Ott KG, ECR 1978 Page 01431.
and enjoy the mandatory jurisdictional rules—must conclude the contract in the capacity of a private final consumer when buying the product for personal use. Consequently, only contracts that are concluded in order to satisfy an individual's own needs in terms of private consumption come under the provisions designed to protect the consumer as the party deemed to be the weaker party.

Thus, for instance, a German executive director of an international entertainment group who purchases songs via the iTMS in order to relax after a busy day would be considered as a “consumer” in the sense of art. 15.1c).

c. Who pursues commercial and professional activities?
The third general requirement is that the vendor concluding the contract with the customer is a legal or natural person who pursues commercial or professional activities within the meaning of art. 15.1c). Again, the devil is in the detail, because art. 15.1c) doesn’t make it clear whether “commercial or professional activities” refers to any such activity, including the commercial operation of a website pursuing, for example, the sale of music, or whether it refers to activities with certain characteristic properties. This question is discussed in the next paragraph.

d. What does “pursue … in the Member State …” actually mean?
The remarks so far have made it clear that the so-called general requirements of Art. 15.1 c) Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation provoke interesting questions. However, the following problems related to two special, although alternative requirements, are even more important in the context of online digital media services such as the iTMS. Among other issues, we will discuss in the next paragraphs whether it is required for the application Art. 15.1c) that Apple has a physical branch or agency in Europe, or that at least the server is located within the EU.

The first special requirement set forth in the first part of the sentence of Art 15.1c) is that the contract has been concluded with a person who pursues commercial or professional activities in the Member State of the consumer’s domicile. This condition was designed to ensure that there are close connections between the contract in issue and the State in which the consumer is domiciled.

---

547 Bertrand v Paul Ott KG, ECR 1978 Page 01431, paragraph 21. See also Shearson Lehmann Hutton Inc. v TVB Treuhandgesellschaft für Vermögensverwaltung und Beteiligungen mbH, Case C-89/91, ECR 1993 Page I-00139, paragraph 22. This interpretation has two important consequences:

- In the light of art. 13 of the Brussels Convention, a plaintiff who is acting in pursuance of his trade or professional activity may not enjoy the benefit of the rules of special jurisdiction laid down by the Convention concerning consumer contracts, see Shearson Lehmann Hutton Inc. v TVB Treuhandgesellschaft für Vermögensverwaltung und Beteiligungen mbH, Case C-89/91, ECR 1993 Page I-00139.
- In order to determine whether a person has the capacity of a consumer, reference must be made to the position of the person concerned in a particular contract, looking at the nature and aim of the contract. Thus, the same person may be regarded as a consumer in relation to certain transactions and as an economic operator in relation to others. Francesco Benincasa v Dentalkit Srl., Case C-269/95, ECR 1997 Page I-03767, paragraph 16.

548 This condition was designed to ensure that there are close connections between the contract in issue and the State in which the consumer is domiciled.
• Art 15.1c) doesn’t make it clear whether “pursue” means any commercial or professional activity, or commercial or professional activities with certain quantitative features. On one hand, the verb “pursue” is wide in its semantic reference, and thus could be understood in accordance with the first alternative. On the other hand, the noun “activities” is formed in plural showing that a certain quantitative activity must be present, or at least more than one activity, in order for Art 15.1c) to apply. However, according to the European Court of Justice’s case law in the context of art. 13 of the Brussels Convention,549 this condition is fulfilled when a consumer has been addressed and contacted at his home by one or more letter(s) sent by a professional vendor for the purpose of bringing about the placement of an order for goods offered under the conditions determined by that vendor.550 It follows from this precedent that the expression “pursue” within the meaning of Art 15.1c) quantitatively may refer to one activity. Moreover, the preparatory works illustrates that is was intended to cover all forms of commercial and professional activities carried out in the Member State in which the consumer is domiciled, regardless of market channel. Since Apple maintains a continuous commercial activity through the iTunes online music store’s website, it seems clear and indisputable that Apple pursues commercial activities within the meaning of art. 15.1c) by offering music for sale via the iTMS or by using other distribution channels.551

• As mentioned, art. 15.1c) fails to answer the question of what the expression “in the Member State of the customer’s domicile” exactly means. Is it, for instance, required that Apple as a legal entity has to be physically present in the Member State either by a branch or agency, or does the application of art. 15.1c) require that Apple provides its Internet sales on a server physically placed in the Member State? Or, in contrast, is it sufficient that Apple’s iTMS website is accessible from the Member State? A comparison with the second alternative requirement set forth in Art 15.1c)552 favors the interpretation according to which physical presence is required under this alternative requirement as formulated in the first sentence of Art 15.1c). Thus, the second special but alternative condition of art. 15.1c) becomes crucial with regard to the applicability of this provision.

c. What does it mean to say “by any means, directs… to”?

The second special, alternative requirement set forth in the second part of the sentence of art. 15.1c) is that the contract has been concluded with a vendor who, “by any means,” “directs” commercial or professional activities to that Member State of the consumer’s domicile or to several States including that Member State, and that the contract falls within the scope of such activities.

549 See Rudolf Gabriel, Case C-96/00, ECR 2002 Page I-06367, paragraph 53.
550 This precedent gives no definite answer as to the quality and specific content of the commercial and professional activity.
551 It is noteworthy that it doesn’t make a difference, for instance, whether the songs are offered generally by the press, radio, television, cinema, Internet or any other medium, or addressed directly, e.g. by means of catalogues sent specifically to that Member State, as well as commercial offers made to the consumer in person, either by a physical letter or an e-mail, an agent or door-to-door salesman etc.
552 Art. 15.1 c) second sentence: “… the contract has been concluded with a person who by any means, directs commercial or professional activities to the Member State of the consumer’s domicile or to several States including the Member State of the consumer’s domicile, and the contract falls within the scope of such activities".
It is relatively simple to answer the question whether the means by which the activities are directed are limited, because the provision itself indicates, as discussed above, that all forms of directions shall be covered. Thus, the use of the Internet as a distribution channel in the case of Apple’s iTMS falls under art. 15.1 c) second sentence. More troublesome is the interpretation of the term “directed to.” The question up for debate is whether there is any limitation by subject, quantity or quality. While the provision itself doesn’t provide guideline, the preparatory work of the European Parliament indicates that only a “substantial” direction triggers the protective consumer jurisdiction.

Against this backdrop, one might assume that all of Apple’s commercial activities related to digital music that can be considered as “directed” are relevant, but insufficient to trigger art. 15.1 c) second sentence unless they are substantially directed. Thus, the complicated question is up for discussion what the substantive contents of “directs” are. Based on preparatory works both by the EU-Commission and the European Parliament, the following keywords provide some guidance:

- The customer’s mere knowledge of an accessible website itself is insufficient to ground jurisdiction. Thus, an Italian college student and Internet user who knows that the iTMS exists is not, due to her mere knowledge, automatically protected by art. 15.1 c) second sentence.

- Furthermore, the mere entry into a contract between a consumer and the vendor is, in itself, insufficient to ground jurisdiction. However, the existence of a contract might be seen as an (rebuttable) indicator that vendors’ activities are directed towards a Member State.

Thus, something more than actual knowledge of an accessible website, and something in addition to the mere entry into a contract, grounds jurisdiction. The puzzling question, however, is what exactly meets the “substantive direction” criterion. The preparatory reports are unclear. The following criteria might be considered in this context:

- An important question is whether it is sufficient to ground jurisdiction when a person factually accesses the iTMS website without any other actions, or whether the consumer must engage in additional activities such as the conclusion of a contract to download music. The preparatory reports are ambiguous on this point, but, by and large, suggest that the user, in order to enjoy the protection of Art 15.1c), must do something more than accessing the iTMS website (i.e. she must engage in

---


554 However, the preparatory work of the EU-Commission may lead to the conclusion to the contrary that there exists no requirement as to the substantiality in direction of the commercial or professional activity.

555 The EU-Commission, for instance, stated in its initial proposal that “[t]he fact that a consumer simply had knowledge of a service or possibility of buying goods via a passive website accessible in his country of domicile will not trigger the protective jurisdiction”. See Proposal for a Council Regulation (EC) on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters /* COM/99/0348 final - CNS 99/0154 */ Official Journal C 376 E , 28/12/1999 P. 0001 – 0017.

556 See, e.g., Amended proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters (presented by the Commission pursuant to art. 250 (2) of the EC-Treaty)/* COM/2000/0689 final - CNS 99/0154 */ Official Journal C 062 E , 27/02/2001 P. 0243 – 0275, paragraph 2.2.2.
contractual activities such as the conclusion of a contract to download songs from the iTMS). This interpretation is supported by the fact that Art 15.1c), as discussed above, does not require that the contract has been concluded from the State of the consumer’s domicile. Thus, a consumer, in practice, can conclude the contract from anywhere and still enjoy the protection of Art 15.1c), given that the commercial or professional activity has been directed to the Member State of her domicile or to several States including that Member State. This interpretation has been supported by several scholars because otherwise the consumer dispute could be attributed to courts in all the Member States due to the fact that the website can be accessed from anywhere.

- Another debate concerns the multi-layered question of the effects of an online media provider specifying that its service is not available to customers in specified Member States (negative definition of the Member States by ring-fencing the provider’s trading operation against transaction with consumers domiciled in particular Member States), or, by contrast, stating that it is only available to customers in a specified geographic area (positive definition by which the digital media provider directs its trading operation towards transaction with consumers domiciled in particular Member States). A natural understanding of the wording “directs” suggests that the Brussels Jurisdiction Regulation has taken the view that the determinative criterion for allocation of jurisdiction to court is the vendor’s direction of commercial activities towards a Member State and not the vendor’s activities of avoiding such direction. However, the European Parliament proposed, “[i]n determining whether a trader has directed his activities in such a way, [that] the courts shall have regard to all the circumstances of the case, including any attempts by the trader to ring-fence his trading operation against transactions with consumers domiciled in particular Member States”.

However, the question of whether ring-fencing should be determinative has not yet been definitively answered. Thus, it remains an open question whether a statement in Apple’s Terms of Service or on the iTMS website that specifies, for instance, that users in Germany are not allowed to purchase

---

560 Amended proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters (presented by the Commission pursuant to art. 250 (2) of the EC-Treaty)/* COM/2000/0689 final - CNS 99/0154 */ Official Journal C 062 E , 27/02/2001 P. 0243 – 0275, paragraph 2.2.2.
music from the iTMS would have an effect on the applicability of art. 15.1.c). In any case, online media services such as the iTMS that seek to expand into the European market are well advised both to clarify as well as emphasize in a transparent way what commercial and professional activities are country-specific and directed to (which) Member States.

The previous paragraphs have made it clear that several factors are taken into consideration in order to determine whether the “by any means, directs … to” criterion is met or not. As mentioned, both online as well as offline activities are relevant, although this section has focused on e-commerce activities carried out by electronic means such as the iTMS website. However, Apple must consider all its country-specific elements, whether related to its e-commerce operations on the web or any other activity such as TV, radio, etc. Relevant country-specific factors include:

- The concrete Internet services employed for interaction in addition to other communication- and information services. Problems with country specific indicia such as the distinction relating to .com, .org, etc vs .no, .de, etc.

- The technological features employed by the defendant to conduct country-specific transmissions that either allows or rejects transmissions in order to aim at or avoid specific jurisdictions (software filters and other technological screening devices).

- The employment of user identification, typically based on IP address identification, self-identification, and offline identification (such as the use of geographically limited credit cards).

- Legal notices that permit or prohibit transmissions (valid choice of forum clauses, invalid choice of forum clauses, clauses not accepted by the receiver, self statements/declarations from the receiver/user).

- The character of the content (film, photo, music, text), presentation, language, advertising, shipment, monetary currency, etc.

**D. Conclusion**

The analysis in this Appendix illustrates that an online music service such as the iTMS will face both more complex and more uncertain jurisdictional issues in Europe than in the U.S. Because of this complexity and uncertainty, litigation is likely to be more protracted and costly than similar disputes within the U.S. Thus, an expansion of an U.S. based online music service into the European market will likely result in greater costs than the U.S. counterpart.

---

561 See American Bar Association, Achieving legal and Business Order in Cyberspace: A Report on Global Jurisdiction Issues Created By the Internet.
Additionally, because of the jurisdictional uncertainties in Europe, online music stores’ suppliers (copyright holders) might be reticent to grant the licenses that are necessary to expand. For example, copyright holders may prevent services from expanding to certain regions of the world due to concerns about the legal protection their copyrights will receive.

Finally, the uncertainty surrounding the (lack of) ability to disclaim the “direction of activities” towards certain markets means that businesses such as the iTMS may need to focus on technological measures to limit jurisdiction. The effectiveness of such technologies, and thus the ability of Apple, in our example, to limit its jurisdictional risks, remains to be seen.

It should come as no surprise that expansion of the iTMS or comparable business models into Europe poses additional risks due to jurisdictional issues to the company offering the service. These risks to the company offering the service may correspond to protections for consumers of the service. Some risks to the company, such as limiting the “direction of activities,” may be able to be limited through technological means. With regard to the particular online music store discussed in this case study, however, none of these issues and concerns matter unless Apple believes that expanding the iTMS to new markets will help drive iPod sales just as the iTMS has in the U.S. If it is unlikely that a European iTMS service would generate additional iPod revenue, expansion into new markets may be cost prohibitive.